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Mayoral foreword

We can all think of small cities that are lovely 
to live in – tranquil and green and blessed with 
efficient public transport.

And then we can think of big cities that are global 
economic powerhouses – teeming with the noise, 
energy and ambition of millions of people.

I want London to have the best of both worlds.

I want London to be the best big city on earth.

That means a place that brims with opportunity 
and talent and economic activity of all kinds,  
but also one where the pace of life can suddenly 
slow from one street to the next; where children 
can grow up in safety – where people can be  
seen walking or cycling with no purpose other  
than enjoyment.

That is why we have developed this transport 
strategy in tandem with the London Plan and  
the Economic Development Strategy, because 
taken together they help to outline my vision  
for the Capital.

What is our objective for transport? As I said  
when I launched ‘Way to Go!’, it is very simple:  
to help people get from a to b as quickly, safely 
and conveniently as possible. That’s not just 
because I want to make people happier in their 
daily commuting, it’s also because I want London 
to be the world’s number one location as a place  
to visit, do business and invest.

London is a growing city and I am determined we 
support the employment and population growth 
expected here over the next 20 years.

I want all Londoners to know that we at City  
Hall and Transport for London, together with  
the boroughs and our railway colleagues,  
are working flat out to keep our city moving,  
both now and in the future. This twenty-year 
strategy is supplemented by the TfL Business  
Plan – showing how I shall put the strategy into 
effect in its first eight years.

We are investing billions of pounds in the  
transport system, including Crossrail and a 
transformed Tube network (complemented by 
Thameslink and other rail investment). These are  
all vital to the city’s growth and its ability to  
remain internationally competitive.

I am determined that we make the most of 
London’s existing infrastructure. With the right mix 
of policies, set out in this strategy, I believe we can 
smooth traffic flow, cut emissions, and reduce the 
overall stress levels of the travelling public. The 
new London Overground services and development 
of Strategic Interchanges will transform orbital 
travel in London.
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I want people to have the information they need, 
when they need it to make their journeys easier, 
whether they travel by bus, train, Tube, bike or 
on foot. I want to create a cycling revolution and 
to make walking count – not only to help reduce 
congestion and carbon dioxide emissions, but 
also to improve the health of Londoners. I want 
Londoners to be inspired by the Olympics and 
Paralympic games – a fantastic honour for London 
and a great opportunity for us all to think afresh  
on how we get about.

I also want London to lead the world in new green 
technology – from electric vehicles to a new low 
carbon bus and bike hire scheme. These initiatives 
will help to reduce carbon dioxide, sweeten the air, 
generate jobs and save consumers money at the 
same time.

Wherever we can I want to protect green space and 
enhance the urban realm – creating new spaces 
where we can and tidying up existing ones – so 
that London’s great spaces can be enjoyed by all.

You will note that the strategy involves the 
proposed removal of the western extension to the 
congestion charge zone. There has been public 
opposition to the western extension, confirmed 
during the consultation to this strategy and 
informal consultation on the zone’s removal in 
2008. I now intend to consult the public and 
stakeholders on the making of a draft order for  
the revocation of the western extension with a 
view to removing it by the end of the year.

The TfL Business Plan does not include any 
extension to the remaining congestion charging 
arrangements or the introduction of any new area-

based congestion charging as a Mayoral initiative, 
although I plan to use the legislation to step up 
the Low Emission Zone and do not rule out using 
it to introduce some form of tolling on particular 
routes in order to pay for new river crossings if 
appropriate. I believe on the evidence contained in 
this strategy that this approach will allow London 
to achieve its transport, congestion, air quality and 
health objectives during the next decade.

Whatever the current economic difficulties, it is 
vital we continue our work to transform London’s 
transport system and the way we travel in London.  

With its growing population and astonishing 
base of skills and resources, London will not only 
lengthen its lead as the greatest city on earth,  
it will come to be seen as the best big city on 
earth, the best big city to live in.

Given this transport strategy (together with my 
other strategies) I have no doubt that London can 
achieve this ambition.

Finally, I would like to thank all the individual 
members of the public, stakeholder organisations 
and London boroughs who responded to the 
consultation on the draft of this document, 
and particularly to all the TfL staff involved in 
producing this strategy.

Boris Johnson
Mayor of London
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1 The London Plan: Spatial Development Strategy for Greater London, consultation draft replacement plan, October 2009
2 Rising to the Challenge: The Mayor’s Economic Development Strategy for Greater London, public consultation draft, October 2009
3 First published in 2009, the Travel in London report is an annual, in-depth analysis of travel patterns and trends in London. It is produced by TfL 

and is also the way in which the MTS outcomes will be monitored
4 The committed programme of rail investment to 2014, including Thameslink, plus TfL’s programme of capital investments, outlined in its Business Plan 

to 2017/18, based upon the settlement with central Government. It will fund major upgrades to the Underground and the delivery of Crossrail
5 ‘Londoners’ refers to anyone in London, including permanent and temporary residents, visitors, workers, students and tourists

Introduction

E 1 The Mayor’s Transport Strategy (MTS) is a 
statutory document, developed alongside the 
London Plan1 and Economic Development 
Strategy2 (EDS) as part of a strategic policy 
framework to support and shape the economic 
and social development of London over the 
next 20 years. It sets out the Mayor’s transport 
vision and describes how Transport for London 
(TfL) and its partners, including the London 
boroughs, will deliver that vision. 

E 2 The MTS has been developed from ‘Way to 
Go’, published in autumn 2008, a consultation 
with the London Assembly in spring 2009, 
and a public consultation in autumn 2009. It 
takes into account the emerging policies in the 
London Plan and the EDS. It is supported by a 
detailed evidence base, including the Travel in 
London report3, strategic transport models and 
draft interim recommendations from the Outer 
London Commission. Analysis has focused on 
the outcomes of the committed investment 
programme4 and testing of further policies 
and proposals required to meet the goals of  
the strategy. 

E 3 This executive summary is not a substitute for, 
nor does it derogate from, the policies, proposals 
and other text set out in the main body of the 
MTS to which the reader is referred. 

The Mayor’s transport vision

E 4 ‘London’s transport system should excel among 
those of world cities, providing access to 
opportunities for all its people and enterprises, 
achieving the highest environmental standards 
and leading the world in its approach to 
tackling urban transport challenges of the  
21st century.’ 

E 5 Achieving this vision will require a transport 
system with enhanced capacity and connectivity 
that: is efficient and integrated; encourages 
mode shift to cycling, walking and public 
transport; is accessible and fair to users; offers 
value for money; contributes to improving 
quality of life and the environment; and offers 
improved opportunities for all Londoners5. 

E 6 Six goals set out how this overarching vision 
should be implemented. The transport  
strategy should: 

•	 Support economic development and 
population growth 

•	 Enhance the quality of life for  
all Londoners

•	 Improve the safety and security of  
all Londoners 

•	 Improve transport opportunities for  
all Londoners 
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•	 Reduce transport’s contribution to climate 
change and improve its resilience 

•	 Support delivery of the London 2012 
Olympic and Paralympic Games and  
its legacy 

The context

E 7 Despite improvements in the last few years, 
there are major challenges facing London 
and its transport system. Public transport is 
crowded and many of the roads are already 
congested, with population and employment 
growth set to increase the pressure. Parts of 
London suffer from poor air quality and climate 
change is a serious issue that needs to be 
addressed. There is a need to strengthen the 
role of Outer London town centres in London’s 
economy. It is also important to improve the 
accessibility of the transport system and the 

safety and security of people using it, and to 
ensure that journeys are as comfortable  
as possible. 

E 8 It is forecast that, by 2031, there will be around 
1.25 million more people and over 750,000 
new jobs in the Capital. This is approximately 
equivalent to the current population of South 
Yorkshire. London makes a vital contribution to 
the UK economy and is essential to the wider 
southeast of England, which is the fastest 
growing part of the country. The provision of 
reliable and efficient transport, with the capacity 
and connectivity to accommodate this growth 
sustainably, is crucial to the continued success  
of the London and UK economies. 

E 9 London’s pattern of development has been 
largely dictated by the development of its 
transport network. Historically, the Capital 
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Goals Challenges Outcomes

Support economic 
development and 
population growth

Supporting sustainable population 
and employment growth

•		Balancing	capacity	and	demand	for	travel	through	increasing	
public transport capacity and/or reducing the need to travel

Improving transport connectivity •		Improving	people’s	access	to	jobs
•		Improving	access	to	commercial	markets	for	freight	

movements and business travel, supporting the needs  
of business to grow

Delivering an efficient and 
effective transport system for 
people and goods

•		Smoothing	traffic	flow	(managing	delay,	improving	journey	
time reliability and resilience)

•	Improving	public	transport	reliability
•	Reducing	operating	costs
•	Bringing	and	maintaining	all	assets	to	a	state	of	good	repair
•	Enhancing	use	of	the	Thames	for	people	and	goods

Enhance the quality of 
life for all Londoners

Improving journey experience •		Improving	public	transport	customer	satisfaction
•		Improving	road	user	satisfaction	(drivers,	pedestrians,	cyclists)
•	Reducing	public	transport	crowding

Enhancing the built and natural 
environment

•		Enhancing	streetscapes,	improving	the	perception	of	the	
urban realm and developing ‘better streets’ initiatives

•	Protecting	and	enhancing	the	natural	environment

Improving air quality •		Reducing	air	pollutant	emissions	from	ground-based	
transport, contributing to EU air quality targets

Improving noise impacts •	Improving	perceptions	and	reducing	impacts	of	noise

Improving health impacts •	Facilitating	an	increase	in	walking	and	cycling

Improve the safety 
and security of all 
Londoners

Reducing crime, fear of crime and 
antisocial behaviour 

•		Reducing	crime	rates	(and	improving	perceptions	of	personal	
safety and security)

Improving road safety •	Reducing	the	numbers	of	road	traffic	casualties

Improving public transport safety •	Reducing	casualties	on	public	transport	networks

Improve transport 
opportunities for  
all Londoners 

Improving accessibility •	Improving	the	physical	accessibility	of	the	transport	system
•	Improving	access	to	services

Supporting regeneration and 
tackling deprivation

•	Supporting	wider	regeneration

Reduce transport’s 
contribution to climate 
change and improve its 
resilience

Reducing CO2 emissions •		Reducing	CO2 emissions from ground-based transport, 
contributing to a London-wide 60 per cent reduction by 2025

Adapting to climate change •	Maintaining	the	reliability	of	transport	networks

Support delivery of the 
London 2012 Olympic 
and Paralympic Games 
and its legacy

Developing and implementing a 
viable and sustainable legacy for 
the 2012 Games

•		Supporting	regeneration	and	convergence	of	social	and	
economic outcomes between the five Olympic boroughs  
and the rest of London

•	Physical	transport	legacy
•	Behavioural	transport	legacy

Proposed outcomes
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has developed in a ‘radial-centric’ pattern, 
with employment concentrated in the centre 
and housing in Outer London, linked by high-
capacity rail routes. A radial-centric transport 
network has been a large enabling factor in 
the development of the high density, highly 
productive service industries seen in central 
London today. While continuing to support 
central and Inner London, the Mayor is also 
determined to improve public transport and 
quality of life in, and to support the economic 
development of, Outer London.

E 10 The current MTS 2001 (revised 2006) does 
not address the range of transport challenges 
described above that are likely to become 
more pressing with forecast employment 
and population growth. This revised strategy 
addresses these challenges under each of its 
relevant goals. The desired outcomes associated 
with each of the goals and challenges are 
detailed in the table ‘Proposed outcomes’.

Supporting economic development and  
population growth

E 11 Supporting sustainable population and 
employment growth – In the short to medium 
term, a package of investment in London’s 
transport infrastructure has been secured  
that is unprecedented in recent generations.  
It includes Crossrail, a comprehensive upgrade 
of the Tube network, Thameslink and a massive 
expansion in the capacity of suburban rail 
services. This will increase public transport 
capacity in the three-hour morning peak  
by over 30 per cent in the period 2006 to 
2031. It will also ease crowding on some 
parts of the rail and Tube network, but 
other areas will continue to be crowded as a 
result of the projected growth in population 
and employment. Committed investment in 
London’s public transport system is illustrated 
in the following two diagrams: 
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1 Based upon commitments in the TfL Business Plan

Committed investment1 in Tube upgrades and Docklands Light Railway

Key

Opportunity or Intensification Area

Outer London

Inner London

Central Activities Zone

Bakerloo line

Line upgrade to provide new trains, 
more capacity and quicker journeys

Victoria line

Line upgrade to provide new trains, 
more capacity and quicker journeys

Piccadilly line

Line upgrade to provide new trains, 
more capacity and quicker journeys

Docklands Light Railway

Three-car trains Bank – Lewisham, with 
infrastructure capability to operate 
three cars across entire network
Canning Town – Stratford 
International extension 

Jubilee line

Line upgrade to provide more capacity 
and quicker journeys

Northern line

Phase 1: Line upgrade to provide more 
capacity and quicker journeys
Phase 2: Northern line Upgrade 2 to 
deliver a further increase in capacity 
through the simplification and recasting 
of service patterns

Sub-surface lines

Line upgrade to provide new trains, 
more capacity and quicker journeys on 
Circle, District, Hammersmith & City 
and Metropolitan lines
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Committed1 enhancements to London’s rail network

1 Committed in High Level Output Specification (HL0S) control period four (CP4) and TfL Business Plan

Chiltern

• Frequency improvements

West Coast

• Trains lengthened and frequency
increased

Essex Thameside

• 12-car capability on all routes

Great Western

• Electrification
• New Crossrail services

Great Northern

• Frequency improvements

Thameslink

• 12-car capability
• Up to 24 trains per hour through  
 central London

West Anglia

• 12-car capability Stansted and 
Cambridge

South Western

• 10-car Windsor lines and inner 
suburban capability

South Central

• 10-car inner capability

South Eastern

• 12-car inner suburban trains

Great Eastern

• Additional services
• New Crossrail service

Key

Opportunity or Intensification Area

Outer London

Inner London

Central Activities Zone

London Overground

• New routes from: Dalston to New 
 Cross, West Croydon and Crystal Palace 
• Connection between East London line
 and North London line at Dalston
• Surrey Quays to Clapham Junction
 extension, completion of new 
 orbital route 

Crossrail core scheme

• New route from Maidenhead and
 Heathrow to Shenfield and Abbey
 Wood with 24 trains per hour
 through central London
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E 12 The growth of London will lead to more trips, up 
from 24 million per day within London to more 
than 27 million in 2031. Thinking differently 
about travel to encourage a shift away from the 
private car, smoothing traffic flow, continuing 
the cycling revolution and making walking 
count will help the environment and reduce 
congestion. Better integrated systems with 
enhanced interchanges will also help to get the 
most from the transport system. Locating homes, 
services and employment opportunities together 
and encouraging the use of new technology to 
allow more people to work and shop from home, 
will help reduce the need to travel. Making 
more use of London’s Blue Ribbon Network1 

for passengers and freight will also provide 
an alternative to congested roads and public 
transport. Measures will be progressed principally 
through the River Concordat. 

E 13 Improving transport connectivity – However, 
in the longer term, in order to reduce crowding 
and maintain the efficiency and effectiveness 
of the transport system, further investment 
in transport infrastructure will be required. 
To support a thriving economy in London, 
the Mayor recognises that efficient and 
effective connectivity is required at all levels: 
international, national, inter-regional, London-
wide, sub-regional and local. Adequate airport 

1  The Blue Ribbon Network is the name for the network of London’s major watercourses. It incorporates the Thames, canals, other tributaries, rivers 
and streams within London and London’s open water spaces such as docks, reservoirs and lakes. Additionally, it includes culverted (or covered over) 
parts of rivers, canals or streams
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Chelsea Hackney line
(Crossrail 2)

Great Eastern capacity
enhancements

DLR extensions and 
capacity enhancements

Longer trains on Essex
Thameside lines 

Thameslink capacity enhancement 
(serving Luton airport)   

Crossrail extensions

High Speed Two

Croxley link

West Coast capacity 
enhancement

Crossrail extensions

Thames crossings

Longer trains on 
South Western lines

Chelsea Hackney 
line (Crossrail 2)

Airtrack and other orbital 
links to Heathrow

Northern line Upgrade 
2 and extension to 
Battersea

Longer trains on South 
Central and Thameslink 
(serving Gatwick airport)

Great Northern capacity 
enhancement

West Anglia 
four-tracking, serving 
Stansted airport

Rail/Tube improved 
capacity and connectivity 
to southeast London, 
including potential 
Bakerloo line extension

Tramlink 
enhancements 
and extensions

Chiltern frequency 
improvements

Significant additions to transport capacity and connectivity in London

Key

Opportunity or Intensification Area

Rail termini

Route improvements

London-wide improvements

Greater use of the 
River Thames

Upgrade of all National Rail 
stations and services to London 
Overground standards and 
integration with Oyster

Cycle and walking 
improvements

London terminals capacity 
upgrades and strategic 
interchanges

Bus services will continue 
to support economic growth 
and regeneration  
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Richmond

Wimbledon

Clapham Junction

Balham

Vauxhall
Peckham Rye

Lewisham

Woolwich
Arsenal

East Croydon

West Croydon

Catford/Catford Bridge

Elephant & Castle

Bromley South

Herne Hill
Tulse Hill

Willesden Junction

West Hampstead

Queen’s 
Park

Highbury 
& Islington

Finsbury Park

Seven Sisters/
South Tottenham Walthamstow Central/Queens Road 

West Ham

Stratford

Hackney Downs/Central

Barking

Tottenham
Hale

Ealing Broadway

capacity is needed but the Mayor is opposed 
to further expansion of Heathrow airport. The 
strategy supports the development of high-
speed rail in the UK and better rail services to 
Europe as an alternative to short and medium-
haul air travel. Schemes such as the Chelsea 

Hackney line (Crossrail 2), an extension of the 
Northern line to Battersea, new river crossings 
in east London, as well as a possible extension 
of the Bakerloo line in southeast London, would 
also improve the connectivity of areas currently 
less well-served by public transport. 

Examples of strategic interchanges

Radial rail routes

Key

London Overground orbital routes

Docklands Light Railway 

Tramlink

Interchanges between radial rail routes and:

London Overground orbital routes

Other lines

Strategic interchange concept
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E 14 The ‘Significant additions to transport 
capacity and connectivity in London’ diagram, 
identifies priority schemes for implementation 
in the period following the current investment 
programmes (from 2014 for schemes funded by 
Network Rail and from 2020 for schemes funded 

by TfL and others). These will relieve particularly 
crowded corridors, improve accessibility in areas 
of most need, for example, deprived areas of 
Inner London, and support London’s wider 
regeneration. Better National Rail services will 
be vital in delivering the strategy. The Mayor is 

Enhanced links to, and between, metropolitan town centres

Key

Metropolitan town centre

Major centre

Illustrative enhanced link

Enhancements will reflect local 
need and travel characteristics, 
and include:
• Better information and marketing 

for bus and rail links
• Improved bus, walking and cycle 

routes to/from town centres
• Maximising the benefits of existing 

public transport services
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Bus access

Bus access

Bus access

High quality
urban realm
and ‘better 

streets’

Improved frequency 
and quality of public  
transport links to 
town centre

Cycle parking 
and cycle servicing

Improved walking
routes to, and from,
town centres

Improved car parking
with priority for electric 
low emission cars 
and car share

Better
cycle
access

Cycle route

Cy
cle

 ro
ut

e

Cy
cle

 ro
ut

e

Legible
London

Bus access improvements

Station improvements

Improved urban realm including 
provision for freight and servicing

Decluttered
streets

Streets without
unnecessary
road markings 

Link to Cycle
Superhighway

Rethought tra�c 
management

Recreated
streets 

Merged functions
of street furniture

Executive summary

Key

Car park

Cycle parking

Biking Borough initiatives 

‘Better streets’ interventions

Other transport improvements

More trees

therefore seeking to have greater influence over 
the development of rail services in London to 
improve capacity, service levels and integration 
with the wider transport system.

E 15 The Mayor recognises the capacity and resilience 
challenges presented by the lack of river crossing 

options in east London. He is keen to maximise 
the possibilities afforded by new public transport 
infrastructure in east London, and freight 
efficiency measures. Nevertheless, improved 
links for freight and those with no alternative 
to private transport will improve the economic 
performance of the sub-region.

Illustrative town centre improvements
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E 16 The strategy also seeks to improve interchange 
between radial and orbital rail lines, and 
between modes, in order to facilitate orbital 
travel. The priority strategic interchanges 
include those shown in the diagram, ‘Examples 
of strategic interchanges’.

E 17 Working with the London boroughs, this 
strategy aims to develop locally agreed 
improvements that enhance the vitality of 
Outer London, including improved accessibility 
to, and between, metropolitan town centres 
and a greatly improved urban environment 
within town centres. Working closely with 
the boroughs, locally agreed approaches 
to improving orbital connectivity will be 
encouraged through better integration between 
public transport services and better information 
provision. Potential measures to enhance 
accessibility to, and within, Outer London 
town centres are illustrated on the diagram 

‘Enhanced links to, and between, metropolitan 
town centres’.

E 18 Working with the London boroughs, this 
strategy aims to develop locally agreed 
improvements to town centres and better 
integrate transport with local conditions.  
The ‘Illustrative town centre improvements’ 
diagram, highlights the improvements that 
could be made in a typical town centre.

E 19 Delivering an efficient and effective transport 
system for people and goods – Congestion 
on London’s roads is a huge hindrance to 
businesses, costing about £2bn each year. The 
Mayor will implement a package of measures to 
smooth traffic flow and, in particular, achieve 
more reliable journey times. These include 
improved traffic control, minimising the impact 
of planned and unplanned events (such as 
roadworks and collisions), maintaining road 
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network assets in a state of good repair, and – 
where there is a net benefit – developing the 
road network. Tackling congestion is especially 
important for the freight industry and the 
efficiency of freight distribution will be further 
improved through a number of measures, such 
as the Freight Operator Recognition Scheme 
(FORS), to promote best practice. 

E 20 In central London, with diverse and competing 
demands on the road network, effective 
management of scarce road capacity is a key 
priority. To assist with this, the central London 
Congestion Charging scheme was introduced in 
February 2003, delivering significant congestion 
reduction benefits. The scheme was extended  
in February 2007 to cover the area to the 
west of the original central London zone (the 
Western Extension zone). However, the Mayor 
recognises that to be beneficial to businesses, 
road user charging must be accurately targeted 
to achieve set objectives. Therefore, having 
listened to public opinion he proposes to remove 
the Western Extension to the central London 
Congestion Charge scheme.  

E 21 In the life of the strategy, the Mayor may consider 
road user charging schemes if other measures at 
his disposal are deemed insufficient to meet the 
strategy’s goals and where there is a reasonable 
balance between the objectives of any scheme 
and its costs and other impacts. 

Enhancing the quality of life for  
all Londoners

E 22 Transport affects the quality of life of 
Londoners in many ways. Five challenges  
have been identified: 

E 23 Improving the journey experience – Journeys 
can be comfortable and smooth or slow and 
unreliable with an impact on people’s day-to-
day lives. The Mayor will improve the quality 
of public transport services through raising 
standards of cleanliness, reducing crowding, 
cooling the Tube where feasible, and providing 
more journey planning information. The 
strategy also promotes a fair approach to traffic 
enforcement on the roads. 

E 24 Enhancing the built and natural environment –  
The city has unique historic character and 
diversity which enriches people’s quality of life 
as well as benefitting the economy, culture 
and environment. Well-designed public spaces 
can provide attractive places to spend time 
and can also support walking and cycling. The 
strategy promotes the innovative remaking of 
London’s streets through flagship schemes and 
good practice using ‘better streets’ principles. 
These include well-designed streets with less 
clutter, high quality materials and redesigned 
layouts providing a better balance between 
all road users to create attractive streets that 
are a pleasure to use. The strategy will support 
biodiversity and improve the quality of the 
natural environment. 
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E 25 Improving air quality – Air quality in London 
is the worst in the country. It exacerbates 
heart and lung conditions such as asthma, 
particularly in children, older people and 
those with poor health. The Mayor has a legal 
obligation to meet national and European 
targets for reducing concentrations of 
particulates (PM) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx). 
The strategy therefore promotes incentives 
to use low emission vehicles, develops the 
current Low Emission Zone (LEZ) and takes 
a lead by promoting a cleaner public service 
fleet, including buses, taxis and Greater London 
Authority (GLA) Group vehicles. 

E 26 Improving noise impacts – Unwanted noise 
can cause annoyance, anxiety, sleep disruption 
and health problems. The Mayor will reduce 
noise impacts from transport through providing 
speed control alternatives to road humps, 
promoting smoother driving and the use of 
quieter vehicles. 

E 27 Improving health impacts – Transport is a key 
determinant of health and wellbeing, with 
direct effects through road collisions and air 
pollutants, and indirectly through stress and 
physical activity. The uptake of physically 
active modes of transport will be promoted 
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through information campaigns, travel planning, 
training and improved infrastructure such as 
cycle hire schemes, Cycle Superhighways, cycle 
parking provision, key walking routes and 
consistent wayfinding (such as Legible London). 
In addition, new developments will be planned 
in a way to increase the attractiveness of 
walking and cycling. 

Improving the safety and security  
of all Londoners 

E 28 Crime, the fear of crime and antisocial 
behaviour are all barriers which dissuade 
people from using London’s transport system. 
The Mayor recognises that feeling safe while 

cycling, walking, or using public transport is a 
very important part of the journey experience. 

E 29 Reducing crime, fear of crime and antisocial 
behaviour – Despite low crime levels on public 
transport, fear of crime and antisocial behaviour 
remain barriers to travel for some people. 
The strategy will seek to reduce the rate and 
fear of crime on London’s transport network 
through better policing and enforcement by 
TfL, the boroughs and police. This will enable 
integrated reporting of antisocial behaviour and 
crime on the transport system and focus staff 
resources at times and places when people feel 
particularly vulnerable, for example, at night. 
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Designing out crime through careful design 
and good use of lighting and CCTV will improve 
surveillance and make people feel safer. 

E 30 Improving road safety – Great progress has 
been made in the last decade, with the number 
of people being killed or seriously injured (KSI) 
on London’s roads falling by more than 40 
per cent since 1998. The Mayor is committed 
to working with the boroughs and police to 
further improve road safety for all communities 
in London and, in July 2009, endorsed the 
European Road Safety Charter. The strategy will 
therefore promote better balanced streets and 
an improved urban realm to make the roads 
physically safer, particularly for vulnerable users 
such as pedestrians and cyclists. It will also 
provide more advice on staying safe, such as 
road safety campaigns aimed at young people, 

and the Mayor’s cycle safety action plan. In 
addition, the strategy will seek to create a 
culture of mutual respect, where all road users 
show consideration for each other.

E 31 Improving public transport safety – Public 
transport in London is already safe and injury 
rates are low. The strategy will promote 
partnership working to maintain and improve 
operational safety and security on public 
transport in order to reduce injury rates. 

Improving transport opportunities  
for all Londoners 

E 32 The Mayor is committed to ensuring ‘equal life 
chances for all’1. Meeting the needs of, and 
expanding opportunities for, all Londoners – 
and where appropriate, the needs of particular 
groups and communities – is key to tackling 

1  ‘Equal Life Chances for All’ is the Mayor’s framework to address deprivation and inequality. Published by the GLA, 2009
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the huge issue of inequality across London. 
The provision of a more accessible transport 
system and improved transport connectivity 
and capacity is an important part of meeting 
this commitment. Fares have an important role 
to play in ensuring they make an adequate 
contribution towards the provision of services. 

E 33 Improving accessibility – Physical accessibility 
of the public transport system has been 
improved in recent years. All buses are low-
floor and committed investment will provide 
step-free access from street to platform 
at some Tube and National Rail/London 
Overground stations. However, the Mayor 
recognises that more is needed. Using the 
‘whole journey approach’, the strategy will 
seek to increase accessibility for all Londoners 
by promoting measures to further improve the 
physical accessibility of the transport system 
(streets, bus stops, stations and vehicles). 
Enhancing information provision, more visible 
and better-trained staff and providing better 
interchange will also increase accessibility. 
Fares will be kept under review, ensuring they 
are affordable (both to passengers and to TfL), 
and offer concessions to those most in need. 

E 34 The London Plan identifies areas that have a 
greater need for investment to accommodate 
London’s growth, expand opportunities for all 
and address deprivation. Prioritising transport 
investment in these areas will maximise the 
benefits of regeneration. Better integration of 
land use and transport planning will also ensure 
that new housing and employment is supported 
by good public transport accessibility and 
adequate capacity.

E 35 Supporting regeneration and tackling 
deprivation – Some of London’s most deprived 
areas have relatively poor integrated transport 
and insufficient access to essential services, 
while others are well-served by public transport. 
Other factors, such as fear of crime and antisocial 
behaviour in deprived areas can dissuade people 
from walking, cycling or using public transport. 
The strategy therefore promotes measures to 
enhance connectivity, improve the urban realm 
and provide better accessibility to jobs and 
services in deprived areas. 

Reducing transport’s contribution to climate 
change and improving its resilience 

E 36 The Mayor aims to establish London as a  
role model city in addressing the climate  
change challenge. 

E 37 Reducing CO2 emissions – The Mayor has a 
target to reduce London’s CO2 emissions by 60 
per cent by 2025, compared to 1990 levels. 
Given the growth in population and employment 
that is expected, meeting this target will be a 
huge challenge that will set London on course 
to be a global leader in reducing CO2 emissions. 
Road vehicles currently account for around 72 
per cent of transport-related CO2 emissions in 
London. Meeting the Mayor’s target will require 
strong commitment from TfL, the boroughs, 
Government, the EU and others to catalyse the 
introduction and use of low carbon road vehicles. 
This also includes the provision of charging 
points for electric vehicles (EVs) and a package 
of incentives to ensure price competitiveness of 
low carbon vehicles and, if required, to introduce 
further demand management measures. 
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E 38 The Mayor will take a lead in reducing emissions 
from vehicle fleets under his control through 
initiatives such as low emission buses and an 
electric vehicle fleet by 2015. Encouraging 
walking, cycling and public transport use 
together with smarter travel initiatives for 
people and goods will further reduce the 
environmental impact of transport in London. 

E 39 Adapting to climate change – London’s 
transport system is vulnerable to the long-term 
changes in climate and the more frequent, 
extreme weather conditions. The Mayor will 
take steps to risk assess the transport system 
and take appropriate risk mitigation actions. 
This will include designing and constructing 
infrastructure to withstand future climatic 
conditions and urban greening measures such 
as planting additional street trees. 

Supporting delivery of the London 2012 Olympic 
and Paralympic Games and its legacy 

E 40 Hosting the 2012 Games is a great honour 
for London. It also presents a huge challenge. 
The Mayor is committed to making it the 

most accessible, inclusive and environmentally 
friendly games ever. The strategy will ensure 
the delivery and successful operation of the 
committed transport infrastructure required 
for the event. Also, the strategy will ensure 
the legacy of the 2012 Games supports the 
principle of convergence. Namely, that within 
20 years the communities who host the Games 
will have the same social and economic chances 
as their neighbours across London. Maximising 
the benefits of the 2012 Games by encouraging 
walking and cycling will help promote more 
sustainable and healthy lifestyles. It will also 
help people to access opportunities within 
their communities and support the delivery of 
convergence in the Olympic boroughs.

Summary of policies and proposals

E 41 The table opposite summarises the  
strategy’s proposals.
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Delivery, funding, monitoring and reporting 

E 42 Funding and delivery of the MTS will be 
dependent on partnership working with a 
number of stakeholders, including the boroughs, 
Government, Network Rail, the London 
Development Agency (LDA), developers and 
other stakeholders. TfL’s Business Plan provides 
detail in terms of planning and budgeting 
for schemes to be delivered by TfL. National 
Rail improvements will be made through the 
High Level Output Specification (HLOS) and 
franchising processes. Sub-regional transport 
plans will be developed that will outline 
in greater depth how the strategy will be 
implemented at a sub-regional level. Borough 

Local Implementation Plans (LIPs) and Local 
Area Agreements will be important mechanisms 
through which the strategy will be delivered.  
The Mayor has reviewed, improved and 
simplified the previously cumbersome process. 

E 43 The works required to improve London’s transport 
system will inevitably lead to some disruption. 
TfL and other delivery agencies will consult 
local communities and the public to minimise 
the impact of disruptions required to deliver a 
transport system London can be proud of.

E 44 Monitoring and reporting the effectiveness of 
the strategy will take place on an annual basis, 
through the Travel in London report.

Goals Proposals summary

Support economic development and 
population growth

•	Implementing	Crossrail
•	Improving	suburban	and	National	Rail	links
•		Carrying	out	major	upgrades	to	the	Underground	and	potential	extensions
•		Keeping	the	bus	network	under	review
•		Improving	interchange	between	bus,	Underground,	rail	and	other	forms	 

of transport
•		Promoting	strategic	interchange	between	Inner	and	Outer	London	rail	to	facilitate	

more orbital movement
•		Smoothing	traffic	flow	with	new	traffic	control	systems,	better	coordinated	

roadworks, management of unplanned events and asset management
•		Providing	new	links	to	support	development	–	both	rail	and	road	including	new	

east Thames river crossings
•		Making	more	use	of	the	river	for	transporting	people	and	goods
•		Improving	the	accessibility	of	the	transport	network
•		Bringing	about	a	revolution	in	cycling	in	London
•	Making	walking	count
•	Creating	better,	more	attractive	streets
•		Promoting	and	encouraging	new,	cleaner	technologies	such	as	electric	vehicles
•		Improving	the	management	of	freight	and	servicing
•		Providing	Londoners	with	better	information	to	help	them	plan	their	journeys
•		Removal	of	Western	Extension	zone	and	continuation	of	central	London	

Congestion Charging scheme

Enhance the quality of life for  
all Londoners

Improve the safety and security of  
all Londoners 

Improve transport opportunities for  
all Londoners 

Reduce transport’s contribution  
to climate change and improve  
its resilience

Support delivery of the London  
2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games 
and its legacy

Summary of the MTS proposals
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1 The London Plan: Spatial Development Strategy for Greater London, consultation draft replacement plan, October 2009
2 Rising to the Challenge: The Mayor’s Economic Development Strategy for Greater London, public consultation draft, October 2009

1.1 About this document
1 This document sets out the Mayor’s Transport 

Strategy for London for the period up to 2031   
It supersedes the first version published in July 
2001 (including its revisions) 

2 The six goals the MTS seeks to achieve are: 

•	 To support economic development and 
population growth

•	 Enhance the quality of life for all Londoners

•	 Improve the safety and security  
of all Londoners 

•	 Improve transport opportunities  
for all Londoners 

•	 Reduce transport’s contribution to climate 
change, and improve its resilience 

•	 Support delivery of the London 2012 
Olympic and Paralympic Games and  
its legacy 

3 The document is set out in three parts: 

•	 Part one: Outlines the vision, goals and 
outcomes that the strategy shall seek to 
achieve, and the context for the strategy 

•	 Part two: Examines the main transport 
challenges facing London and sets out the 
policies and proposals required to achieve 
the goals 

•	 Part three: Sets out how the Mayor 
proposes his policies and proposals will 
be delivered by the GLA, TfL, the London 
boroughs, the Department for Transport 

(DfT), Network Rail, the train operating 
companies and other delivery agencies;  
and sets out how the achievement of his 
main transport outcomes will be monitored 
and reviewed 

4 The transport strategy is for both people and 
goods  Freight and servicing is considered 
throughout the MTS and most policies and 
proposals apply to the transportation of people 
and goods  For ease of reference, those areas 
of the strategy which make direct mention of 
freight and servicing are listed at the end of  
the document  

1.2 The role of the Mayor’s 
Transport Strategy 
5 The MTS is the principal policy tool through 

which the Mayor exercises his responsibilities  
for the planning, management and development 
of transport in London, for both the movement 
of people and goods  It takes into account the 
emerging policies in the London Plan1 and the 
Mayor’s EDS2  It provides the policy context for 
the more detailed plans of the various transport-
related implementation bodies, particularly TfL 
and the London boroughs 

6 The legislative framework for the MTS is laid 
down by the GLA Act 1999 as amended by the 
GLA Act 2007  The GLA Act 1999 sets out the 
general transport duties of the Mayor and the 
GLA  It specifies that the transport strategy 
must contain policies for ‘the promotion and 
encouragement of safe, integrated, efficient 
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and economic transport facilities and services 
to, from and within Greater London’, and 
proposals for securing the transport facilities 
and services needed to implement the Mayor’s 
policies over the lifetime of the MTS, with 
regard to the movement of people and goods  
His transport body, TfL, is under a duty to use 
its powers to facilitate and implement the MTS  
The 33 London boroughs (including the Cities 
of London and Westminster) must formulate 
plans to implement the strategy in their areas  
Every person or body exercising statutory 
functions with respect to the Greater London 
area, including the boroughs and the City,  
must have regard to the MTS wherever  
relevant to do so 

7 The MTS must also contain the Mayor’s 
proposals for providing transport that is 
accessible to mobility impaired people and may 
contain any other proposals which he considers 
appropriate  Mobility issues are addressed in 
the policies, proposals and the Accessibility 
Implementation Plan 

1.3 Considerations for the 
revision of the strategy 
8 The Mayor set up the Outer London 

Commission to review the opportunities  
to improve the economy, quality of life and 
transport in Outer London  This strategy 
reflects the interim findings of the Commission: 
that the development of Outer London should 
be based upon a ‘hub and spoke’ approach 
making particular use of the existing town 
centre network, and recognising other strategic 
business locations; that transport should meet 
the needs of people to access places with  
a competitive choice of goods and services;  
that the solutions for Outer London vary  
across London and need to be applied flexibly  
at a local level 

9 In preparing the MTS and in formulating his 
policies and proposals, the Mayor has had 
regard to: promoting equality; to preventing 
crime and disorder; to the promotion of 
economic development and wealth creation; 
social development and the improvement of 
the environment; to the effect that the strategy 
would have on health and health inequalities 
between people living in Greater London; 
and on climate change and the consequences 
of climate change; and the achievement of 
sustainable development  

10 He has also considered the likely contribution 
of the MTS to the promotion of equality of 
opportunity for all Londoners, the promotion 
of good relations between them, and the 
elimination of unlawful discrimination   
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He has also had regard to the need to ensure 
that the strategy is consistent with national 
policies, certain international obligations and 
his other strategies; to the resources available 
for its implementation; and to the desirability 
of promoting and encouraging the use of the 
Thames for safe passenger and freight transport 

11 In accordance with the statutory requirements, 
the Mayor has included in the MTS those 
transport-related policies and proposals he 
considers are best calculated to promote 
improvements in the health of, and the 
reduction in health inequalities between, 
Londoners; and to contribute to the mitigation 
of, or adaptation to, climate change in the UK; 
and to improve sustainable development  

12 The Mayor, in accordance with the 1997 Kyoto 
Protocol to the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change, 1998 Aarhus 
Convention on access to information, public 
participation in decision-making and access 
to justice in environmental matters, and the 
Copenhagen Accord on Climate Change,  
has included policies and proposals on  
climate change and environmental matters  
he considers would meet the requirements  
of these treaties  

1.4 Integration with the 
development of other  
Mayoral strategies
13 The Mayor has a statutory duty to ensure 

consistency between adopted Mayoral 
strategies  Several of his strategies are currently 
being revised, including the London Plan and 
EDS  In preparing this MTS, the Mayor has had 
regard to these strategies and to the emerging 
policies in the draft London Plan and draft EDS 

14 The draft MTS was published and consulted 
upon contemporaneously with similar 
documents for the London Plan and EDS  
However, the extended process for the new 
London Plan, including an Examination in 
Public, means that the MTS could consider  
only draft London Plan policies  

15 The Mayor has had regard to the policies in the 
emerging draft Air Quality Strategy, Climate 
Change Mitigation and Energy Strategy, 
Climate Change Adaptation Strategy, Waste 
Strategy and Health Inequalities Strategy 
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2.1 The Mayor’s vision  
for London
16 The Mayor’s vision for London is set out in  

the public consultation draft of the London 
Plan, which states: 

17 Over the years to 2031 and beyond,  
London should: 

18 ‘Excel among global cities – expanding 
opportunities for all its people and enterprises, 
achieving the highest environmental standards 
and quality of life and leading the world in its 
approach to tackling the urban challenges of the 
21st century, particularly that of climate change ’ 

19 ‘Achieving this vision will mean making sure 
London makes the most of the benefits of the 
energy, dynamism and diversity that characterise 
the city and its people; embraces change while 
promoting its heritage, neighbourhoods and 
identity; and values responsibility, compassion 
and citizenship ’ 

20 This high level, overarching vision is supported 
by six detailed objectives in the London Plan:

21 (a) ‘A city that meets the challenges of 
economic and population growth in ways  
that ensure a good and improving quality  
of life for all Londoners and helps tackle the  
huge issue of inequality, including inequality  
in health outcomes

22 (b) An internationally competitive and successful 
city with a strong and diverse economy and an 
entrepreneurial spirit that benefits all Londoners 

and all parts of London; a city which is at the 
leading edge of innovation and research, while 
also being comfortable with – and making the 
most of – its rich heritage

23 (c) A city of diverse, strong, secure and 
accessible neighbourhoods to which Londoners 
feel attached, which provides all of its 
residents, workers, visitors and students – 
whatever their origin, background, age or 
status – with opportunities to realise and 
express their potential; and a high quality 
environment for individuals to enjoy, live 
together and thrive

24 (d) A city that delights the senses and takes 
care over its buildings and streets, having the 
best of modern architecture, while also making 
the most of London’s built heritage and which 
makes the most of open and green spaces and 
waterways, realising its potential for improving 
Londoners’ health, welfare and development 

25 (e) A city that becomes a world leader in 
improving the environment locally and globally, 
taking the lead in tackling climate change, 
reducing pollution, developing a low carbon 
economy and consuming fewer resources or 
using them more effectively 

26 (f) A city where it is easy, safe and convenient 
for everyone to access jobs, opportunities 
and facilities, with an efficient and effective 
transport system which places more emphasis 
on walking and cycling and makes better use  
of the Thames; and which supports delivery of 
all the objectives of the London Plan‘
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27 The MTS, which must be consistent with the 
London Plan and other Mayoral strategies, 
responds specifically to the last of these 
objectives  However, in so far as better 
transport is not an ‘end’ in itself, but a means 
to improving broader economic, environmental 
and social outcomes, the MTS seeks to respond 
to, and support the delivery of, all the London 
Plan objectives  It is also consistent with 
national transport policy objectives1  

2.2 The vision for London’s 
transport system 
28 The vision for the Capital is that:

29 ‘London’s transport system should excel among 
those of global cities, providing access to 
opportunities for all its people and enterprises, 
achieving the highest environmental standards 
and leading the world in its approach to tackling 
urban transport challenges of the 21st century ’

30 Achieving this vision will mean making sure 
the transport system offers enhanced capacity 
and connectivity, is more efficient, integrated, 
safe and secure, supports London’s growth and 
economic development and is fair to all users   
It should also encourage a cycling revolution 
and mode shift to walking, public transport 
and use of the river, and offer better value 
for money to fare and taxpayers  Moreover, 
it should contribute to improving Londoners’ 
quality of life, opportunities and the 
environment in all parts of London 

31 Six goals are set out for the achievement of this 
overarching vision  These goals are ambitious, 
given that availability of funding over the 
short and medium terms will be particularly 
constrained  The goals of the MTS are set  
out below 

Supporting economic development and 
population growth 

32 Achieving the vision requires a transport 
system that connects people to jobs and meets 
the needs of a larger London in 2031 with a 
population of almost nine million, employment 
at almost five and a half million and over  
three million more trips being made each day  
The strategy therefore proposes:  

•	 An expanded National Rail network,  
better integrated with the rest of the 
transport system 

•	 Greater Mayoral influence over National  
Rail service standards and service planning 
and development 

•	 Crossrail, Thameslink and the Chelsea 
Hackney line to improve connectivity  
and capacity

•	 Increased capacity on all other National  
Rail lines and new orbital rail services on 
London Overground 

•	 An upgraded Tube service including a 
separation2 of services on the Northern line 
to increase service frequencies through the 
City, an extension of the Northern line to 
Battersea, providing greater capacity and 

1 National transport policy objectives are outlined in DfT (2008) ‘Delivering a Sustainable Transport System (DaSTS) ‘
2 A simplified train service pattern on the Northern line, enabling more trains to be run through the central sections thus increasing capacity on the 

crowded City branch
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more reliable journeys, and consideration  
of an extension of the Bakerloo line 

•	 A bus network that is developed to provide 
an even better value for money service, 
building on its success and expansion over 
the last decade

•	 Support for more efficient movement  
of freight

•	 Renewed efforts to make the most of the 
public transport system, including better 
and more comprehensive information 
provision, with better integrated fares  
and ticketing 

•	 Improved interchange and customer  
service standards

•	 Better linkages between transport and land 
use planning to ensure the transport system 
can meet demand from new developments 
and that the best use of existing capacity 
and connectivity is made

•	 Improve network connectivity in areas of 
London, for example, a package of river 
crossings in east London

33 The car will continue to have a role to play 
for journeys that cannot efficiently be catered 
for by public transport, walking or cycling, 
and the transport system will allow for car 
use where appropriate (where cars are used 
these should be fuel efficient, low emission 
including electric)  The movement of freight 
by rail and water is encouraged, though most 
freight will continue to be carried by road, 
requiring break-bulk facilities for the transfer 
of freight to smaller, lower emission vehicles in 
sensitive areas  The MTS also promotes better 

management of the road network to make the 
most of available road space and to smooth 
traffic flows, manage congestion (potentially 
using road user charging, should other policy 
measures be insufficient to meet the strategy’s 
goals), improving reliability and resilience 

34 Improved national and international links from 
London will be achieved with development of 
high-speed rail services in the UK and to more 
destinations in Europe, and seeking better use 
of existing capacity at Heathrow (and other 
airports) while resisting further expansion of 
the airport, due to resulting environmental, 
public transport overcrowding and traffic 
congestion impacts  

Enhancing the quality of life for all Londoners 

35 A better journey experience will be achieved 
through more attentive staff, better information, 
newer and cleaner trains and buses (including 
the New Bus for London), less crowding and 
smoother flowing traffic, and greater use of the 
Thames and other waterways  Enhancements to 
the built and natural environment will improve 
perceptions of the urban realm, streets and 
town centres and deliver a step change in the 
appeal of walking and cycling as healthy, active 
travel options  London will have ‘better streets’ 
that are free from clutter and unnecessary signs, 
are vibrant, attractive and enjoyable places to 
use  Improved air quality, with health benefits 
for Londoners – will be achieved through LEZ 
enhancements, a cleaner, greener London 
vehicle fleet including a new greener bus for 
London, lower emission taxis, lower emission 
heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) and lower 
emission cars, such as EVs  
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Improving the safety and security of  
all Londoners 

36 The strategy will seek to continue the trend 
of reducing road traffic casualties and injuries  
Increasing levels of cycling will lead to a 
virtuous circle of increased awareness among 
other road users and a reduced injury rate  
Safety for public transport passengers will 
continue to be paramount  Implementation  
of best practice design guidance and improved 
surveillance (through police officer patrols,  
staff visibility and CCTV) will reduce crime  
rates and improve perceptions of personal 
safety and security  

Improving transport opportunities for  
all Londoners 

37 The strategy will help deliver equal life chances 
for all  Improved availability and helpfulness of 
staff, together with better information provision, 
will provide more reassurance, help and advice 
to passengers  A ‘whole journey approach’ will 
deliver increased step-free access and other 
accessibility improvements to the bus, Tube and 
rail networks  Improvements to the streetscape 
will improve physical accessibility  Targeted  
fare concessions and door-to-door services  
will continue for specific user groups  

Reducing transport’s contribution to climate 
change, and improving its resilience 

38 The strategy will promote an increased 
attractiveness of low carbon modes of public 
transport, walking and cycling leading to 
further mode shift away from the car, and 
consequently lower emissions  An uptake of low 
carbon vehicle technologies and fuels will make 

significant reductions in CO2 emissions across 
all modes  Decarbonised electricity supply 
will make electric-powered transport more 
environmentally advantageous  Electric charging 
infrastructure will help support the use of EVs  
A greater public awareness of the environmental 
impact of travel choices and driving style, 
together with targeted travel planning and car 
clubs will further reduce transport-related CO2 
emissions and tackle car dependency  Working 
with the freight industry, the Mayor will seek 
to ensure that freight movement in London is 
made as efficient as possible, including greater 
use of rail and water  Road user charging may be 
considered if required to meet the CO2 emission 
reduction target (subject to technology enabling 
a fair scheme to be developed)  Climate change 
adaptation measures will ensure London’s 
transport system becomes more resilient to 
extreme weather events and rising sea levels  

Supporting delivery of the London 2012 Olympic 
and Paralympic Games and its legacy 

39 The strategy will support the successful delivery 
of the 2012 Games Transport Plan, and the 
physical and behavioural legacy of the Games  

2.2.1 Transport network infrastructure 
enhancements 

40 Figure 1 shows a number of key transport 
network improvements envisaged by the 
strategy (whether funded or not)  London-wide 
improvements, such as the efficiency of the bus 
network, are not shown in this figure 
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Thames crossings
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Tramlink 
enhancements 
and extensions

Figure 1: Enhancements to London’s transport infrastructure
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2.2.2 Proposed outcomes 

41 Analysis indicates that the change in mode 
share which could be achieved from the 
implementation of the MTS is shown in  
Figure 2, above  

42 The overall number of trips2 in London is 
forecast to increase from the current level  
of 24 million per day to more than  
27 million by 2031  

43 The six goals embraced by the MTS are 
consistent with national policy including 
Planning Policy Guidance (PPG) note 13 
and DfT’s Delivering a Sustainable Transport 
System (DaSTS), and will further the Mayoral 

strategies’ achievement of sustainable 
development in the period of the London  
Plan  The transport vision for London 
recognises the important links between the 
goals  Individually, the achievement of each 
goal will deliver tangible benefits, while the 
achievement of the vision will be greater than 
the sum of its parts  

44 For each of the goals there is a set of related 
transport challenges which the strategy will 
need to tackle 

45 The outcomes sought from the MTS, in relation 
to each of the goals and challenges, are set out 
in Figure 3 

1 Based on TfL counts and modelling
2 A trip is a complete door-to-door movement, such as from home to the office, and can include several stages within it, such as a walk from home to 

the station, the journey on a train and then a further walk from the end station to the office

Assuming no significant changes to road user charging apart from removing the charge in the Western Extension

Figure 2: Mode share1

2006

2031

Walking 24%

Private motorised transport 43%

Cycling 2%

Public transport 31%

Walking 25%

Private motorised transport 37%

Cycling 5%

Public transport 34%

Note: Do not add up to 100 due to rounding
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Goals Challenges Outcomes

Support economic 
development and 
population growth

Supporting sustainable population 
and employment growth

•		Balancing	capacity	and	demand	for	travel	through	increasing	
public transport capacity and/or reducing the need to travel

Improving transport connectivity •	Improving	people’s	access	to	jobs
•		Improving	access	to	commercial	markets	for	freight	movements	

and business travel, supporting the needs of business to grow

Delivering an efficient and  
effective transport system for 
people and goods

•		Smoothing	traffic	flow	(managing delay, improving journey 
time reliability and resilience)

•	Improving	public	transport	reliability
•	Reducing	operating	costs
•		Bringing	and	maintaining	all	assets	to	a	state	of	good	repair
•	Enhancing	the	use	of	the	Thames	for	people	and	goods

Enhance the  
quality of life for  
all Londoners

Improving journey experience •	Improving	public	transport	customer	satisfaction
•	Improving	road	user	satisfaction	(drivers,	pedestrians,	cyclists)
•	Reducing	public	transport	crowding

Enhancing the built and natural 
environment

•		Enhancing	streetscapes,	improving	the	perception	of	the	urban	
realm and developing ‘better streets’ initiatives

•	Protecting	and	enhancing	the	natural	environment

Improving air quality •		Reducing	air	pollutant	emissions	from	ground-based	transport,	
contributing to EU air quality targets

Improving noise impacts •	Improving	perceptions	and	reducing	impacts	of	noise

Improving health impacts •	Facilitating	an	increase	in	walking	and	cycling

Improve the safety 
and security of all 
Londoners

Reducing crime, fear of crime and 
antisocial behaviour

•		Reducing	crime	rates	(and	improving	perceptions	of	personal	
safety and security)

Improving road safety •	Reducing	the	numbers	of	road	traffic	casualties

Improving public transport safety •	Reducing	casualties	on	public	transport	networks

Improve transport 
opportunities for  
all Londoners 

Improving accessibility •		Improving	the	physical	accessibility	of	the	transport	system
•	Improving	access	to	services

Supporting regeneration and 
tackling deprivation

•	Supporting	wider	regeneration

Reduce transport’s 
contribution to 
climate change, and 
improve its resilience 

Reducing CO2 emissions •		Reducing	CO2 emissions from ground-based transport, 
contributing to a London-wide 60 per cent reduction by 2025

Adapting for climate change •	Maintaining	the	reliability	of	transport	networks

Support delivery 
of the London 
2012 Olympic and 
Paralympic Games 
and its legacy

Developing and implementing a 
viable and sustainable legacy for 
the 2012 Games

•		Supporting	regeneration	and	convergence	of	social	and	
economic outcomes between the five Olympic boroughs  
and the rest of London

•	Physical	transport	legacy
•	Behavioural	transport	legacy

Figure 3: Proposed outcomes
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3.1 London’s transport 
geography 
46 In order to develop a strategy that will achieve 

the six goals set out in chapter two, it is essential 
to have an understanding of London’s transport 
connectivity in a wider spatial context  London’s 
‘transport geography’ exists on a number of 
levels: international, national, regional, sub-
regional and local  

47 On a global scale, access to, and from, London 
to international air, sea, coach and rail services 
are important in economic and geo-political 
terms  Nationally, access to motorways and 
National Rail networks provides essential 
connectivity to, and from, the rest of the UK  
Some 70 per cent of all rail travel is to, from or 
within London, while some 30 per cent of all 

National Rail journeys take place wholly within 
London  At a regional London-wide level, the 
Underground and rail networks provide fast 
and frequent connections between London’s 
suburbs and the central area  Locally, transport 
networks provide for trips to work, visit friends, 
go shopping, access local amenities and other 
services including health facilities  The types 
of journeys people make and the modes of 
transport used reflect this ‘transport geography’  
The same is true of freight movements, with 
long distance journeys made on national and 
international networks by air, sea, rail and road, 
for example by HGVs and/or container, and local 
deliveries on local roads by vans and smaller 
goods vehicles (LGVs) 

48 It is essential that the strategy addresses the 
nature, location and scale of the transport 
issues arising at each of these levels, and 
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International, national and inter-regional  
trips to, and from, London

Journey purpose Mode share

•	World	cities
•	 	International	business	

centres
•	 	Other	international	

destinations

•	Major	UK	cities
•	 Growth	Areas
•	 	Major	commuter	areas
•	 Logistics	centres

•	 	International	transport	
corridors (air, rail, road, 
sea)

•	 	International	passenger	
and freight services 
(flights, European rail,  
coach, sea)

•	 	Inter-regional	and	
national strategic 
transport corridors (air, 
rail, road)

•	 	Long	distance	passenger	
and freight services 
(flights, National Rail, 
private car, logistics, 
coach, etc)

•	 	International	transport	
corridors (air, rail, road, 
sea)

•	 	International	passenger	
and freight services 
(flights, European rail, 
coach, sea)

•	 Domestic	airports
•	 National	Rail	stations
•	 	Major	motorway	

junctions
•	 	Major	road	and	rail	

freight hubs
•	Major	coach	stations

International

National and inter-regional

Key origin or 
destination

Multi-modal  
transport corridors 
and modal services

Access to corridors  
or networks

London-wide (between two London regions 
and above 5km)

•	 	Central	Activities	Zone	
•	 Canary	Wharf
•	 	Heathrow	Growth	and	

Opportunity Areas, 
Intensification Areas, 
Strategic Outer London 
Development Centres 

•	 	London-wide	strategic	
transport corridors 
(major roads, rail, Tube, 
coach)

•	 	London-wide	services	
(private car, National 
Rail, Tube, logistics, etc)

•	Major	rail	stations
•	Major	Tube	stations
•	 	Major	bus	and	coach	

interchanges
•	Major	road	junctions
•	 	Freight	distribution	

centres

Local (all trips under 5km) •	 Local	town	centres
•	 Residential	areas
•	Major	employers
•	 	Local	services	(schools,	

doctors, local shops, etc)
•	 Industrial	estates

•	 	Local	strategic	transport	
corridors (roads and 
streets, rail, DLR, tram, 
bus routes, cycling, local 
freight, deliveries, walking 
routes, etc)

•	 	Local	services	(walking,	
private car, bus, taxi, 
PHVs, Dial-a-Ride, DLR, 
tram, cycling, deliveries)

•	 Local	Tube	stations
•	 Local	rail	stations
•	 Local	road	junctions
•	 Cycle	hire	‘hubs’
•	 Bus	stops
•	 Kerbside

Sub-regional (London regions) (within one 
region and above 5km)

•	 	Metropolitan	town	
centres

•	 	Major	shopping	centres
•	 	Key	sub-regional	services	

(hospitals, colleges, etc)

•	 		Sub-regional	strategic	
transport corridors (Tube, 
rail, DLR, tram, roads and 
streets, bus and cycling 
corridors, major walking 
routes in central London)

•		Sub-regional	services	
(private car, taxi, PHVs, 
Dial-a-Ride, Tube, 
DLR, tram, bus, transit, 
deliveries, cycling, 
walking, etc)

•	 Rail	stations
•	 Tube/DLR	stations
•	 Transit/tram	stops
•	 	Bus	interchanges/coach	

stops
•	Major	road	junctions
•	 Cycle	hire	‘hubs’
•	 	Freight	distribution	

centres

Work Public

Education Private

Shopping Walk/cycle

Leisure

Other

4m (17%)

3m (13%)

2m (9%)

15m (61%)

Number of daily trips and % total

Figure 4:  Travel demand and levels of transport networks serving London
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ensures that those organisations best placed 
to develop solutions to these challenges are 
enabled to do so  Figure 4 sets out the scale 
of demand, journey purpose and modes used 
for each of these levels of travel, and the 
interchanges between each level – for example, 
to interchange from the London-wide network 
to the national network  

49 Across London, and at each of these levels,  
it is possible to identify networks of transport 
corridors, together with key interchange 
hubs where they meet or intersect  In central 
London, many of these routes converge to 
form a single central hub of huge transport and 
economic significance  Defining the structure 
of London’s transport geography at each of 
these levels, through the identification of 
networks of multi-modal strategic transport 
corridors, gateways and interchanges, has been 
important in designing a transport strategy to 
achieve the outcomes, priorities and solutions 
needed at each level  

50 The strategy requires a coordinated approach 
to ensure London’s transport networks 
function effectively at all these levels, and 
to maximise the contribution of each level to 
the achievement of the goals of the strategy  
However, they often share the same transport 
infrastructure, with different trips and priorities 
‘competing’ for the use of the network  
The interplay between these networks is an 
important factor in the challenges set out in 
this strategy and solutions will need to address 
the different types of trips  

51 Figure 5 illustrates London’s transport 
geography at the international, national  
and inter-regional levels  

3.1.1 International travel 

52 International transport corridors include air, rail 
and sea modes that bring passengers and freight 
into and out of the UK  Major international 
gateways include the five international airports 
(Heathrow, Gatwick, Stansted, Luton and City), 
with Heathrow catering for more international 
trips than any other airport in the world  
While many of these gateways are outside 
the GLA area, they are still vital for London’s 
economy  London is also directly connected 
to the European high-speed rail network via 
Eurostar services from St Pancras International  
International coach services are accessible via 
Victoria Coach Station  

53 International freight trains, for example, from 
the Ford plant at Dagenham, link London 
to the Continent (and other international 
freight trains from elsewhere in the UK pass 
through London’s rail system en route to 
mainland Europe)  Principal UK international 
sea ports are also within easy reach of London, 
including Southampton, Felixstowe, Tilbury 
and Thamesport  Freight trains compete for rail 
paths with passenger trains and thus growth 
in rail freight will limit opportunities to expand 
passenger rail services  The strategy therefore 
seeks to remove unnecessary movement of 
freight by rail through London by supporting 
enhancements to the rail network outside 
the Capital to allow more use to be made of 
alternative routes where there are fewer conflicts  
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Figure 5: London’s transport geography at the international, national and inter-regional level
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54 To sustain its global economic position,  
it is essential that London maintains these 
high levels of international connectivity, and 
continues to improve access to international 
gateways across and beyond the Capital that 
connect to international transport networks  
Linking these gateways more effectively to 
regional and local networks and ensuring 
efficient onward distribution of passengers  
and goods is equally important  

3.1.2 National and inter-regional travel 

National

55 London is the centre of a ‘mega-city region’ 
in the South East of some 24 million people  
Commuters from outside the Capital fill almost 
one in five of the city’s jobs  It is estimated  
that the average value of output per worker  
in Inner London is £54,200 compared to 
£39,500 across the UK  At the national and 
inter-regional levels, multi-modal transport 
corridors incorporate the long distance 
passenger and freight services that connect 
London with major cities and other destinations 
across the UK  

56 Considerable improvements have been 
delivered in recent years, with upgrades to 
existing intercity railway lines, notably the West 
Coast Main Line, reducing average journey 
times from London to Manchester and Glasgow 
by 30 minutes  In addition, domestic services 
on the new international high-speed rail line 
are set to reduce commuting time from large 
parts of Kent to London, increasing central 
London’s employment catchment area  

57 Proposals for a new high-speed rail line between 
London and Birmingham and beyond are 
currently being considered by the DfT  These 
proposals set out in the DfT’s High-Speed 
Command Paper, published in March 2010, 
have been developed by High Speed Two, 
the company set up by the DfT to investigate 
options for a new high-speed rail line to  
relieve crowding on the West Coast Main Line, 
Britain’s most intensively-used intercity route, 
by 2025  There is scope to shift a considerable 
number of motorway trips to rail, relieving the 
M1–M6 (London–Birmingham–Manchester) 
corridor  Further extensions to Manchester 
and Leeds would see significant journey time 
savings, improving connectivity between 
London and other densely populated regions  
Business travellers would be some of the  
key beneficiaries  

58 The Mayor is supportive in principle of the 
development of a new high-speed rail line to 
the north and locating the London terminus 
in the central area would maximise access to 
jobs and London’s population, and enable 
efficient onwards dispersal of high-speed line 
passengers  The proposals allow access to 
Heathrow via a connection with Crossrail in 
west London, though there is a need for further 
research before the final location of any such 
interchange can be confirmed 

London and its neighbouring regions 

59 London is unique among the British regions in 
that a significant proportion of its workforce 
resides in neighbouring regions  Coordination 
of the development of transport networks in 
London and its surrounding regions is essential 
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1 The draft replacement London Plan puts forward the concept of ‘Strategic Outer London Development Centres’ as places with specialist economic 
functions of greater than sub-regional importance. They are intended to be the locations for strategically significant specialist growth which will not 
undermine the prospects of town centres or other business locations

to ensure employers located in London have 
access to the widest possible labour markets  
Therefore the economic success of London and 
the Greater South East (GSE) are inextricably 
linked (Figures 6 and 7)  

60 Figure 6 shows London within the context of 
the GSE, showing neighbouring areas which 
house the majority of London’s non-resident 
workforce, located within approximately an 
hour’s travel time from central London by rail  
Radial trips from areas to the west tend to be 
less concentrated as there are a number of free-
standing, sub-regional employment centres, 
such as Basingstoke, Reading and Milton Keynes 
which have experienced strong growth in recent 
years  Areas to the east of London, such as Kent 
and Essex, tend to have smaller employment 
bases, contributing to a greater net out-flow of 
residential labour, leading to more concentrated 
flows along radial corridors to London  

61 London has two adjoining regional bodies; the 
South East England Partnership Board (formerly 
South East England Regional Assembly, SEERA) 
and the East of England Regional Assembly 
(EERA)  The Regional Transport Strategy for 
South East England is contained within the 
South East Plan, published by the Government 
in May 2009, and that for the East of England 
is contained within the East of England Plan, 
published in May 2008  The significant forecast 
levels of employment and population growth in 
the GSE will increase demand for transport to 
London and need to be catered for in the MTS 

3.1.3 London-wide travel 

62 At a London-wide level, strategic transport 
networks play an important role in London’s 
economy  Radial connections into central 
London are important for commuters and other 
travellers as are radial connections into and 
out of metropolitan town centres, Growth and 
Opportunity Areas, Strategic Outer London 
Development Centres1 (SOLDCs), employment 
and service hubs and residential areas  Orbital 
transport corridors are also important to 
overall levels of connectivity  In Inner London, 
these are relatively well-developed and will be 
enhanced further through the development of 
the London Overground network  However, in 
Outer London they are less developed: current 
services and priority levels for orbital public 
transport reflect current demands which have 
tended to be lower in Outer London  

63 As can be seen from Figure 7, the key origins 
and destinations include the Central Activities 
Zone (CAZ) and other major employment and 
growth areas identified in the London Plan  The 
CAZ and Isle of Dogs are the focus for London’s 
high density, high value office employment, 
specialising in sectors such as financial and 
business services  Croydon and Heathrow are the 
two most significant employment locations in 
Outer London, generating a significant number 
of orbital commuting trips from elsewhere in the 
Capital as well as the outer metropolitan area  

64 Figure 8 shows multi-modal strategic transport 
corridors across London to include major roads, 
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East Sussex

Kent

Essex

Southend Airport

West Sussex

Isle of Wight

Hampshire

Surrey

Berkshire

Oxfordshire

Buckinghamshire

Bedfordshire

Hertfordshire

Cambridgeshire

Su�olk

Norfolk

Figure 6: London’s economic inter-relationship with the Greater South East

regional rail lines, the Underground and key bus 
corridors connecting the origin and destination 
hubs  Existing road and rail corridors are 
predominantly radial into the CAZ, but there 
are also major orbital links including the North 
and South Circular Roads, the emerging London 
Overground orbital rail route and the M25  
Gateways include the rail stations that provide 
access to the regional rail lines  Major road and 
rail freight hubs could also act as gateways 
at the regional level and provide linkages 
nationally and locally, for example, the planned 
Howbury Park rail terminal and consolidation 
centre in Bexley, southeast London 

3.1.4 Sub-regional travel 

65 TfL has been working closely with the GLA, 
the LDA and London boroughs to develop an 
integrated approach to sub-regional transport 
and land use planning  In recognition of the 
fact that journeys rarely end at administrative 
boundaries, the boundaries of sub-regions 
are intentionally flexible or fuzzy  This also 
facilitates collaborative working on issues  
of shared concern, including across the  
GLA boundary and along growth corridors   
The sub-regions and their transport 
connectivity are set out in Figure 9  

Key

Approximately one hour’s travel 
from central London
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66 Historic growth and development patterns have 
resulted in significant differences in land use 
and transport infrastructure across London, 
presenting different challenges, opportunities 
and priorities for its sub-regions  The transport 
challenges that affect sub-regional ambitions 
need to be considered, in keeping with the 
approach outlined in the London Plan 

67 Improving connectivity will be a key priority for 
metropolitan and town centres and Opportunity 
and Growth Areas, where accessibility for 
business, retail opportunities and freight,  

as well as education, health and other services, is 
important for social and economic development 

68 Improvements are already being made in 
sub-regional transport  The bus network has 
been significantly developed, and the London 
Overground upgrade will deliver additional 
capacity and better connectivity  However, 
connectivity remains strongest on corridors  
into central London; links into centres not  
lying within these radial corridors are in many 
cases poorer  
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69 Figure 9 illustrates the transport connections 
across London that serve the key places in the 
sub-regions, and also shows Opportunity and 
Growth Areas  Issues on these connections, 
and ‘missing’ connections will tend to require 
careful consideration as they play a crucial role 
in sustaining the sub-regions’ development 

South London sub-region 

70 South London primarily consists of the 
boroughs of Bromley, Croydon, Kingston, 
Merton, Richmond, Sutton and Wandsworth   
It is mostly suburban in nature, with large  
areas of green space, lower density housing  
and strong town centres  The population of  
the region is forecast to grow by seven per  
cent to around 1 8 million in 20311  South 
London is especially reliant on the National  
Rail network for access into central London 
as there is limited access to the Underground 
network  Orbital travel within the region is 
mainly catered for by buses, with some  
orbital rail services, and Tramlink serving  
areas around Croydon 

East London sub-region 

71 East London primarily consists of the boroughs 
of Tower Hamlets, Hackney, Newham, 
Greenwich, Bexley, Barking & Dagenham, 
Redbridge, Lewisham and Havering  It 
incorporates many communities and town 
centres, including the metropolitan town 
centres of Romford and Ilford  The region’s 
population is forecast to grow by 28 per cent 
to 2 6 million in 20312  Much of the region 

lies within the Thames Gateway Growth Area  
The 2012 Games will also create legacy 
opportunities  The Thames has significantly 
influenced the pattern of land use and still 
presents both opportunities and transport 
challenges  The decline in the use of London’s 
docklands for the movement of freight has 
led to significant regeneration initiatives and 
opportunities – with Docklands showing the 
potential for transformational redevelopment 

West London sub-region 

72 West London primarily comprises the boroughs 
of Hillingdon, Harrow, Brent, Ealing, Hounslow 
and Hammersmith & Fulham  It is home to four 
metropolitan town centres (Ealing, Harrow, 
Hounslow and Uxbridge), the largest industrial 
park in London, and the largest urban shopping 
mall in Europe  The population of the region is 
forecast to grow by 10 per cent to 1 6 million 
in 20313  While trips to central London are 
well-served by public transport (though often 
crowded), orbital links are far more limited   
The region also includes Heathrow airport,  
the destination for more than 45,000 trips  
daily by London residents, of which over half 
are made by car  

North London sub-region 

73 North London primarily comprises the 
boroughs of Barnet, Enfield, Haringey and 
Waltham Forest, but also considers transport 
issues in the parts of Camden, Hackney and 
Islington which lie outside central London  It is 
polycentric, with one metropolitan town centre 

1 Based on GLA forecasts, 2010
2 Based on GLA forecasts, 2010
3 Based on GLA forecasts, 2010
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Figure 9: London-wide transport connectivity
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(Wood Green) but many district centres   
Barnet has more district centres than any  
other borough  The population of the region  
is forecast to grow by 15 per cent to over 
1 2 million in 20311, with the most growth in 
Brent Cross/Cricklewood, Colindale and Upper 
Lea Valley  Many of these areas lie adjacent to 
transport infrastructure, but ensuring capacity 
for sustainable population and employment 
growth remains a challenge 

Central London sub-region 

74 Central London comprises the Cities of London 
and Westminster, the boroughs of Camden, 
Islington, Southwark and Lambeth and the 
Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea  The 
population is forecast to grow by 18 per cent  
to around 1 6 million by 20312 

75 The variety and intensity of activity in the area, 
reliance on public transport, and continuing 
growth in journeys to, from and within it, place 
significant strains on the transport network, 
requiring efficiency and reliability  While 
most of central London has high levels of 
accessibility, there are areas at its fringes where 
this is not the case, and improving accessibility 
and supporting regeneration is important  
In addition, Opportunity and Intensification 
Areas have the potential to change and expand 
the CAZ further, with opportunities for new 
development and employment growth 

3.1.5 Local travel 

76 Ensuring good door-to-door journey time and 
facilitating local movement in town centres, 
residential areas, and to local employers, 
services and leisure opportunities is essential 
for London’s economy, and for the maintenance 
and improvement of people’s quality of life  
Representing more than 70 per cent of trips 
made by London residents, local trips are 
those millions of trips under five kilometres 
which are made daily to schools, local shops, 
leisure centres, health facilities, banks, etc  It is 
important to note that all journeys – whether 
seeking to access international or sub-regional 
transport networks – tend to start and end 
on the local transport network  For freight 
deliveries, for example, the ability to access 
premises and load and unload is vital  

77 Shopping (and personal business) is the 
most common trip purpose for a local trip, 
accounting for more than a third of trips3  
This is followed by leisure, which represents 
around a quarter of trip purpose  It is more 
sustainable and less costly for people to access 
goods and services which meet their needs 
locally  This saves journey time and reduces 
demand on the transport system  It is therefore 
beneficial for individuals and the transport 
system as a whole by reducing costs and 
congestion  As a majority of local trips are made 
by walking, cycling and public transport, their 
encouragement would support the achievement 
of CO2, PM10 and NO2 emission reduction 

1 Based on GLA London Plan forecasts, 2010
2 Based on GLA London Plan forecasts, 2010
3  Based on local trips made within a region (Travel In London, report number 1)
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objectives  Local trips form the vast majority of 
journeys: everyone makes local journeys almost 
every day  It is therefore essential to facilitate 
local trip making, especially by walking, cycling 
and public transport  

78 More specifically, local trips in London are 
predominantly made by walking and cycling 
if the distance is less than half a kilometre  
The car and bus are used for longer local trips 
between one and five kilometres, with lower 
levels of walking and cycling  A challenge will 

therefore be to encourage further modal shift 
towards walking, cycling and the bus network 
for those short distance trips  In central 
London, where the average trip distance is 
smaller than in other London sub-regions, 
walking is the dominant mode of travel for 
almost half of all trips  However, further  
modal shift from the car and the Underground 
towards the bus, walking and cycling should  
be encouraged as some local trips are faster  
by bus, foot or cycle than Tube or private car 
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79 To facilitate local travel, some improvements 
have already been made, for example, the bus 
network has been developed to improve local 
connectivity, with an increase in service volume 
of about 40 per cent in the last 10 years  
However, more could be done to improve  
local movements, especially with regard to  
the urban realm and the provision of cycle 
parking, kerbside loading and delivery bays   
A better allocation of surface space between 
pedestrians, cyclists and motorised modes is 
also required to cope with increased pressure 
on space and demand for a better journey 
experience for all  

80 Longer distance trips also entail local 
movement such as a walk to the bus stop, rail 
station, and sometimes a further local journey 
stage to the final destination  Improving access 
to stations, to buses, taxis and, when relevant, 
to private car users will also play an important 
role in improving door-to-door journey time  

81 At the local level, local, sub-regional and 
London-wide transport priorities are delivered 
through the borough LIPs and through Local 
Area Agreements, providing linkages between 
transport improvements and local economic 
and community development priorities  
Further details of this process are given in 
part three, chapter seven, Delivery processes 
(Implementation plan) 

3.2 Integrating transport and 
land use planning 
82 One of the Mayor’s guiding principles, set 

out in ‘Way to Go!’ and underpinning the 
development of the new MTS, is to improve the 
integration of transport and land use planning  
The combined review of the London Plan and 
the MTS, together with the parallel review of 
the Mayor’s EDS, provides a major opportunity 
to achieve this  

83 London’s land use planning geography can  
be divided into three discrete areas: the 
CAZ and Inner and Outer London, shown in 
Figure 10  While these areas can of course be 
further sub-divided in terms of specific land 
uses, they have a number of defining features 
that characterise them and help shape the 
transport challenges and priorities that the 
MTS must address  

3.2.1 Central Activities Zone 

84 The CAZ comprises the City of London, the 
majority of the City of Westminster and parts 
of the London boroughs of Camden, Hackney, 
Islington, Lambeth, Southwark, Tower Hamlets 
and Wandsworth and the Royal Borough of 
Kensington & Chelsea  Canary Wharf is outside 
the CAZ, however, the linkages between the 
Isle of Dogs and the CAZ are critical to the 
business located in those areas  

85 The CAZ, while relatively small in area and 
home to less than four per cent of London’s 
population (see Figure 13), currently contains 
more than a quarter of all London’s jobs and is 
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1 On the Transport for London Road Network, ie excluding cycling on borough roads

the most economically productive part of the 
city  Uniquely (in London and the UK generally) 
much of this economic activity is global in 
scale, requiring high quality national and 
international connectivity to sustain it  

86 Morning peak travel into the CAZ is 
predominantly by public transport, with around 
90 per cent of journeys made by bus, rail, or 
Underground  Within central London, walking 
is the predominant means of getting about, 
making up three quarters of trips wholly within 
the area, and plays a key role in the onward 
dispersal of passengers  While cycling makes 
up only a small proportion of the trips into and 
within the CAZ, it has increased significantly  
by around 90 per cent between 2000 and 
20071  The world city functions within the CAZ 
also require significant freight and servicing 
activity, for example, in the original central 
London Congestion Charging zone, LGVs 
and HGVs make up about 25 per cent of the 
circulating traffic  The CAZ is intensively used 
and the trend is for more and more demands  
to be placed on it through the day and, in many 
areas, into the night  All these different demands 
mean that there are significant challenges 
facing the transport network in the CAZ and 
around its fringes  

3.2.2 Inner London 

87 This area contains more than a third of 
London’s population  Many of London’s 
areas of deprivation and regeneration are 
concentrated in Inner London, particularly 
around central London in a band from the 

northeast to the southeast  The London Plan 
identifies a number of Opportunity Areas  
on the eastern and southern fringes of the 
CAZ, and also in the Lower Lea Valley, around 
Brent Cross/Cricklewood in the north and in 
inner east London along the Thames Gateway  
Canary Wharf is located in Inner London, but 
has many characteristics of the CAZ in terms  
of employment and travel behaviour 

88 Inner London is also the location for many 
London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games 
events with the Olympic Park at Stratford, 
and events being held around Greenwich, 
Docklands, Earls Court and Wembley, among 
other places  Ensuring that there is a lasting 
transport legacy for Inner London, with 
improved infrastructure and opportunities,  
is an important challenge  

89 Although less densely developed than 
central London, the Inner London boroughs 
are characterised by higher population 
and land use densities than those in Outer 
London  Although car use is higher than in 
central London, travel is generally still highly 
dependent on public transport and walking  
While public transport accessibility is much 
higher in Inner than in Outer London, there 
remain pockets (mainly away from the radial 
rail corridors and the Underground network) 
where accessibility is poor  

90 Around one quarter (24 per cent) of 
Londoners’ trips are entirely within Inner 
London  Walking accounted for the majority  
of trips within Inner London (46 per cent) with 
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journeys by car accounting for 26 per cent, 
journeys by bus 18 per cent and journeys by 
Underground and rail seven per cent1 

91 One of the key challenges for Inner London is 
tackling public transport crowding and road 
congestion, which have negative impacts on 
quality of life and the economic development 
of town centres within the area  The rail 
network is dominated by radial lines into central 
London which mostly originate from Outer 
or ‘out of’ London  As a consequence, Inner 
Londoners often experience severe crowding on 
radial rail services, making journeys less reliable 
and significantly less comfortable  Highway 
congestion is also a major issue  This has a 
negative impact on the reliability and efficiency 
of bus services, taxi and car journeys and the 
movement of freight  

3.2.3 Outer London 

92 Sixty per cent of Londoners live in Outer 
London, which tends to be characterised 
by lower density development and higher 
residential populations  Outer London 
contributes significantly to the city’s 
economy, providing 42 per cent of its jobs2  
Employment tends to be concentrated in 
the 12 metropolitan town centres which are 
the equivalent, in terms of the size of their 
economies, to many regional cities across the 
UK3  Heathrow airport is also a major centre of 
employment in Outer London  While there are, 
in general, fewer deprived areas than in Inner 

London, significant areas of deprivation exist, 
for example, in Barking & Dagenham and parts 
of Bromley and Enfield  A challenge for Outer 
London is therefore to improve access to jobs, 
services and opportunities to tackle deprivation 
and encourage inward investment and local  
job creation  

93 In Outer London, the car is the dominant 
mode of transport for trips originating there, 
accounting for 52 per cent of all trips by 
residents  London-wide, 48 per cent of all trips 
by residents are solely within Outer London   
In 2006, around 70 per cent of London’s road-
freight mileage was in Outer London  Figure 
11 shows the different modal split between 
journeys in Outer, Inner and central London 
and illustrates the higher mode share of car 
journeys in Outer London  Trip patterns tend 
to be more dispersed within the area due to 
larger distances between town centres  Much 
of this trip-making is radial to, and within, 
Outer London centres  Bus services provide an 
extensive network of local services into town 
centre hubs  However, with suburban trips 
being ‘dispersed’ and/or ‘edge of centre’ to 
‘edge of centre’ in character, public transport 
connections therefore tend to be less direct, 
and take longer relative to car journeys  Many 
journeys in Outer London are short in distance 
and could be made by bicycle  

94 While average vehicle delays are lower in Outer 
London than Inner or central London, there 
are still areas where significant congestion 

1 TfL Travel in London report, 2009
2 Planning for a better London, GLA, 2009
3 The new London Plan identifies Shepherd’s Bush as a new metropolitan centre
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Population Employment

2007(m) 2031(m) 2007(%) 2031(%) 2007(m) 2031(m) 2007(%) 2031(%)

CAZ 0 3 0 3 4 4 1 2 1 4 26 25

Inner (excl CAZ) 2 7 3 4 36 38 1 5 1 9 32 35

Outer 4 6 5 1 60 58 2 0 2 2 42 40

Total 7 6 8 8 100 100 4 7 5 5 100 100

Figure 13: Population and employment distribution and forecast growth1

occurs, particularly in and around metropolitan 
town centres  Without adequate transport 
infrastructure improvements, as population 
and employment levels grow, delays to private, 
business, public transport and freight journeys 
are likely to increase, with journey time 
reliability deteriorating  

95 About one third of all trips within Outer 
London are made entirely by walking  

96 An aggregation of the trips shown in Figure 11 
is shown in Figure 12  In terms of number of 
trips (though not necessarily total kilometres 
travelled), car is the dominant mode of 
transport, followed by walking, while bus is  
the third most used  

3.3 Planning for London’s 
development
97 As set out by the London Plan, London is 

forecast to experience significant population 
and employment growth in the period to 2031  
This is summarised in Figures 13, 14 and 15 

98 Historically, the spatial planning of London 
has reflected market developments and 
perpetuated an overall ‘radial-centric’ pattern 
of planning  Employment growth has largely 
been concentrated in central London (making 
the most of its economic productivity and 
agglomeration benefits) with some growth 
in metropolitan town centres and business 
parks, while housing development has been 
more dispersed  This has been an economically 
successful strategy, and the ability of public 
transport networks to more easily support such 
movements has contributed to a positive modal 
shift away from private car use that is unique in 
a city of London’s size 

1 These projections have been supplied by the GLA. They are consistent with the projections underpinning the draft London Plan and Economic 
Development Strategy. The GLA update population and employment projections for London usually on an annual basis. Significant changes 
would influence the forecast levels and patterns of travel demand
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Figure 14: Spatial distribution of population growth, 2007 to 2031

Figure 15:  Spatial distribution of employment growth, 2007 to 2031
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99 The trend of concentration of employment 
growth in central London is likely to persist: 
on current forecasts, over the next 20 years, 
35 per cent of London’s future employment 
growth is expected to be located within the 
CAZ and Canary Wharf  The CAZ will therefore 
continue to be important not only for London’s 
economy, other areas of London and the 
surrounding regions, but for the UK as a whole  

100 Housing growth, however, will be more 
dispersed, albeit with highest rates of growth in 
Inner London  This pattern of growth has, and 
will continue to, place ever greater strains on 
the capacity of the radial transport networks 
into and out of central London, requiring the 
provision of ever more radial transport capacity 

101 Although continuing support of the economic 
development of the CAZ will remain a 
priority, the Mayor is determined to improve 
the provision of public transport while also 
placing more emphasis on the economic 
development of Outer London  The Outer 
London Commission was set up specifically 
to investigate and report on how this might 
be achieved  To support this work, the GLA, 
LDA and TfL undertook extensive analyses 
of various land use, transport and economic 
development scenarios  These tested differing 
sets of assumptions about the pattern of 
future jobs and housing growth, with greater 
levels of employment assumed in the Outer 
London town centres and proportionally less 
in the centre  In particular, by using high 
level transport modelling, this work sought to 
understand the overall implications of such 

a shift of emphasis on the key challenges 
identified in chapter two  

102 In transport planning terms, this work identified 
a number of significant implications  Locating 
more employment growth in Outer London 
(assuming this is offset by central London 
employment growing at a slower rate than 
previously assumed) can reduce trip lengths 
and bring about reductions in central London 
crowding and congestion  However, higher 
growth in Outer London, without any change 
in transport provision, could lead to more 
congestion and a small overall rise in London-
wide transport-based CO2 emissions  This is 
because existing trip patterns within Outer 
London are more car-dependent and less public 
transport-focused than trips from Outer London 
to central London  On its own, therefore, 
such a change of development focus does not 
achieve a wholly better transport outcome  
Also, the transport improvement required 
to support such development could not be 
sustained without significant growth in Outer 
London which would undermine the ‘suburban 
character’ of many areas that the boroughs 
wish to maintain  

103 The key conclusion of the interim report  
from the Outer London Commission was that 
raising the economic performance of Outer 
London does matter – to Outer London, to 
London as a world city and to UK economic 
performance1  However, the Commission 
considered that suitable levels of growth  
should be concentrated in already successful 
areas and not start from scratch; in particular, 
that the Outer London town centres should be 
the focus of transport investment to support 

1 Outer London Commission, 2009, Interim conclusions
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this  MTS policies and proposals therefore 
reflect this approach 

104 The MTS will also support other growth 
and intervention areas identified in the 
London Plan, for example, Opportunity and 
Intensification Areas, regeneration areas, 
Strategic Outer London Development Centres, 
and Strategic Industrial Locations (SILs)  
There are very large increases in housing and 
employment planned for many of these specific 
locations in the fringes of central London, the 
Thames Gateway and also in Outer London 
including Croydon, Brent Cross and Heathrow  
These developments will need to be supported 
by transport improvements to ensure they are 
integrated within London’s transport network, 
including maximising opportunities for walking 
and cycling  

3.3.1 Regional population and 
employment growth 

105 Regional growth in southeast England also has 
implications for London’s transport strategy  
Southeast and the east of England regional 
population growth is forecast to increase by  
three million by 2031, shown in Figure 16  

106 This growth can be expected to increase the 
volume of travel between the regions and 
London, placing further demands on the  
regional motorway and trunk road networks  
and regional rail services  The MTS seeks  
to address this by proposing improvements  
to inter-regional transport connectivity  
and capacity 
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1 Links between the MTS and London Plan policies can be found in Annex B

 2 Travel in London 2, Table 2.1, TfL 2010. Trips are indexed to show relative differences in growth rates. They originate from data for complete one-
way movements to, from or within London on an average day. In the base year (1993) there were 20.9 million trips daily in total (5.1 million public 
transport, 10.3 million private motorised transport, 0.3 million cycle, 5.2 million walk trips)

4.1 Introduction
107 Chapter three has set out the context for the 

transport strategy: London’s transport system 
provides international, national, London-wide, 
sub-regional and local connections  The way in 
which different modes are used reflects the land 
use pattern of London, with marked differences 
between the CAZ, Inner and Outer London  
London is forecast to experience significant 
growth in population and employment which 
have implications for the transport strategy  

108 This chapter describes the main challenges facing 
the transport system within that context, and sets 
out the policies required to meet the strategy’s 
six goals  The chapter considers each goal and its 
related challenges, as identified in Figure 2, in turn  

109 This and the following chapter set out a number 
of policy commitments or requirements, which  
have implications for TfL and a range of other  
delivery partners, including the London boroughs, 
the GLA, LDA, ODA, Network Rail, the police 
and DfT  These commitments and requirements 
fall into two categories: policies and proposals  
Policies are shown in red boxes, and proposals 
in green  The proposals that are directly related 
to the delivery of the policy are listed under it  
These proposals are then set out in chapter five  It 
should be noted, however, that the strategy forms  
a complete package and all proposals contribute 
to some extent to achieving each of the strategy’s 
goals  Details of proposals that are currently 
funded or unfunded are set out in chapter seven1 

4.2 Supporting economic 
development and population 
growth 

4.2.1 Supporting sustainable 
population and employment growth  

London’s growth 

110 As highlighted in chapter three, London’s 
economy and population have expanded 
significantly since the early 1990s, and are 
projected to grow further in future  In 2007, 
the city was home to 7 6 million people and 4 7 
million jobs, generating about 24 million trips a 
day  In spite of the current economic conditions, 
around 1 25 million more people – and more 
than 750,000 additional jobs – are expected to 
be accommodated in London by 2031, which in 
turn, will lead to at least three million more trips 
each day  

111 Figure 17 shows recent trends in travel demand 
and the forecast levels to 2031, assuming 
delivery of the current TfL Business Plan and 
National Rail High Level Output Specification 
(HLOS) investment  Use of public transport and 
cycling will rise at a faster rate than population 
growth, while car use (for London as a whole) 
increases only marginally2  

112 Growth in freight movement is also expected, 
with the number of LGVs forecast to grow 
by up to 30 per cent between 2008 and 
2031, accounting for 15 per cent of traffic 
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Figure 17: London trends and forecast in population, employment and trip making, index from 1993

on London’s roads  Freight tonnage carried 
by rail is expected to increase by 30 per cent 
nationally between 2006 and 2015, although 
some 85 per cent of all freight movement will 
remain carried by road  

Growth in demand for travel between London 
and neighbouring regions 

113 Increases in trips in all areas are forecast, 
however, there is likely to be strong growth 
in trips from outside the London area, 
reflecting the strong linkage between the 
economies of London and the Greater South 
East and population and employment growth 

in these neighbouring regions  Rail demand 
(passenger kilometres) is projected to grow by 
approximately 35 per cent between 2006 and 
2031  Many parts of the network are already 
at capacity or will reach it long before 2031  
However, while planned improvements will 
alleviate crowding on many routes, significant 
crowding will remain in certain key locations   
If no action is taken to increase London’s 
national connectivity by rail, growth will be 
constrained and more traffic will be forced  
on to already congested roads  

London trends (since 1993) and 2031 projections for population, employment and trip-making – with TfL Business Plan and HLOS National Rail 
investment. The MTS package, including currently unfunded policies, will affect the trends in trips including achieving the Mayor’s aim of a 400 per 
cent increase in cycling from 2000. This assumes constant trip rates. However, trip rates may vary and hence these forecasts should be considered  
as indicative
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Growth in demand for travel within London 

114 Strong growth in demand will occur in Inner 
London as a result of significant increases 
in population and jobs in this part of the 
city  This will exert pressure on the already 
congested roads and more crowded public 
transport in this area  

115 Demand increases on radial routes to central 
London puts pressure on the rail and Tube 
networks and increases crowding, while 
increases in travel in Outer London tends to put 
pressure on the road network (cars and buses) 
and hence increases congestion  

116 If London is to develop more sustainable 
patterns of growth and development, a more 
effective integration of land use and transport 
planning is needed  CAZ and the Docklands 
will remain the focus for the most significant 
employment growth, and radial transport links 
will continue to be essential for commuting into 
central London  This growth will put further 
pressure on these radial links and increases 
the need for investment in new rail, the 
Underground; and to make best use of the bus 
network and manage the limited road space 
even better  

117 The London Plan also seeks to support the 
development and growth of Outer London in 
appropriate locations, such as the town centres 
(and thus closer to where people live) and 
strategic development centres  This requires 
improvement in radial connectivity to central 
London as well as improving transport links  
into metropolitan and other Outer London  
town centres  

Policy 1

The Mayor, through TfL, and working 
with the DfT, Defra and other government 
agencies, regional development agencies, 
Network Rail, train operating companies, 
London boroughs and other stakeholders, 
will seek to develop London’s transport 
system in order to accommodate sustainable 
population and employment growth 

This policy is taken forward by the proposals 
in chapter five  

4.2.2 Improving transport connectivity 

4.2.2.1 Supporting and developing 
London’s international, national and 
inter-regional transport connectivity 

118 London is an international city, rivalled only  
by New York in its role in the global economy, 
and as such it is reliant on the international 
trade of skills, goods and services  It is a 
leading city destination in the world for 
international travel, attracting around 15 
million international and 11 million UK 
overnight visitors every year  London also 
makes a vital contribution to the UK economy, 
generating 18 per cent of the country’s Gross 
Value Added from only 13 per cent of the 
population  It is also the centre of the Greater 
South East, the fastest developing area in the 
country, and the 2012 Games will showcase  
the city to a global audience  
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119 Sufficient, fast, efficient and reliable international, 
national and inter-regional links are therefore 
essential for continued success of the London 
and UK economy  Expanding access to business 
and employment markets and improving the 
speed and reliability of passenger and freight 
movements will maximise the efficiency of 
business operations and improve productivity  
A number of improvements are being delivered 
over the next 10 years and further improvements 
beyond 2017 will be required to ensure 
London remains a premier world city  Improved 
international, national and inter-regional links also 
form part of the DfT’s national transport strategy, 
‘Delivering a Sustainable Transport System’  

120 The Mayor recognises the important role of 
aviation in providing international connectivity 
vital for London’s economy  However, he 
believes the aviation industry should meet its full 
environmental and external costs, as set out in 
the draft replacement London Plan, policy 6 6c 

Policy 2

The Mayor, through TfL, and working 
with the DfT, government agencies, 
Network Rail, train operating companies, 
London boroughs, coach operators and 
other transport stakeholders, will support 
sustainable capacity enhancements to inter-
regional, national and international rail and 
coach services, high-speed rail hubs and the 
strategic road network serving London 

This policy is taken forward by proposals:  
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 28, 48, 49 and 50 

4.2.2.2 Increasing transport accessibility 
(London-wide) 

121 Better transport provision is key to improving 
accessibility to jobs, services, education and 
training opportunities and social networks  
Currently, more than 90 per cent of Londoners 
live within 400 metres of a bus stop or station  
A standard measure of accessibility in London 
is the public transport accessibility level (PTAL) 
which uses the range, proximity and frequency 
of public transport services for any given location 
to score accessibility to the transport system 
at peak times  Figure 18 shows that the areas 
of the Capital with highest PTAL are in central 
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1 Bus service planning guidelines are to provide services which are: comprehensive, frequent, simple, reliable, accessible and value for money

London and town centres  Those with the lowest 
are generally areas with low population densities 
in Outer London  Parks, green belt, metropolitan 
open land and the Lea Valley appear as pockets 
of low public transport accessibility  

122 The implementation of rail schemes including 
Crossrail, Thameslink and the East London 
line extension will mean the percentage of 
Londoners with high levels of accessibility 
to the public transport network (PTAL 4 or 
above) will rise from 31 per cent in 2009 to 
38 per cent in 2020  Improved accessibility 
will continue to be a consideration1 for the 
planning of the bus network, while there will 
be investment to encourage a step change 
in walking and cycling  This will improve 
accessibility at a local level, improve access to, 
and from, public transport services, increase 
levels of physical activity and improve access 
for people on lower incomes  

123 London is increasingly becoming a ‘24/7’ city and 
Londoners and visitors to the Capital expect public 
transport services to be provided accordingly  
Much has been done over the last decade to 
increase off-peak and weekend service levels 
although service frequencies are still, in many 
cases, lower reflecting lower levels of demand   
This is particularly the case on parts of the 
National Rail network where service frequency 
can be lower at off-peak times and weekends  

124 The planning system may be able to determine 
the overall pattern of land uses, but the way 
both the public and private sector provide their 
activities and facilities, can have a considerable 

impact on how people access their services, 
with consequent demands for travel  The way 
healthcare, education and retailing is provided, 
for example, in terms of transport accessibility 
can be changed without necessarily having to 
change land use patterns or requiring planning 
permissions  Joint working between service 
providers is therefore essential to ensure 
investment decisions are made that promote 
maximum accessibility for all, and make the 
best use of available capacity and connectivity 
of the transport system  

Policy 3

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the DfT, Network Rail, train operating 
companies, London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, will seek to improve public 
transport accessibility and conditions 
for cycling and walking in areas of lower 
PTAL, where there is an identified need 
for improving accessibility; and to improve 
access to economic and social opportunities 
and services for all Londoners 

This policy is taken forward by proposals:  
9, 15, 16, 22, 23, 36, 45, 46, 51, 52, 54, 
57, 58, 59, 60, 83, 84 and 85 

4.2.2.3 Delivering radial capacity  
and connectivity improvements into 
central London 

125 Although the Mayor is keen that London’s 
economic success is shared throughout the city, 
he fully supports the continued success of the 
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1 The ‘reference case’ is defined in section 6.1 and the glossary

central London in order to maintain London’s 
position as a leading global centre  Due to an 
unrivalled range of services, from museums to 
shops, and a growing number of jobs, the CAZ  
will remain the largest trip destination in London  
As it continues to grow, the Docklands area  
is increasingly generating similar ‘radial’ trips 
which need to be supported by the strategy   
It is therefore important that all areas of London 
have appropriately sufficient connectivity to 
central London (as well as to Docklands)  

126 Figures 19 and 21 show the extent of Tube, 
DLR and National Rail crowding on the current 
networks in 2006  Crowding can be seen on 
radial routes to the City and West End and on 
the broad northeast-southwest and north-south 
corridors and between the City and Docklands 

127 Figures 20 and 22 show the extent of Tube, 
Docklands Light Railway (DLR) and National 
Rail crowding in 2031, following the delivery of 
Crossrail and other committed investment (for 
analysis, known as the ‘reference case’1) across 
the Underground and National Rail network  
Despite a public transport capacity increase 
of above 30 per cent to 2031, the increase in 
demand for travel resulting from population 
and employment growth (and the spatial 
pattern of that growth) will in many areas 
match the increase in capacity  Crowding on 
some links improves; on others it worsens when 
the effect of demand growth (from higher 
population and employment) to 2031 is greater 
than the investment to 2018  Overall,crowding 
– measured as the proportion of Tube/rail 
passenger kilometres which are in excess of 

Passenger Guideline Capacity – is expected to 
be lower in 2031 than 2006  But, crowding 
will persist, continuing to make journeys 
uncomfortable for the individual and restricting 
economic growth  In particular, crowding 
persists on the broad northeast-southwest and 
north-south corridors and links in the vicinity 
of the City and Docklands  These conditions 
will persist unless there is further intervention  
This strategy is the Mayor’s response to this 
crowding, as well as other transport challenges 

Policy 4

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the DfT, Network Rail, train operating 
companies, London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, will seek to improve people’s 
access to jobs, business’ access to 
employment markets, business to business 
access, and freight access by seeking to 
ensure appropriate transport capacity 
and connectivity is provided on radial 
corridors into central London  In particular, 
the Mayor will seek to maximise public 
transport connectivity and capacity benefits 
on the two main east-west and north-south 
corridors (incorporating the Crossrail and 
Thameslink projects respectively)  The 
Mayor will also explore opportunities to 
make greater use of the Thames for east-
west passenger and freight transport  
across the city  

This policy is taken forward by proposals:  
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 15, 17, 19, 22, 23, 36, 37, 
38, 54 and 128 
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4.2.2.4 Delivering transport 
improvements within central London

128 Given the high levels of demand and the 
pressures on transport infrastructure and space, 
it is unsurprising that there remain significant 
transport challenges within the CAZ, despite 
the high levels of investment  It is essential that 
the currently planned capacity investment in 
Crossrail and the Tube is delivered; however, this 
will also pose challenges in terms of managing 
the disruption caused during construction  

129 The demands for road space for public 
transport, freight, private cars, taxis, coaches 
cycling and walking and for the public realm 
are very acute in the CAZ due to the density 
of activity in the area  The quality and 
management of streets and public spaces is 
becoming ever more important to the boroughs 
within central London, whose decisions deliver 
many of the transport improvements  This is 
further reinforced by the need to access the 
utility infrastructure beneath the roads and 
the need for space for waiting and loading 
(including cycling, coaches, taxis, buses and 
freight) and transport facilities  Balancing these 
different demands and managing the road 
network effectively is a major challenge within 
the CAZ  Improving the quality and experience  
of the central area and its public realm will be  
a prime objective in this regard, particularly  
for pedestrians 

130 Another key focus for the CAZ is the 
maintenance and enhancement of the 
capacity of termini and interchanges and the 
ability to disperse passengers to their onward 

destinations  Elsewhere, the strategy sets 
out the importance of radial links into central 
London  While this will help commuters and 
others to access the CAZ effectively, the 
stations and transport system within the area 
need to be able to cope with these additional 
pressures  The rail termini in the CAZ currently 
experience very high levels of crowding, 
particularly during the morning peak  Many 
lines and stations on the Underground and  
bus services, and the areas around stations,  
also experience significant congestion and 
crowding where passengers interchange to 
continue their journeys  

131 Many of these onward journeys across the 
CAZ are short distance journeys that could be 
walked, particularly if passengers are aware 
of alternative options  The strategy will seek 
to relieve the pressure on central London 
termini by developing strategic interchanges to 
facilitate orbital movement and help people to 
avoid travelling through central London if they 
do not need to (this is set out in section 5 10)  

132 Beyond this, the priority challenges for the CAZ 
include alleviating crowding more widely on the 
public transport network and ensuring greater 
resilience; maximising access to business 
and employment markets (on a London-
wide, national and international scale); and 
addressing environmental concerns including 
air quality 

133 Alignment between transport and regeneration 
priorities will also be of fundamental 
importance to achieving sustainable growth 
within central London  There are a number of 
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areas at the fringes of, or surrounding, the CAZ 
where improving accessibility and supporting 
regeneration is of particular concern; for 
example, Vauxhall/Nine Elms, Elephant & 
Castle, Peckham, Brixton, Earls Court and the 
City fringe  In many cases, investment in public 
transport will be key in terms of enhancing 
accessibility and supporting development 
opportunities  It will also be important to 
ensure that the Opportunity Areas, areas for 
intensification and strategic development 
centres are well served by transport to enable 
their sustainable development  

Policy 5

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the DfT, Network Rail, train operating 
companies, London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, will seek to ensure efficient 
and effective access for people and goods 
within central London through providing 
improved central London connectivity 
and appropriate capacity  This will include 
improving access to major public transport 
interchanges for pedestrians, cyclists and  
by public transport  

This policy is taken forward by proposals:  
5, 7, 9, 11, 15, 17, 19, 22, 23, 26, 30, 31, 
32, 33, 36, 37, 45, 54, 56, 60, 124, 126 
and 129 

4.2.2.5 Delivering radial capacity and 
connectivity improvements to Strategic 
Outer London Development Centres and 
metropolitan town centres

134 Supporting the sustainable growth and 
continued viability and vitality of the 12 
existing and three potential metropolitan  
town centres and the emerging Strategic Outer 
London Development Centres are spatial 
priorities in the London Plan 

135 Strategic Outer London Development Centres, 
as described in the London Plan in policy 2 16, 
could play a significant role in achieving a step 
change in the economic performance of Outer 
London  They potentially or already function 
above the sub-regional level and therefore have 
broad catchment areas  

136 Competition from regional shopping centres 
and the ease of access to areas such as the 
Thames Valley and Cambridge/Stansted 
corridor for high tech employers has placed 
great pressure on London’s town centres  
Each of the metropolitan town centres have a 
distinct catchment area which is illustrated in 
Figure 23  In some cases, this includes areas 
outside London 

137 Good transport links from the surrounding 
areas, including outside London, are required to 
allow easy, efficient access to jobs and services 
to enable Strategic Outer London Development 
Centres to grow in strength, metropolitan town 
centres to compete and to remain successful, 
and for the potential metropolitan town centres 
to fulfil their role  Potential enhancements 
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Figure 23: Local trips to metropolitan town centres

includes those shown in Figure 24  There are 
also potential opportunities to continue to 
improve bus, cycling and walking accessibility 
to all of these centres  

138 Detailed transport proposals for Strategic 
Outer London Development Centres and town 
centres will be developed, taking into account 
connectivity and crowding on radial corridors 
to, and from, the town centres as part of the 
London sub-regional transport plan process  
These will be encouraged through other work,  
all of which will acknowledge the important 
role of the London boroughs in determining 
local priorities 

Policy 6

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with the 
DfT, Network Rail, train operating companies, 
London boroughs and other transport 
stakeholders, will seek to provide appropriate 
connectivity and capacity on radial transport 
corridors into current and potential 
metropolitan town centres and to Strategic 
Outer London Development Centres  

This policy is taken forward by proposals:  
16, 23, 30, 31, 34, 45, 52, 54 and 127 
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Enhancements will reflect local 
need and travel characteristics, 
and include:
• Better information and marketing 

for bus and rail links
• Improved bus, walking and cycle 

routes to/from town centres
• Maximising the benefits of existing 

public transport services
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4.2.2.6 Orbital connectivity 

139 London’s transport system provides for orbital 
travel through existing orbital bus services, 
orbital London Overground and National Rail 
suburban services and orbital roads such as the 
North and South Circulars  However, planning 
and undertaking orbital journeys can still be 
difficult  The strategy will seek to improve 
Londoners’ awareness of orbital public transport 
options as well as making improvements to the 
services themselves where value for money can 
be demonstrated  The strategy will also seek to 
improve orbital road links  

140 Because of the relatively low demand for 
orbital public transport, particularly in Outer 
London (compared to radial transport to 
central London), the most value for money 
approach will be (following the delivery of 
the London Overground investment which 
will significantly improve orbital public 
transport connectivity in London) to invest 
in better journey planning information and 
improved interchange quality  This will involve 
focusing on strategic interchanges, and better 
integration of the National Rail network  
with other transport modes; and bringing 
stations, service frequency and quality to 
minimum standards  

141 The Mayor will also review opportunities 
to improve orbital travel opportunities by 
better linking radial services to Outer London 
town centres, for example, by combining two 
separate services or by improving interchange 
between the services  

Policy 7

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the DfT, Network Rail, train operating 
companies, London boroughs and other 
transport stakeholders, will seek to increase 
public awareness of existing and planned 
orbital public transport connectivity in 
Inner London; and seek to improve orbital 
connectivity in Outer London, particularly 
between adjacent metropolitan town centres, 
where shown to be value for money  

This policy is taken forward by proposals:  
14, 15, 16, 23, 34, 39, 45 and 46 

4.2.2.7 Delivering transport 
improvements within metropolitan  
town centres 

142 London’s town centres are a spatial priority 
in the London Plan  They provide access to a 
wide range of services and are central to the 
achievement of integrated transport and land 
use planning  They also enable all parts of 
London to make more of a contribution to the 
city’s economic success, complementing the 
role of the CAZ and underpinning a balanced 
‘polycentric’ structure  

143 In accordance with the ‘lifetime neighbourhoods’ 
principle set out by the London Plan (policy 
7 1), town centres should be welcoming, 
accessible and inviting for everyone, regardless 
of age, health or disability 

144 Protecting and enhancing the vitality and 
viability of London’s town centres is therefore  
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Spotlight

Transport and town centres
In addition to London’s 12 metropolitan 
town centres, there are 115 other important 
major and district town centres  These each 
provide their own mix of employment, retail, 
cultural and social activities for the people and 
businesses located there, or that travel to them  

The importance of these centres is illustrated by 
the fact that 18 of the top 20 destinations in 
Outer London are town centres, with shopping 
and employment the main reason for travelling to 
them  Despite almost a third of people travelling 
to town centres on foot or bicycle, the majority, 
around half, travel by car  For instance, only one 
in eight trips to district centres in Outer London  
is made by public transport  

When travelling to town centres of all sizes, 
approximately two thirds of people travel less 

than three kilometres  These journeys are an ideal 
length to walk and cycle, or take public transport  
Providing convenient, good quality bus access to 
town centres and improving walking and cycling 
links will encourage mode shift away from the car 
and ensure that more people have access to the 
opportunities they need  

In addition to strategic improvements to the 
transport network, the Mayor and TfL will 
work with the boroughs to develop a package 
of improvements within local town centres  
This will focus on providing better streets 
and facilities to make walking and cycling 
easier and to improve the public realm making 
town centres more attractive places to live, 
work and visit and helping to deliver ‘lifetime 
neighbourhoods’ 
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a priority for the strategy, through better access 
for people and freight, improving the public 
realm and security, and making them more 
attractive places to live and for businesses 
to locate  This will complement policies in 
the London Plan and EDS and will help town 
centres to compete with out-of-centre business 
parks, shopping centres and new housing 
developments beyond London’s boundary  
As a result, they will contribute to a compact 
city, reduced emissions and traffic congestion, 
making it easier for all to access jobs, services 
and leisure opportunities  

145 The Mayor’s manifesto commitment was to 
work much more closely with the boroughs 
and recognise that decisions on local transport 
needs are often best made by those closest 
to them  Each town centre is different and 
therefore a package of measures will be 
required  Interventions could include improved 
public realm in the retail and leisure core, 
improvements in freight access, loading and 
unloading, introducing cycle hire and cycle 
superhighway schemes, improving bus access to 
the town centre, better pedestrian wayfinding 
through Legible London, park and ride/ 
park and bike, and improved car parking  
with priority given to low emission or  
electric vehicles  

Policy 8

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the DfT, Network Rail, train operating 
companies, London boroughs and other 
transport stakeholders, will support a 
range of transport improvements within 
metropolitan town centres for people and 
freight that help improve connectivity and 
promote the vitality and viability of town 
centres, and that provide enhanced travel 
facilities for pedestrians and cyclists  

This policy is taken forward by proposals:  
24, 26, 27, 30, 40, 45, 54, 57, 60, 61, 79, 
80, 84, 85, 115, 119, 124 and 126 

4.2.3 Delivering an efficient  
and effective transport system for 
people and goods

4.2.3.1 Integrating land use 
development with transport planning 

146 Using land use policies contained within 
the London Plan, the Mayor will encourage 
patterns and forms of development that 
improve accessibility of services and reduce 
the need to travel  High trip generating 
development will be encouraged in areas with 
good public transport access and sufficient 
existing or planned public transport capacity  
In east London, in particular, a priority is to 
maximise development opportunities around 
existing or committed transport infrastructure, 
making the best use of available capacity  
(for example, the Royal Docks)  
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147 Through setting appropriate parking standards, 
encouraging smarter travel planning and 
making public transport more attractive, 
the Mayor will encourage the use of public 
transport, walking, cycling and car sharing  

148 The Mayor will also ensure that land for 
transport is safeguarded where necessary 
in accordance with London Plan policy 6 2, 
to allow for efficient operation and future 
expansion of the transport network, for 
passengers and freight  

149 Although the borough is the local planning 
authority for development proposals in 
London, major planning applications that 
meet certain criteria are referred to the Mayor 
for his consideration  As part of this process, 
TfL provides advice on transport impacts and 
mitigation to ensure that new developments  
are fully integrated with the transport 
network  This includes ensuring that transport 
accessibility, capacity and connectivity is 
sufficient to cater for new residential and 
commercial development  Where necessary, 
improvements to the transport network are 
secured as part of this process  TfL offers a 
pre-application advice service that enables 
developers to identify transport issues at an 
early stage in the planning process  

150 For all planning applications that meet the 
criteria for referral to the Mayor, comprehensive 
transport assessments, travel plans, delivery 
and servicing plans (DSPs) and construction 
logistics plans (CLPs) will need to be submitted 
in accordance with TfL best practice guidance  
These documents should demonstrate how the 

application complies with transport policies 
in the London Plan and include measures to 
address likely impacts on the transport network  

151 The proposals contained within the MTS and 
sub-regional transport plans will need to be 
included in borough core strategies in their Local 
Development Frameworks and will inform the 
use of section 106 agreements and/or tariffs to 
secure transport improvements or mitigation as 
part of the development control process 

Policy 9

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the DfT, Network Rail, train operating 
companies, London boroughs and other 
transport stakeholders, will use the local and 
strategic development control processes to 
seek to ensure that:

a)  All high trip generating developments are 
located in areas of high public transport 
accessibility, connectivity and capacity 
(either currently or where new transport 
schemes are committed)

b)  The design and layout of development 
sites maximise access on foot, cycle and 
to public transport facilities, for example, 
via safe walking and cycling routes and 
provision of secure cycle parking

c)  Access for deliveries and servicing, 
maximise the opportunities for 
sustainable freight distribution  
where possible
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d)  Land for transport use is safeguarded 
in line with London Plan policy and 
Supplementary Planning Guidance

e)  Planning contributions are sought 
for transport improvements where 
appropriate

This policy is taken forward by proposals:  
2, 9, 15, 22, 36, 37, 38, 39, 45, 48, 49, 50, 
51, 54, 57, 58, 60, 97, 99, 119 and 126 

4.2.3.2 Reliability and resilience 

152 A significant challenge in ensuring the 
reliability and resilience of the transport system 
is its age  London has some of the oldest, and 
most intensively used, transport infrastructure 
in the developed world  This, coupled with a 
substantial inheritance of long-term under-
investment and deferred renewals, presents 
some exceptional infrastructure challenges  
Breakdowns and system failures as a result of 
deferred maintenance and life-expired assets 
can significantly undermine the efficiency of 
transport operations  Although good progress 
has been made in recent years in reducing 
maintenance backlogs, substantial programmes 
of further investment will be required into  
the future  

153 The reliability of the Capital’s transport networks 
is important to both businesses and individuals  
Congestion, both on the road and public 
transport networks, represents a significant cost 
to businesses which rely on transport not only 
so their workforce and customers can reach 
them, but also to ensure their goods can be 
transported quickly and cheaply  Surveys show 

that businesses rate the reliability of transport 
journeys (both passenger and freight) as being 
of greater significance than absolute journey 
time, hence the importance of ‘smoothing’ 
traffic flows and, in particular, improving journey 
time reliability  Figures 25 and 26 show the 
extent of highway congestion (in terms of 
average delay per vehicle kilometre travelled – 
it is currently not possible to forecast journey 
time reliability) in 2006 and 2031, following 
implementation of the TfL Business Plan, 
Crossrail and HLOS investment  It can be seen 
that congestion is widespread in central and 
Inner London, and extends to Outer London 
town centres and large areas of south London 

154 The impact of system failures and breakdowns 
is greatly increased the more the Capital’s 
transport systems are operated at, or beyond, 
their designed capacities, reducing the 
resilience of the network to cope with delays 
or unforeseen events  Lack of resilience puts 
London’s economic growth at risk as even 
relatively minor incidents can cause disruption 
for large numbers of users 

155 Much is already being done to deal with 
incidents and disruptions  However, population 
and employment growth, coupled with 
ageing assets and continuing utilities works, 
will continue to put pressure on the already 
congested road network and, consequently,  
the probability of delays will rise  Increases 
in road freight will mean that more of the 
network will have to function at or beyond 
peak capacity, potentially reducing resilience to 
delays  A key challenge is therefore to manage 
and maintain the transport network, as well as 
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Figure 25: Highway congestion, average vehicle delay, 2006

Figure 26: Highway congestion, average vehicle delay, 
2031 (with committed funding/reference case)

Average vehicle delay in the morning peak compared to free flow times
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1 In terms of trips, there has been about a five per cent increase in public transport mode share between 2000 and 2008. In terms of journey stages, 
there has been a seven per cent increase in public transport mode share between 2000 and 2008. See mode share in glossary 

2 The projected mode share change from the strategy is set against a 2006 baseline
3 Numbers rounded to the nearest one per cent

managing demand if required, in such a way as 
to continue to provide a reliable service  

156 Between them tax and farepayers bear the  
cost of providing London’s transport system  
While the transport network should deliver  
a fast, reliable, efficient and safe service,  
it should also do so in a cost-effective way   
This means tightly controlling operating costs 
and capital expenditure, while optimising the 
use of existing infrastructure  

157 To minimise the costs borne by the fare 
and taxpayer, TfL will continue to review its 
operations to identify and implement further 
worthwhile measures to reduce costs and 
deliver greater efficiency  

Policy 10

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with the 
DfT, Network Rail, train operating companies, 
London boroughs and other stakeholders 
including the private sector, will seek to 
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of 
the operation of the transport system, bring 
transport assets to a good state of repair, and 
then maintain them in that condition  

This policy is taken forward by proposals:  
10, 11, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 21, 23, 24, 
30 – 39, 45, 46, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 
121, 122, 123, 129 and 130 

4.2.3.3 Changing travel behaviour 

158 In order to make the best use of London’s 
limited road space, encouragement of more 
efficient modes of transport in terms of road 
space will continue, in particular buses, cycling 
and walking  Alongside this, TfL will continue 
to work with the boroughs to deliver a smarter 
travel initiatives to encourage people to choose 
between the full range of travel options and 
increase the share of journeys made by walking, 
cycling and public transport  

159 To achieve the desired economic and other 
strategy outcomes, challenging mode shifts are 
necessary  The strategy intends to build on the 
significant achievements to date, with an aim of 
increasing the mode share1 of public transport, 
walking and cycling from 57 per cent to 63 
per cent2 (34 per cent public transport, 25 per 
cent walking, five per cent cycling)3 or further 
should road user charging be required to meet 
the strategy’s goals  This means that between 
3 5 and 4 5 million extra trips each day will 
need to be made by public transport, walking 
and cycling to support the growth envisaged 
in the London Plan (allowing for mode shift as 
well as population and employment growth)  
The mode shifts are challenging but achievable  
with the investment and policies set out by  
the strategy  
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Policy 11

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with the 
DfT, Network Rail, train operating companies, 
London boroughs and other stakeholders, will 
seek to reduce the need to travel, encourage 
the use of more sustainable, less congesting 
modes of transport (public transport, cycling, 
walking and the Blue Ribbon Network), 
set appropriate parking standards, and 
through investment in infrastructure, service 
improvements, promotion of smarter travel 
initiatives and further demand management 
measures as appropriate, aim to increase 
public transport, walking and cycling  
mode share  

This policy is taken forward by proposals:  
51, 52, 53, 54, 57, 59, 61, 83, 115, 116, 
120, 125 127, 129 and 130   

4.2.3.4 Improving efficiency  
of freight distribution 

160 Freight and servicing is vital for ensuring 
London is able to function as a dynamic world 
city  Freight accounts for 17 per cent of all 
London’s traffic and is the second largest user 
by mode on London’s streets  The London 
Freight Plan (2007) specifies a number of 
projects to improve the distribution of freight 
across London  DSPs are one such example, 
which aim to help increase the operational 
efficiency of the highway network, reduce 
conflicts with other street users and contribute 
to a reduction in CO2 emissions, congestion 
and collisions  DSPs will also help increase the 
availability and use of safe and legal loading 

facilities and will eventually be integrated into 
the travel plan process, and monitored in the 
same way  Consolidation centres and break-bulk 
facilities – facilitating the use of low carbon 
vehicles for the movement of freight in sensitive 
areas – will also be needed to improve the 
efficiency of freight distribution  In addition, 
TfL aims to increase the number of freight 
operators adhering to best practice guidance, 
and promoting FORS (see section 5 24)  

161 These measures, coupled with the projects in 
the London Freight Plan, will all work together 
to greatly help improve the efficiency of the 
distribution of freight across London  Further 
implementation of the schemes will contribute 
to an improvement in road network efficiency 
(see section 5 6), including measures to smooth 
traffic flow  Road user charging may also be 
needed to help meet the goals of the strategy 
depending on the success of these measures 
(see section 5 27)  

162 The London Plan identifies a number of SILs 
each of which requires suitable access for 
people and for freight transport to ensure  
they can be developed to support sustainable 
economic growth 
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Policy 12

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the DfT, Network Rail, train operating 
companies, London boroughs and other 
stakeholders including business and the 
freight industry, will seek to improve the 
distribution of freight through the provision 
of better access to/from Strategic Industrial 
Locations, delivery and servicing plans, and 
other efficiency measures across London 

This policy is taken forward by proposals: 
3, 2, 30, 31, 32, 33, 38, 39, 50, 117, 118, 
119, 124, 129 and 130 

4.3 Enhancing the quality  
of life for all Londoners 

4.3.1 Introduction

163 Transport has a fundamental impact on the 
quality of life for all Londoners  In many cases, 
these impacts are very positive  Over the  
last 200 years, first through mass access to 
public transport systems (trains, buses, etc), 
and secondly, with the increasing availability  
of private cars and road freight vehicles, 
transport improvements have enhanced 
personal freedom, education, social and  
life opportunities  

164 However, it is also well understood that an 
ever increasing ability and desire for mobility 
brings with it significant negative impacts  
Some of these are so substantial, for example, 
safety hazards and climate change as to 
warrant specific challenges for the strategy 

in their own right  Others, however, such as 
transport’s impact on air quality and noise, 
also present significant challenges to which 
the strategy must respond in tandem with the 
Mayor’s other strategies  London’s air quality 
remains the poorest of any English region 
and improvements will directly contribute to 
improved health for all Londoners, especially 
younger people  Exposure to transport noise  
is higher than in many other parts of the 
country  Easy access to mechanised transport 
and a more sedentary way of life has, at least  
in part, created a significant negative effect  
on overall levels of fitness and obesity  
However, promoting more physically active 
forms of transport like cycling and walking  
has tremendous potential to reverse this  

165 Good transport planning can connect 
communities, enhance streetscapes through 
development of ‘better streets’ initiatives and 
encourage active travel  It can also protect 
and support the natural environment  TfL 
alone manages a substantial proportion of 
the Capital’s wildlife habitats  However, bad 
planning can marginalise or sever communities, 
create eyesores or harm the urban landscape  
It can also pollute, damage or destroy delicate 
eco-systems and hugely undermine the  
quality of life  

166 Finally, the Mayor has made it a particular priority 
to improve the quality of Londoners’ overall daily 
travel experiences whether as drivers, pedestrians, 
cyclists or public transport users  
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167 Although ‘quality of life’ may mean different 
things to different audiences, this section 
presents five key aspects of quality of life  
upon which transport has an impact  Many  
of the policies and proposals elsewhere in  
this strategy will also impact positively  
upon quality of life and provide for a more 
sustainable future for London  

4.3.2 Improving journey experience 

168 Transport provides access to employment 
and other enriching activities  However, the 
experience of travelling itself can sometimes 
be, at best, unpleasant and at worst affect our 
health and wellbeing  Congestion, litter strewn 
streets, and poorly-maintained roads can be 
uncomfortable and hazardous for pedestrians, 
cyclists and motor vehicle occupants, while 
delays and crowding can contribute to a poor 
quality of service on public transport  Making 
systems easier to use and more comfortable 
will reduce stress and discomfort and improve 
health, wellbeing and quality of life  

169 The strategy will promote and improve the 
journey experience for all Londoners by, for 
example, delivering new trains, some of which 
will be air-conditioned, refurbishing stations 
and improving interchanges following best 
practice guidelines  It will also provide better 
information (helping people make best use of 
their time), increased rail and Tube capacity to 
tackle crowding, improved reliability (reducing 
the stress and frustration it can cause), 
improved public transport staff service and  
will create ‘better streets’ and town centres  

Policy 13

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the DfT, Network Rail, train operating 
companies, London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, will expand the capacity 
and quality of public transport services, 
improve passenger comfort and customer 
satisfaction, reduce crowding, and improve 
road user satisfaction 

This policy is taken forward by proposals in 
sections: 5 2, 5 3, 5 4, 5 5, 5 6, 5 9, 5 10, 
5 13, 5 14, 5 15, 5 16, 5 17, 5 18, 5 19, 
5 24, 5 25, 5 26 and 5 27 

4.3.3 Enhancing the built and  
natural environment 

170 London’s built and natural environment with 
its special character and diversity makes an 
important contribution to people’s quality of life, 
the Capital’s economy, culture and it enriches our 
living and working environment  Furthermore, 
London’s open spaces provide opportunities 
for exercise and relaxation and so contribute to 
Londoners’ health and wellbeing 

171 The built environment encompasses not just 
designated heritage assets such as listed 
buildings, but buildings, public spaces and other 
features that are not statutorily protected yet 
make an important contribution to the character, 
distinctiveness and cultural identity of London  
The natural environment ranges from residential 
gardens and squares, through to great parks, 
the Thames and wild spaces that include ancient 
woodland, heath and downland  
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1 Such sites include ‘Special Areas of Conservation’, ‘Special Protection Areas’ and ‘Ramsar sites’ as listed under the EC Habitats Directive (Council 
Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora). These sites make a significant contribution to conserving 
designated habitats and species

172 The Mayor has the responsibility to balance 
the new with the old, delivering well-designed 
transport and public spaces, be they streets, 
passages, broadways or squares  Streets should 
be clean, liveable, healthy places which make 
a big difference to people’s quality of life  They 
should  encourage people to walk and cycle, 
providing space to move in densely populated 
areas, and where appropriate, provide inspiring 
places where people want to stay  

173 Traffic and street infrastructure can have a 
significant effect on the setting and amenity 
of the historic and built environment which in 
turn affects people’s enjoyment and wellbeing  
Improving the built environment will work to 
address this while other aspects of the transport 
strategy will also contribute, for example, 
proposals that moderate traffic volume, speed, 
noise and emissions, and declutter the street  

174 Land that is owned or managed as part of 
London’s transport system forms an excellent 
network of green spaces throughout the 
Capital comprising a variety of habitats, chiefly 
woodland, scrub and rough grassland  There 
are opportunities for enhancing the biodiversity 
of these line and roadside areas without 
compromising the operation of the transport 
system, and through the design, maintenance 
and setting of walking routes, cycle Greenways,  
and riverside areas 

175 London’s strategic network of water spaces,  
the Blue Ribbon Network, is an important 
element of London’s natural environment   

It not only provides opportunities for sustainable 
transport but also for the preservation and 
enhancement of biodiversity, recreation, and the 
protection of important landscapes and views 

176 All policies and proposals promoted or brought 
forward by the strategy will not adversely affect 
the integrity of any European site of nature 
conservation importance1, either alone or in 
combination with other plans and projects  
Where an assessment is more appropriate at 
sub-regional or local level planning, it will be 
undertaken in accordance with best practice to 
ensure the aims of the objectives of the strategy 
are upheld  Any policies and proposals which 
have the potential to improve accessibility to 
such European sites will be assessed to ensure 
the effect of increased visitor pressure does not 
adversely affect their integrity  

Policy 14

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the DfT, Network Rail, train operating 
companies, London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, will seek to improve transport’s 
contribution to the built and natural 
environment  

This policy is taken forward by proposals:  
83, 84, 85, 90 and 113 
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4.3.4 Improving air quality

177 Air quality is critical for health and wellbeing  
It has been estimated that Europeans each 
lose an average of eight months of life 
expectancy due to the impact of air quality  
Many vulnerable people, such as children, 
older people and those with existing heart and 
lung conditions, are restricted in the range of 
activities they can undertake as a result of air 
pollution  Approximately 690,000 people in 
London have asthma, which is exacerbated by 
high levels of air pollution  

178 The highest concentrations of particulates 
(PM10) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx), the two 
main types of harmful air pollutants in London, 
are found around busy roads, diesel railways 
and Heathrow  Transport is responsible for more 
than two thirds of PM10 emissions in London 
and nearly half of NOx emissions  

179 The Mayor has a legal obligation to achieve 
meeting national and European targets for 
air quality in London, and a statutory duty 
to have an Air Quality Strategy  To protect 
human health, the EU has set ‘limit values’ 
for PM10 and nitrogen dioxide (NO2)  Despite 
improvements in recent years, London’s air 
quality does not meet PM10 2005 limit values, 
and is at risk of not meeting PM10 limit values 
by 2011 at some central London locations  
Longer-term, the Mayor has an ambition 
for London to have the cleanest air of any 
major European city  Due to road transport 
in particular being a large source of these 
air pollutants, the MTS will play a key role in 
supporting the Mayor’s Air Quality Strategy, 

thereby enabling London to meet these  
limit values and improving quality of life  
for all Londoners  

180 Poor air quality is known to have adverse 
effects on habitats including European 
designated sites of nature conservation 
importance  The Mayor’s commitment to 
a reduction in polluting emissions from 
transport also aims to reduce the adverse 
impact of poor air quality on such sites  

Policy 15

The Mayor, through TfL, and working 
with Defra, the DfT, Network Rail, train 
operating companies, freight operators, 
London boroughs and other stakeholders, 
will seek to reduce emissions of air 
pollutants from transport  

This policy is taken forward by proposals:  
25, 91 – 100, 103, 105, 108, 109, 113,  
129 and 130 

4.3.5 Improving noise impacts 

181 Noise is a quality of life issue as it can 
significantly affect health and wellbeing   
It can lead to increased annoyance, anxiety, 
sleep disruption and can be associated with 
cardiovascular disease through increased 
blood pressure  More people in London are 
more bothered by noise from transport than by 
loud neighbours  The Mayor has a legal duty 
to address ambient noise (ongoing unwanted 
sound in the environment such as transport and 
industry) and is required to have an Ambient 
Noise Strategy  The MTS thus can contribute 
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Case study

Working with the NHS to improve 
access to health services
TfL works in partnership with the NHS and  
the London boroughs to ensure that its policies 
are integrated with the wider objectives 
of promoting active lifestyles, sustainable 
transport and reducing health inequalities  
Around one million journeys taken in London 
every day are health-related, so TfL has been 
working closely with the NHS to improve both 
organisations’ understanding of the issues 
around access to healthcare  

TfL, in partnership with NHS London, has 
developed an analysis tool, the Health Services 
Accessibility Tool (HSTAT) which analyses the 
travel implications of altering patterns of health 
service provision  It can assess the impact of 
new and altered services on travel time by 
public transport, car, walking and cycling at 
peak and non-peak times, and can consider 
the impact on particular demographic groups, 

using data from the Census together with 
TfL’s CAPITAL transport model  This analysis 
helps TfL work with the boroughs and health 
providers to plan good public transport to 
hospitals and other healthcare facilities to 
improve access to these essential services  

One example is the re-routing of the 493 bus 
route between Wimbledon and St  George’s 
Hospital (Tooting) to run through an area with  
a low level of bus service  Views of hospital staff, 
patients and visitors were taken into account 
when planning the service and the changes  
also benefitted local residents 

TfL will continue to work with the NHS to 
share best practice and ensure that transport 
and health strategies are mutually supportive 
wherever possible 
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to a better noise climate within London, 
enhancing the health and wellbeing of all  

Policy 16

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the DfT, Network Rail, train operating 
companies, freight operators, London 
boroughs and other stakeholders, will seek 
to reduce noise impacts from transport  

This policy is taken forward by proposals:  
48, 86, 87, 88, 89 and 113  

4.3.6 Improving health impacts 

182 Transport is a key determinant of health and 
wellbeing both directly and indirectly  The 
transport strategy therefore represents an 
opportunity to improve health and remove 
some of the adverse impacts on health  Ill-
health significantly affects people’s quality 
of life and also has implications for their 
communities and the wider economy (through 
the direct costs of providing health services and 
public support), as well as the indirect costs 
of absenteeism and unemployment  Ill-health 
costs the UK economy approximately £100bn 
annually and 175 million working days are  
lost each year 

183 Ill-health is unevenly distributed within 
London  In a single London borough average 
life expectancy can vary by as much as 10 years 
between people living in the most and least 
deprived neighbourhoods 

184 Transport affects both physical and mental 
health, in several ways  For example, it has a 
direct and adverse effect through road traffic 
collisions, while air pollutant emissions are 
harmful to health  Conversely, it can offer 
an opportunity for physically active travel – 
walking and cycling – and this can provide a 
clear health benefit by reducing the risks of 
developing heart disease and diabetes 

185 The Mayor has a duty to address health 
inequality and will do so partly through this 
transport strategy  For example, this strategy 
will seek to improve health outcomes for 
neighbourhoods close to major arterial roads 
which bear a disproportionate amount of 
adverse health effects from air pollution,  
noise and road traffic injuries 

186 In addition, there is a significant opportunity 
for the MTS to help combat increasing levels 
of obesity in London’s population  The latest 
available records suggest that two-thirds of 
adults in England do not meet the Chief Medical 
Officer’s recommendation for physical activity, 
and almost as many are classified as overweight 
or obese  The rise of childhood obesity is a 
particular cause for concern with more than 10 
per cent of London’s four to five-year-olds being 
classed as obese, rising to more than 20 per cent 
of 10 to 11-year-olds 
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187 Nearly one in 10 early deaths in the UK is due 
to excess weight and, on average, obese people 
die 11 years earlier  Increased levels of walking 
and cycling will help to reduce obesity levels 
in London and ultimately help to reduce the 
number of early deaths it can cause 

188 Walking and cycling can benefit mental as well 
as physical health  Moderate exercise has been 
found to reduce levels of depression and stress, 
improve mood and raise self-esteem 

Policy 17

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the DfT and other government agencies, 
the London boroughs, health authorities 
and other stakeholders, will promote healthy 
travel options such as walking and cycling  

This policy is taken forward by proposals:  
51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 
68, 115 and 116  

4.4 Improving the safety and 
security of all Londoners

4.4.1 Introduction

189 The safety and security of all Londoners is of 
paramount importance to the Mayor  His goal 
is to make London a safer place to live, work 
and visit  Lack of safety and security (perceived 
or actual) is a barrier to travel for some and 
reduces their ability to access services and 
opportunities  Improving safety and security will 
also help to address wider challenges, including 
improvements to the quality of life and making 
London a fairer and more prosperous city  

190 Safety on public transport services is good 
with passenger fatality rates low  Even so, fear 
of crime and antisocial behaviour remains a 
significant issue  

191 Notwithstanding the tremendous reductions 
that have been achieved in road casualties in 
recent years, London’s road network still has 
an unacceptable number of road casualties and 
much more remains to be done  

192 A safe, well-designed and maintained public 
realm also determines perceptions of safety 
for pedestrians and cyclists  It is an important 
factor in encouraging take-up of these modes, 
for example, with regard to children walking and 
cycling to school  Fear of crime and personal 
security concerns are key issues in determining 
whether people will combine walking or cycling 
with longer journeys by public transport  It is 
also important to ensure journeys by taxi and 
private hire vehicle (PHV) are as safe as possible 
for passengers and drivers  

4.4.2 Reducing crime, fear of crime  
and antisocial behaviour 

193 Crime levels on public transport services are low, 
although fear of crime and antisocial behaviour 
remain a significant issue  Ensuring the personal 
security of all those travelling in London, as 
well as public transport staff, remains extremely 
important to the Mayor  This strategy seeks 
to continue reducing the rate of crime on the 
transport network as the overall volume of travel 
increases  Policies and proposals that aim to 
reduce the crime rate should also reduce the fear 
of crime, delivering wider benefits to society  
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194 Much progress has been made over the 
past five years in reducing the crime rate, 
however, maintaining and building upon these 
improvements is a resource-intensive process  
Therefore, it remains important to ensure that 
expenditure on staff, technology, design and 
other programmes to reduce crime and the 
fear of crime is focused and targeted at those 
areas where needs are greatest  

Policy 18

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the DfT, Network Rail, train operating 
companies, London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, will seek to reduce the rate 
of crime, the fear of crime and antisocial 
behaviour on London’s transport system 

This policy is taken forward by proposals:  
13, 18, 21, 26, 27, 41, 42, 60, 74, 75, 76, 
77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83 and 84 

4.4.3 Improving road safety 

195 The last decade has seen improvements in 
reducing deaths and injuries on London’s 
roads, but reducing casualties still remains a 
significant challenge and the benefits have 
not been shared equally between communities 
and road users  This strategy seeks to ensure 
all Londoners benefit from the improvements 
proposed to make roads safer  

Policy 19

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with the 
DfT, Network Rail, train operating companies, 
London boroughs and other stakeholders 
including the police and road safety 
partnerships, will seek to improve road safety 
for all communities in London and implement 
measures that contribute to any targets that 
may be set by the Mayor from time to time  

This policy is taken forward by proposals:  
54, 60, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 
73, 83, 84, 129 and 130  

4.4.4 Improving public transport safety 

196 The injury risk posed to passengers and 
staff on London’s public transport networks 
is already very low  The strategy seeks to 
ensure that high health and safety standards 
are maintained as public transport provision 
expands, and to reduce the risk of disruption 
from unpredictable events 

Policy 20

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the DfT, Network Rail, train operating 
companies, London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, will implement measures that 
seek to improve operational safety and 
security on public transport 

This policy is taken forward by proposals:  
18, 20, 63, 110, 111 and 112 
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Absolute di�erence in average 
journey time (minutes) to Bank 

Bank

This is an illustrative example and relative journey times will vary depending on destination. Journey times based on the network in 2006

Figure 27: Public transport journey relative time differential to/from Bank by physically accessible 
route in comparison to quickest route
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4.5 Improving transport 
opportunities for all Londoners 

4.5.1 Introduction

197 Despite London’s economic success over the 
last few years, not everyone has benefited 
from its prosperity  Whether through lack of 
educational or employment opportunities, 
disability, personal mobility, age, ethnicity 
or other factors, many Londoners are still 
excluded from much of what the city has to 
offer  The Mayor’s framework for equality is set 
out by ‘Equal Life Chances for All’1  Meeting 
the needs and expanding opportunities for all 
Londoners – and where appropriate, the needs 
of particular groups and communities – is key 
to tackling the huge issue of inequality across 
the Capital  The provision of a more accessible 
transport system and improved transport 
connectivity and capacity is an important  
part of meeting this commitment  

198 In terms of the accessibility of transport 
services, much has been achieved in recent 
years: more than 90 per cent of Londoners 
now live within 400 metres of a bus stop (five 
minutes walk at an average walking speed) and 
all of the bus fleet, bar heritage Routemasters, 
are accessible  At bus stops which require it 
(45 per cent of the total at present), raised 
kerbs and improved layouts to help reduce the 
gap between pavement and bus have been 
provided  About a third of National Rail stations 
and 20 per cent of Underground stations 
are accessible from street to platform, and 

the DLR network and Tramlink are both fully 
accessible from street to carriage  However, 
improving accessibility is not just about physical 
measures, it also includes: providing better 
information and communications; improving 
staff and public attitudes towards disabled, 
older and young people; improving the actual 
and perceived safety and security of transport 
services and travel; and ensuring that fares – 
which provide a necessary financial contribution 
to the cost of providing public transport 
services – do not unduly exclude people from 
the opportunities the Capital offers  

199 While London boasts some of the wealthiest 
places in the country, it is also home to some 
of the most deprived  Some of these areas 
suffer from chronic deprivation including 
concentrations of low skilled and, in some cases, 
more vulnerable people, with few expectations 
and a lack of job opportunities  Experience 
shows that this decline also leads to degradation 
of the physical environment, increased crime 
levels, lower educational standards and can 
also affect people’s health  Inevitably these 
factors contribute further to lessening economic 
opportunities and quality of life  

200 Poor transport is often a significant barrier 
in such situations, for example, in restricting 
access to jobs, services, education and training 
opportunities, and social networks  Poor land 
use planning can also contribute by designing 
and locating new developments and services 
remote from the local population and with little 
thought of how easily they can be accessed by 
a variety of modes of travel  Better transport, 

1  ‘Equal Life Chances for All’ is the Mayor’s framework to address deprivation and inequality. Published by the GLA, 2009
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combined with better land use planning (as well 
as initiatives to tackle other barriers such as 
cultural, safety, low aspirations or educational 
achievement) can break these spirals of 
decline by improving accessibility and raising 
aspirations  It can also act as a significant 
catalyst for regeneration, and play a role in 
widening the benefits of economic prosperity 

4.5.2 Improving accessibility 

201 In spite of the great strides that have been 
made in improving the quality, quantity and 
accessibility of London’s transport system, not 
all Londoners – particularly disabled Londoners 
– are able to take full advantage of the benefits 
the city offers  

202 Engagement with stakeholder groups has 
shown that disabled people want to make 
safe, reliable and accessible journeys and want 
access to the right information so they can plan 
their journey appropriately  However, disabled 
people, whether they have mobility or other 
impairments, face additional barriers to travel  
These barriers can be physical such as uneven 
pavements or crossings, steps or steep inclines, 
and street furniture  They may also need 
assistance from staff, more information  
about services, assistance during service 
interruptions, while a positive and helpful 
approach from other transport users can also 
improve the journey experience  

203 The physical accessibility of the transport 
network can limit the journey opportunities 
for some people whose only option is to take 
accessible but longer routes  Figure 27 shows 

the additional journey time for physically 
accessible routes to Bank station in central 
London  From most areas beyond the immediate 
fringes of central London, journeys take up to an 
hour longer  

204 Ensuring the transport system is accessible 
from the start to the end of the journey, by 
overcoming the barriers that exist for some 
users, will enable more ‘spontaneous’ travel 
that will benefit the economy and help 
overcome some pressing social problems  
The approach being taken by the strategy 
therefore is to ensure the whole journey is 
accessible  This has been termed the ‘whole 
journey approach’ to accessibility  

Policy 21

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with the 
DfT, Network Rail, train operating companies, 
London boroughs and other stakeholders, will 
seek to increase accessibility for all Londoners 
by promoting measures to improve: 

a)  The physical accessibility of the transport 
system, including streets, bus stops, 
stations and vehicles 

b)  Information provision, staff service and 
the travelling environment

This policy is taken forward by proposals:  
5, 9, 13, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,  
27, 29, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 60, 83, 84 
and 115 
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Case study

Transport and the development  
of London Docklands
The former London docks have been 
transformed into a vibrant mixed-use area 
with a major new financial district at Canary 
Wharf, residential areas and leisure facilities, 
including The O2 Arena and ExCel  The 2012 
Games will also have a major presence here 
with events taking place at ExCel and The O2  
The introduction of new transport networks 
has been integral to the success of the area  
Without the DLR opening in 1987 (and being 
extensively upgraded and extended ever since), 
the Jubilee line extension opening in 1999 

and road connection improvements such as the 
Limehouse Link, the London Docklands would 
not have developed as it has  

Canary Wharf is now one of the most 
sustainable locations in the Capital in terms of 
travel demand with very high levels of public 
transport use and low car use  This is because 
development has been planned around the 
transport network to ensure maximum access  
to rail stations and bus links 
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4.5.3 Supporting regeneration and 
tackling deprivation 

Tackling deprivation 

205 Some of London’s most deprived areas are 
concentrated in areas with relatively poor 
access to employment and essential services, 
while others are located in very high PTAL 
areas, within easy reach of the City, West 
End and Isle of Dogs  This demonstrates the 
complex nature of the ‘opportunities for all’ 
challenge in London  The causes of deprivation 
are multi-faceted; therefore tackling it will 
require action to be taken not just in the field 
of transport, but across a number of policy 
areas and by a range of agencies  

206 Improving the availability of public transport 
services and providing better walking and 
cycling routes and facilities in deprived areas is 
the first step in giving people the opportunity 
to access jobs and services  However, measures 
which address specific concerns, such as the 
fear of using public transport and walking at 
certain times must be provided so more people 
can realise this opportunity  

207 Research on barriers to using the DLR has 
shown that a high proportion of people living 
in deprived areas do not use public transport 
through fear of crime or antisocial behaviour, 
or cannot access the places they want due to 
safety or severance issues  This is often due to 
concerns about the safety and security of the 

streets and public spaces that people need to 
use on their way to, and from, bus stops and 
stations, on public transport services and local 
walking journeys  Removal of physical barriers 
to travel, such as providing pedestrian crossings, 
will help reduce the severance effect of busy 
roads, railways and waterways  Better design 
and maintenance of the street environment, 
for example, removal of litter and graffiti, and 
increased presence of uniformed staff on the 
street, at the station or on the bus or train will 
help allay Londoners’ and tourists’ fears and 
encourage more people to use public transport, 
walk or cycle  

Policy 22

The Mayor, through TfL, and working 
with the LDA, DfT, Network Rail, train 
operating companies, London boroughs and 
other stakeholders, will seek to enhance 
connectivity, reduce community severance, 
promote community safety, enhance the 
urban realm and improve access to jobs and 
services in deprived areas  

This policy is taken forward by proposals:  
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15, 19, 22, 23, 34, 39, 
50, 60, 74, 76, 77, 80, 83 and 85  
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Targeting transport investment in  
regeneration areas 

208 The London Plan identifies areas that have a 
greater need for investment to accommodate 
London’s growth, to expand opportunities 
for all and address the significant issue of 
deprivation in London’s poorest communities  
The LDA and others, such as the Homes 
and Communities Agency, will also focus 
investment according to the spatial priorities 
contained within the EDS  It is therefore 
essential that transport funding decisions are 
linked to the activities of other regeneration 
bodies to maximise the return on public sector 
investment and to ensure that regeneration is 
sustainable in terms of travel choices  

209 Neighbourhoods in need of regeneration are 
found across London but are concentrated 
in Inner London, particularly to the east  
These neighbourhoods represent the largest 
concentration of deprivation in the country   
As mentioned above, there is no clear 
correlation between deprivation and public 
transport accessibility, however, investment in 
new transport links in these areas can make 
a positive contribution to local regeneration 
objectives when coordinated with the spatial 
planning process  The classic example is the 
development that has occurred in the last 20 
years on the Isle of Dogs  The scale of this was 
only made possible by the DLR and Jubilee 
line extension (see the case study on transport 

and the development of London Docklands)  
However, regeneration can also be achieved 
through improved local transport, for example, 
bus services developed to better serve housing 
estates and local neighbourhoods  

210 London’s Opportunity Areas have the greatest 
potential for brownfield development, each 
being typically capable of accommodating at 
least 2,500 homes and/or 5,000 new jobs  
In order for this growth to be sustainable 
and not adversely impact on other desired 
outcomes, such as CO2 emission reduction 
targets, it must be linked closely to existing 
or potential improvements in public transport 
capacity and accessibility  The development of 
Opportunity Area Planning Frameworks (OAPs) 
in partnership between the GLA Group and 
boroughs will be the mechanism of directly 
linking land use and transport planning in each 
Opportunity Area  This will ensure there will be 
the appropriate level of transport capacity and 
connectivity to support the growth targets set 
out in the London Plan  

211 London’s Intensification Areas are built-up areas 
with good existing and potential public transport 
capacity and accessibility which can support 
significant redevelopment at higher densities  
There is a need to closely link land use and 
transport planning through the preparation of 
Intensification Area Framework Plans, to ensure 
that transport capacity and connectivity can 
support the required levels of growth  The Mayor 
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recognises the important role of the boroughs 
in developing local solutions  As a result, 
further assessment of the transport measures 
that may be required to support growth in the 
Opportunity and Intensification Areas will be 
undertaken in partnership with the boroughs as 
part of the sub-regional transport plan process  

212 In addition, strategic assessment frameworks 
developed by TfL to assess the merits of 
proposed transport schemes will contain 
criteria concerning the potential contribution to 
supporting the development of Intensification 
Areas and Opportunity Areas  This process 
will therefore provide a direct link between 
the London Plan and transport investment 
decisions concerning these areas 

Policy 23

The Mayor, through TfL, and working 
with the LDA, DfT, Network Rail, train 
operating companies, London boroughs 
and other stakeholders, will support 
regeneration of Opportunity Areas and 
Areas for Intensification as described in 
the London Plan  

This policy is taken forward by proposals:  
2, 5, 8, 9, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 22, 23, 34, 
38, 39, 46, 50, 54 and 60  

4.6 Reducing transport’s 
contribution to climate change 
and improving its resilience

4.6.1 Introduction

213 Under the GLA Act 2007, the Mayor has  
a legal duty to have regard to climate change 
and to take action to address both the 
causes and its consequences  London, as a 
leading city in the developed world, intends 
to take a lead in establishing a pathway to a 
sustainable future for other cities to learn 
from and follow  The Mayor has responded 
to this first requirement by setting a specific 
target to reduce London’s CO2 emissions by 
60 per cent from their 1990 levels by 2025  
He is currently preparing a Climate Change 
Mitigation and Energy Strategy (CCMES) and 
also a Climate Change Adaptation Strategy to 
fulfil the second requirement  

4.6.2 Reducing CO2 emissions

214 CO2 is London’s dominant greenhouse gas 
emission and ground-based transport is a 
significant source, accounting for around 
22 per cent of overall emissions (currently 
almost 10m tonnes of CO2 per year)  Figure 
28 illustrates the sources of ground-based 
transport CO2 emissions in London 

215 The Mayor’s target for London CO2 emissions 
reductions is extremely challenging and will 
set London on a course to realise the Mayor’s 
vision of London as one of the world’s leading 
low carbon cities  The Climate Change Act 
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2008 defined national obligations for a 34 per 
cent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions 
by 2020, and 80 per cent reduction by 2050, 
both from 1990 levels  As a result, London 
is also on track to meet obligations under 
the interim UK carbon budgets (five-year, 
successively tighter, legally binding emissions 
caps set by the Government) that are defined 
for the period to 2022 

216 The draft Mayor’s CCMES considers CO2 
emissions from homes, workplaces and 
transport  Although there is uncertainty 
concerning the precise potential contribution 
from each sector, research and analysis carried 
out in the preparation of CCMES has identified 
potential policies that are particularly effective 
in reducing CO2 emissions from homes  The 
transport sector’s necessary contribution to the 
Mayor’s London-wide CO2 emissions reduction 
target could therefore reduce accordingly   
Given the uncertainty of the relative contribution 
of CO2 emissions reductions from the three 
sectors, it is anticipated that the transport sector 
will need to reduce its CO2 emissions by between 
45 and 55 per cent by 2025 to contribute 
sufficiently to achieving the Mayor’s overall CO2 
reduction target for London of 60 per cent by 
2025 from a 1990 base 

217 Since 1990, population and employment 
have increased by around 10 per cent and 
travel demand in London has increased by 
about 15 per cent  However, since 1990 
CO2 emissions from ground-based transport 
in London have remained largely constant, 
indicating that CO2 efficiency and travel 
demand have increased at approximately equal 

rates  Accelerated population and employment 
growth is anticipated in London in the period 
to 2025, and beyond to 2031  It is clear that 
achievement of CO2 emissions targets will 
require fundamental changes in transport 
CO2 efficiency and/or our travel behaviour 
far in excess of that experienced by previous 
generations  It will require initiatives not 
just from the Mayor, TfL and the boroughs, 
but also from Government, the EU, motor 
manufacturers and the wider international 
community  Ultimately, the level of success 
in developing and implementing low carbon 
transport solutions will determine whether 
more stringent measures will be required  
to change travel behaviour to meet CO2 
target reductions 

Policy 24

The Mayor, through TfL, and working 
with the DfT, Defra and other government 
agencies, Network Rail, train operating 
companies, freight operators, London 
boroughs and other stakeholders, will take 
the necessary steps to deliver the required 
contribution from ground-based transport to 
achieve a 60 per cent reduction in London’s 
CO2 emissions by 2025 from a 1990 base; 
and to contribute to further targets that may 
be set by the Mayor from time to time 

This policy is taken forward by proposals:  
1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 17, 22, 25, 26, 27, 
30, 31, 33, 38, 39, 45, 46, 47, 50 – 54, 
57 – 62, 87, 91, 92, 93, 95 – 109, 113, 
115 – 119, 125, 127, 129 and 130 
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2008 London CO2 emissions

2008 London ground-based transport CO2 emissions

Homes 35%

Ground-based transport 22%

Workplaces 43%

Total emissions 44.7m tonnes

Ground-based transport 
emissions 9.7m tonnes

DLR, trams and shipping 1%

National Rail 6%

Underground 7%

HGVs 10%

LGVs 8%

Buses and coaches 6%

Taxis 2%

Ground-based aviation* 14%

Cars, motorcycles and PHVs 46%

Figure 28: Transport’s contribution to London’s CO2 emissions

4.6.3 Adapting to climate change

218 Some degree of climate change is now 
inevitable  The transport system will need to 
adapt to a changed climate of warmer and 
wetter winters and hotter and drier summers, 
with more frequent and intense extreme 
weather  The transport system’s infrastructure 

and operation will need to be designed and 
developed to become more resilient to extreme 
weather such as intense periods of rainfall, 
drought, summer heat and higher sea levels  
Londoners and London’s transport system 
are vulnerable to the long-term changes in 
climate and the impacts of more frequent and 
intense extreme weather  While the changes 

Source: London Energy and Greenhouse Gas Inventory, 2008 (LEGGI)

* Including take-off and landing cycles to an altitude of 1,000 metres
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to the long-term trends can be responded to 
through gradual systemic improvements, the 
threats from extreme weather already present 
significant challenges 

219 The Climate Change Act 2008 requires the 
Secretary of State to provide updates, at a 
minimum of five-yearly intervals, on the risks 
to the UK posed by climate change and a 
programme setting out how the risks will be 
addressed  The Act empowers Government to 
require organisations to compile and publish 
reports on:

•	 The current and future predicted impacts  
of climate change

•	 Proposals for adapting to climate change

220 The first report from the GLA is required by the 
end of 2010 and TfL will be a major contributor 

Policy 25

The Mayor, through TfL, and working 
with the DfT, Defra and other government 
agencies, Network Rail, train operating 
companies, London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, will take necessary steps to 
adapt the transport system and improve its 
resilience and public safety to the anticipated 
impacts of climate change 

This policy is taken forward by proposals: 
110, 111, 112, 113 and 114 

4.7 Supporting delivery of 
the London 2012 Olympic and 
Paralympic Games and its legacy
221 Hosting the 2012 Games is a great honour for 

London  It also presents a huge challenge, with 
more than seven million tickets available and at 
least 600,000 spectators expected in London 
on the busiest days  In addition, there will be 
around 16,000 athletes and team officials, 
and over 45,000 technical officials, press, 
broadcasters, marketing partners and members 
of the 2012 Games family  

222 The Mayor is committed to making the 2012 
Games the most accessible, inclusive and 
environmentally friendly games ever  In terms of 
transport, the ODA has the aim of ensuring that 
every spectator travels to the Games by public 
transport, walking, cycling or temporary park-
and-ride services where needed  The ODA has 
been consulted on this strategy and in preparing 
it, the Mayor has had regard to the Olympic 
Transport Plan  

223 A key challenge during the 2012 Games  
will be to minimise the impact on Londoners’ 
everyday activities, and to ensure that businesses 
can continue to operate in central, Inner and 
Outer London  With the Olympic (and then 
Paralympic) Route Network in place, the delivery 
and servicing activity for London will need to 
continue to operate  Addressing this challenge will 
help to ensure that hosting the Games is a positive 
experience for all  

224 The ODA is committed to ensuring a lasting 
transport legacy  This includes providing new 
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infrastructure, enhanced and new public transport 
services, training and employment opportunities in 
the transport sector, and the regeneration of east 
London  This lasting legacy must be aligned with, 
and supportive of, the MTS vision and objectives  

225 The 2012 Games will mean that many Londoners 
are required to change the way they travel 
during the event  There is an opportunity to 
create a lasting legacy in terms of changes in 
travel behaviour of benefit to the Capital, either 
through reduced crowding and congestion, or the 
health and environmental benefits of an increase 
in walking and cycling, as well as through the 
inspiration of the athletes themselves  

226 The 2012 Games will be located in some of 
the most deprived communities in the country  
In November 2009, the five host boroughs1 
published a Strategic Regeneration Framework 
(SRF) which outlined a shared Olympic legacy 
vision which goes beyond the Olympic Park and 
sporting arenas  

227 A ‘principle of convergence’ is at the centre of 
the vision  Namely, that within 20 years the 
communities in the five boroughs will enjoy 
the same social and economic chances as 
their less deprived neighbours across London  
Key indicators of convergence include more 
local residents in jobs, fewer children living in 
poverty, higher educational attainment, fewer 
chronic health problems and higher levels of 
physical activity  Achieving this convergence 
will mean a pace of change that, in many cases, 
is two to three times the average London 
improvement rate 

228 The Mayor is committed to supporting the 
boroughs in achieving convergence as this will 
benefit the local area and the whole of London  
Maximising the benefits of the Olympic Park is 
the Mayor’s highest regeneration priority  His 
London Plan promotes the development and 
implementation of a sustainable legacy from the 
Games to deliver fundamental economic, social and 
environmental regeneration in east London  This 
includes new cycling connections within and around 
the Olympic Park; supporting a media and creative 
industry cluster; and, promoting the park and its 
venues as an international visitors’ destination  It is 
crucial therefore that all stakeholders work together 
to realise the full potential of hosting the event 

Policy 26

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the ODA, DfT, Network Rail, train operating 
companies, London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, will ensure delivery of the 
committed transport infrastructure required 
for the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic 
Games, and its successful operation during 
the Games; and will maximise the benefits of 
its physical and behavioural legacy to support 
the principle of convergence 

The behavioural legacy of the Games will be 
taken forward by proposals 1, 47, 54 and 116 

229 The delivery of the committed transport 
infrastructure upgrades is on schedule to 
support the 2012 Games  This includes 
upgrades to the Northern, Central and Jubilee 
lines, the DLR and London Overground, as well 
as walking and cycling improvements 

1 The London boroughs of Tower Hamlets, Hackney, Greenwich, Newham and Waltham Forest
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Spotlight

The London 2012 Olympic and  
Paralympic Games Transport Plan
The Olympic Transport Plan aims to ensure a 
successful, sustainable 2012 Games and leave 
a legacy that will benefit Londoners for many 
years to come  It has planned for three key 
groups of people to move around the Capital 
efficiently during the Games:

•		The	Games	Family	–	around	50,000	people	
(especially athletes) will require transport 
on any one day for training, competition or 
recreational purposes 

•		Spectators	–	around	600,000	spectators	will	
use public transport to travel to the Games 
on the busiest days of the competition  Every 
person with a ticket to an event will be given 
free public transport

•		The	Games	workforce	–	around	100,000	will	
travel by public transport 

The plan will aim to make the most of the new 
investment in public transport, walking and 
cycling that is being delivered across London  
in the run up to the 2012 Games 

The plan also seeks to ensure that increased 
demand for transport services during the 
Games has a minimal impact on existing 
transport networks and commuters’ regular 
journeys within London  This will be managed 
through the Olympic Transport Operations 
Centre, established to manage all modes of 
transport for the Games Family, spectators, 
workforce and for all those travelling for 
reasons unconnected with the Games  This will 
help TfL, other transport operators, the police,  
local authorities and those running the event 
to keep London moving 
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5.1 Introduction – a balanced 
and integrated approach
230 Chapter four outlines the strategic policies 

that are required to meet the objectives of the 
MTS  There are a number of tools available 
to implement these policies such as investing 
in the transport network to provide more 
capacity and better connectivity, managing 
and influencing the demand for travel, and 
the introduction of new technology to reduce 
emissions  As always, there are trade-offs which 
means a balanced approach must be taken 

231 London’s transport network is finite and there 
is often competition for this limited space, 
whether it is for road space or rail paths  In 
striking the right balance the proposals in this 
chapter recognise that all the varying needs 
of London need to be met – the needs for 
international links (as a global city), for national 
links (as a national capital), and more local links 
(London is a place where people live, visit and 
work)  The proposals set out in this chapter 
cater for all of these needs 

232 The specific transport proposals have to 
be considered in terms of effectiveness, 
acceptability and cost  There may be an obvious 
‘best mode for the task’, for example, only 
rail-based modes can provide the sufficient 
capacity to cater for the very high volume 
‘same time, same place’ demand that occurs 
twice a day during the week to, and from, 
central London  Similarly, regular high to 
medium volume demand over a short to 
medium distance, particularly in growing areas 

such as the London Thames Gateway can be 
best accommodated by bus, tram or light rail 
such as the DLR, whereas the more dispersed 
trips in Outer London tend to favour bus, bike 
(over a shorter distance) and car  Local short 
distance journeys present the best opportunity 
for walking and cycling 

233 As a consequence, different areas of London 
require different policy interventions  Proposals 
for central London will inevitably focus on 
tackling congestion, increasing the capacity 
of the rail network, encouraging walking and 
cycling, and managing demand  In Outer 
London, proposals need to acknowledge the 
role of the car, especially low emission cars  
For Outer London town centres, measures to 
improve bus accessibility, public realm, walking 
and cycling will generally be prioritised  There 
may be places where a number of options are 
possible  In these cases further work will be 
required to assess the most effective solution, 
bearing in mind the cost of the scheme in 
construction and during operation  The need 
to recognise affordability and business case 
constraints will be paramount given the current 
financial environment, and this will inevitably 
preclude some schemes 

234 Due to the dispersed nature of trips in Outer 
London, the role of the car is acknowledged as 
sometimes necessary, particularly for medium 
to longer distance trips  The use of cleaner,  
low emission cars will be encouraged over others 

235 Most freight is moved by road  While a mode 
shift from road to rail and water is needed to 
achieve the goals of the strategy, for some 
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types of freight, and for many servicing trips, 
access by road will remain a requirement  The 
strategy therefore needs to ensure that the 
freight left on the roads (which will be the 
majority) is moved as efficiently as possible 
while contributing to goals of the strategy  
This will require cleaner, better driven vehicles, 
better journey planning and the integration of 
freight and land use planning 

236 Interventions can also be temporal as well as 
spatial  The need to satisfy and cater for peak 
demand means there is spare capacity off-peak  
Greater use of transport throughout the week 
can help cover the fixed costs of provision and 
make the best use of investment  The seven-
day week, 365-days-a-year, diverse economy 
is something the London Plan seeks to 
encourage through policy support for tourism, 
retail, arts and entertainment and emerging 

economic sectors, as well as more flexible 
working practices  This highlights the need for a 
transport strategy that is integrated with other 
broader policy areas such as land use planning, 
education and healthcare provision 

237 The proposals for each mode or policy area 
contained in the following chapter are derived 
from how they can best support the strategic 
transport policies set out in chapter four, with 
regard to the nature of the mode and policy 
objectives  They have also been developed 
using an integrated approach, taking account 
of wider strategies within London such as the 
London Plan, EDS, Air Quality and Housing 
strategies, as well as looking beyond the GLA 
boundary to the Greater South East region 
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Proposals to manage and 
enhance the transport system

5.2 National Rail, Crossrail, 
Thameslink, London 
Overground, DLR and Tramlink
5.2.1 Introduction

238 London is more dependent on rail than any 
other city in the UK: 70 per cent of all rail 
travel (including Tube journeys) in the UK is to, 
from or within the Capital  London’s success is 
bound up with the future of its rail network and 
services  It is vitally important, therefore, that 
Network Rail and the train operating companies 
better serve the city’s needs, and that the 
Mayor has greater input and influence over 
planning and delivery of their services  

5.2.2 International and National Rail 
links and services

International rail passenger links

239 The strategy fully supports expansion of 
international rail services that improve London’s 
connectivity with Europe and provide a viable 
alternative to air travel 

240 Eurostar services currently run non-stop or 
make only one intermediate stop between 
St Pancras International and the Channel 
Tunnel, with services calling at either Ebbsfleet 
International or Ashford International  Beyond 
2010, EU policies will permit competition for 
international rail services, which may result 
in an increase in international high-speed rail 
services to/from London  This will provide 
an opportunity to encourage European 
destinations and to use Stratford International 
station to reduce congestion at St Pancras 
International, and provide better international 
connections to the Isle of Dogs and east London  

Proposal 1

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the DfT, Network Rail, the operators of 
international rail services and other transport 
stakeholders, will encourage the provision 
of direct international rail services to a wider 
range of European destinations, with some 
of those new services serving Stratford 
International station 
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International and national rail freight 

241 International and national movement of freight 
plays an important role in the success of 
London’s economy  The Mayor will work with 
others to seek to deliver enhanced rail freight 
capacity through supporting new terminals  
to facilitate efficient movement of goods;  
and encourage transfer of freight from road  
to rail wherever possible  

242 The new £1 5bn container port, known as 
London Gateway, near Tilbury, will provide 
substantial additional port capacity in the 
South East when it opens, generating new  
rail freight flows through London  

243 A rail connected freight transhipment facility 
at Howbury Park, near Slade Green, is being 
developed, and is expected to open in 2010, 
enabling the transfer of road freight to rail   
A new rail freight hub is also proposed at  
Brent Cross/Cricklewood  

244 High Speed One (HS1) is an under-used facility 
for rail freight and has the unique benefits of 
the larger European gauge clearance for ‘high-
cube’ containers and the possibility of express 
freight services carrying high value goods   
To enable this, terminal facilities are required, 
with the London riverside area of the  
Thames Gateway being the identified site  

Proposal 2

The Mayor, through TfL, and working  
with the DfT, Network Rail, train operating 
companies, freight operating companies, 
London boroughs and other transport 
stakeholders, will support the development 
of more rail freight terminals in or near 
London, including connections to HS1 for 
international freight, in line with the London 
Plan policy to identify new sites for strategic 
rail freight interchanges  

245 A number of rail routes in London are used by 
freight services passing through the Capital, 
for example, on their way to the Midlands from 
Channel ports and from Europe via the Channel 
Tunnel  While the use of rail for these kinds of 
freight movements is supported, this ‘through’ 
traffic should have a minimal impact on the 
capacity of the passenger rail network and on 
local communities through noise  

Proposal 3

The Mayor, through TfL and working with the 
DfT, Network Rail, train operating companies, 
freight operating companies, London 
boroughs and other transport stakeholders, 
will support the development of National Rail 
routes that relieve London of freight without 
an origin or destination in the Capital 
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Domestic high-speed rail 

246 The introduction of the first domestic high-
speed services in the UK on HS1 in 2009, has 
significantly reduced journey times from Kent 
and the Thames Gateway to central London  
Elsewhere, domestic rail service journey times 
from London to the regions can be longer than 
passenger expectations, particularly when 
compared to European competitors who have 
invested in high-speed rail networks 

247 Capacity is critical on a number of main lines 
out of London, in particular the East Coast 
Main Line to Yorkshire, the northeast and 
Scotland, and the Great Western Main Line 
to the southwest and south Wales  The West 
Coast Main Line to the west Midlands, the 
northwest and Scotland has recently benefited 
from a £9bn upgrade allowing faster and 
more frequent services  However, according 
to Network Rail, by 2020, the main line from 
London to Birmingham and the northwest will 
be full, given projected growth 

248 Proposals for a second high-speed line to link 
the centre of London with Birmingham, in 
the first instance, as part of a possible wider 
domestic high-speed rail network, are currently 
being considered by the DfT  This is based on 
a detailed set of proposals developed by High 
Speed Two, the company set up by the DfT 
to investigate options for a new-high speed 
line from London to the West Midlands and 
potentially beyond  According to the DfT’s 
High Speed Rail Command Paper, published 
in March 2010, such a new line could deliver 
well over £2 of benefits for every £1 spent on 

building the line, in addition to journey times of 
49 minutes from central Birmingham to central 
London  Were the line to be extended north 
from Birmingham, to Manchester and Leeds 
(in a Y-shaped network), it could offer journey 
times of around 75 minutes between both cities 
and London, as well as releasing significant 
capacity on the existing West Coast Main Line 
(and other routes) for more commuter and 
freight services  The current plans allow access 
to Heathrow via a connection with Crossrail 
in west London, providing the potential for 
improved connectivity between Heathrow 
airport and other parts of the UK by high-
speed rail  However, further thorough research 
is required to determine the optimum location 
for such an interchange 

Proposal 4

The Mayor and TfL support the development 
of a national high-speed rail network and 
will work with the DfT, Network Rail, High 
Speed Two and other transport stakeholders 
to ensure that the main London terminal for 
any new high-speed line is centrally located, 
well-connected to the existing public 
transport network, and widely accessible 
to maximise access to jobs and London’s 
population  It is currently considered that 
Euston best meets these criteria  Further 
evaluation will be made of this and other 
potential termini, in particular, in relation  
to links to Heathrow 
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5.2.3 London and the South East  
rail links and services

Accommodating growth on the  
National Rail network 

249 Rail will continue to be the dominant mode in 
accessing central London, with three quarters 
of all trips from Outer London to central 
London made by National Rail, Tube and DLR  
As the number of trips in London increases, 
inevitably the demand on the National Rail 
network will increase, by approximately  
35 per cent by 2031  

250 BAA/Heathrow Airport Limited have recently 
applied to the Secretary of State for Transport  
as part of the Transport and Works Act 1992 
process, to authorise construction of Airtrack,  
a new rail link connecting the existing rail  
line from Waterloo to Reading with Heathrow  
Terminal 5  More information about Airtrack is 
contained in the airports section of the MTS  

251 The DfT has also announced its intention to 
electrify the Great Western Main Line from 
London Paddington to Oxford, Bristol and 
Swansea  The Mayor welcomes this project 
and is committed to working with the DfT to 
maximise the benefits to London, including 
the potential to extend Crossrail westwards to 
Reading  The Mayor also remains committed to 
seeing other rail electrification proposals taken 
forward, such as Gospel Oak to Barking (which 
will also contribute to improving air quality)  

Crossrail

252 Crossrail is the biggest transport project in 
Europe and a scheme of national importance 
that will provide a rail spine across London 
from east to west, as shown in Figure 30  
It is needed to underpin the most rapid 
economic growth areas of London and will be 
a significant capacity addition to the transport 
network  Figure 29 illustrates the immense 
scale of the scheme with the example of the 
new station at Tottenham Court Road  This 
will transform access to this area of the West 
End from the current crowded and congested 
conditions to a spacious, high quality and 
attractive travel environment, capable of 
supporting local economic intensification  

253 When completed in 2017, Crossrail will enable 
the City and Canary Wharf to continue to 
maintain their leading business status in the 
world, support the continued development 
of the West End, help to lock-in the legacy 
benefits of the 2012 Games, and transform the 
Thames Gateway through links to northeast 
and southeast London and on into Essex  

254 Crossrail will facilitate easier, faster and  
for the first time, direct journeys by public 
transport from Heathrow to Canary Wharf,  
as well as better links to London’s other  
central business areas, helping to improve 
London’s international links  Crossrail is the only 
transport project that can deliver the capacity 
needed to support more jobs in central London 
and the Isle of Dogs, improve the east-west 
employment corridor and support development 
of new employment areas and new jobs in areas 
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such as the Thames Gateway  Without Crossrail, 
London will be prevented from continuing the 
development of its second business centre at 
Canary Wharf, and maximising its contribution 
to the wider UK economy 

255 Crossrail provides the largest single increase 
in public transport capacity exactly where 
it is most needed  It will add 10 per cent to 
the overall capacity of London’s rail network 
through the provision of 24 high-capacity, 
10-coach trains an hour in each direction in the 

central section during peak periods  According 
to forecasting work undertaken by TfL, an 
additional 5 8 million passenger kilometres 
are added to peak capacity and Crossrail will 
deliver significant crowding relief on the Tube 
(including the Central, Piccadilly, Metropolitan, 
Hammersmith & City, Circle and Jubilee lines) 
and the DLR 

256 As a project of national significance, Crossrail 
will bring transport improvements that will be 
felt across the country  The scheme will be a 

Figure 29: Layout of the expanded Tottenham Court Road station
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Figure 30: Crossrail route connections and regional maps

catalyst for safeguarding a national economy 
inextricably linked with that of London (see 
spotlight on the wider economic benefits 
of Crossrail)  The provision of high quality 
information to keep people informed about  
the construction programme, especially to 
minimise inconvenience to users of other 
transport services, local residents and 
businesses, will be a high priority for Crossrail  
Overall the benefits of Crossrail are estimated 
to be worth at least £36bn in current prices  
to the national GDP over the next 60 years 

Proposal 5:

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the DfT, Network Rail, train operating 
companies, freight operating companies, 
boroughs and other transport stakeholders, 
will seek to ensure that Crossrail is delivered 
by 2017, and that it is fully integrated 
with the rest of London’s public transport 
system; that the impacts of construction on 
residents and businesses are minimised as 
far as possible; and that the future benefits 
Crossrail brings are monitored to ensure the 
rail link achieves its objectives  
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Spotlight

The wider economic benefits of Crossrail
Crossrail will deliver significant benefits to the 
national economy, the wider southeast region as 
well as to London  In addition to the wide ranging 
transport benefits, such as reduced crowding, 
additional capacity, new direct links across the 
Capital and reduced journey times, Crossrail also 
delivers a range of direct economic benefits  
It supports a development potential of more 
than 260,000 jobs and 70,000 people within 
the key Opportunity Areas alone (Isle of Dogs, 
City fringe, Lower Lea Valley, Paddington) and 
is expected to generate up to 30,000 extra jobs 
– through productivity improvements in central 
London by 2027  

The Crossrail project will employ up to 14,000 
people at the peak of construction between 2013 
and 2015, and will contribute to an ongoing pool 
of skilled workers through the new tunnelling 
academies being established by the Mayor  In the 
longer-term, Crossrail will generate an estimated 
1,000 jobs when fully operational  Crossrail will 
also require the services of regionally-based 
manufacturers and other suppliers  

Crossrail will serve significant new residential 
areas, for example, parts of the Thames 
Gateway and beyond in the South East and 
East of England regions, where employment 
accessibility will be significantly enhanced, 
bringing an additional 1 5 million more people 
across London within an hour’s travel of the 
West End, City and Docklands  However, it 
is not just central London and Docklands 
economies which benefit from Crossrail,  
Outer London gains considerable benefits  
too, as illustrated in Figure 30  Crossrail also 
links key Outer London metropolitan town 
centres, such as Romford, Ilford and Ealing, 
delivering further regeneration benefits  

It will be important that other public investment 
is coordinated to maximise these benefits   
To this end, the LDA is developing a Crossrail 
Regeneration Investment Plan to identify and 
prioritise potential interventions that would bring 
further regeneration benefits to the areas around 
key Crossrail stations 
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257 London is the centre of the Greater South East 
region of England, the fastest developing area 
of the country, with a number of nationally 
designated Growth Areas  Continued economic 
growth is mutually beneficial – much of 
London’s workforce live beyond the GLA area  
It is therefore important to look across regional 
boundaries  Future extensions of Crossrail, to 
the east and west, could help reduce congestion 
and improve connectivity and, together with 
longer trains, ensure maximum benefit is 
derived from the Crossrail infrastructure  

Proposal 6

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the DfT, Network Rail, train operating 
companies and other stakeholders, will 
consider future extensions of Crossrail that 
reduce congestion and improve connectivity 
on London commuter routes 

5.2.4 London–wide rail links  
and services 

High Level Output Specification investment  
in rail capacity 

258 In July 2007, the DfT presented the HLOS 
detailing the development of the National 
Rail network to 2014 (control period four)  
The HLOS was accompanied by a Statement 
of Funds Available (SoFA), which detailed 
proposals for funding arrangements for the 
railways in the same time period to deliver 
the proposals put forward in the HLOS  The 
SoFA has now been reviewed by the Office 
of Rail Regulation, agreed with the DfT and 
approval given to Network Rail’s Delivery Plan 

to implement HLOS  As such, HLOS is now a 
committed programme of National Rail funding 
from the DfT to 2014  The process is planned 
to be repeated for control period five, from 
2014 to 2019  

259 The improvements to London’s rail network 
to be achieved by 2014 through HLOS, forms 
a key element of the MTS and it is essential 
that Thameslink and the remainder of the 
committed HLOS1 programme are completed  
to their original planned specification   
The improvements are shown in Figure 31,  
and include: 

•	 Improvements to capacity on each of 
London’s main radial rail corridors, including 
the Thameslink programme and 900 new 
carriages by 2014 (Thameslink by 2016) 

•	 Improved reliability 

•	 Acceptance of Oyster at all National Rail 
stations in London from January 2010 

•	 Improving access at stations through 
the Access for All obstacle-free stations 
programme  Approximately 50 per cent of 
stations in the first phase are located in 
London or the South East 

•	 Enhancements to the freight gauge 
and route capacity on the Felixstowe – 
Nuneaton line (providing a direct route 
avoiding London for freight trains, which 
releases capacity for more passenger trains 
in London) 

•	 Gauge enhancements to the Gospel Oak 
– Barking line, which will provide a route 
for rail freight services from the east to the 
north of London 
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Spotlight

Thameslink
The Thameslink Programme is a £5 5bn project 
to deliver a high capacity, north-south rail spine 
through central London that complements 
the east-west Crossrail route  It is planned for 
completion in 2016 and will provide greater 
capacity, higher frequencies, new services and 
improved access to central London from a range 
of destinations within the Capital and across 
southeast England  

Major benefits from the works to expand the 
capacity and operating network that will use 
Thameslink, include a capacity increase in the 
core section between Farringdon and Blackfriars 

of 127 per cent by 2016  Large-scale works 
include the rebuilding of Blackfriars station, 
which will become the first station to span the 
Thames, providing direct access to both the north 
and south banks; Farringdon, will have 12-car 
platforms and become a major interchange 
between Thameslink and Crossrail; London 
Bridge will be significantly rebuilt to provide a 
major increase in capacity and better facilities for 
passengers  A new station will also be provided 
at Brent Cross/Cricklewood as part of the 
comprehensive redevelopment of this area  

An artist's impression of Blackfriars station courtesy of Network Rail
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Figure 31: Committed enhancements to London’s rail network1

Chiltern

• Frequency improvements

West Coast

• Trains lengthened and frequency
increased

Essex Thameside

• 12-car capability on all routes

Great Western

• Electrification
• New Crossrail services

Great Northern

• Frequency improvements

Thameslink

• 12-car capability
• Up to 24 trains per hour through  
 central London

West Anglia

• 12-car capability Stansted and 
Cambridge

South Western

• 10-car Windsor lines and inner 
suburban capability

South Central

• 10-car inner capability

South Eastern

• 12-car inner suburban trains

Great Eastern

• Additional services
• New Crossrail service

Key

Opportunity or Intensification Area

Outer London

Inner London

Central Activities Zone

London Overground

• New routes from: Dalston to New 
 Cross, West Croydon and Crystal Palace 
• Connection between East London line
 and North London line at Dalston
• Surrey Quays to Clapham Junction
 extension, completion of new 
 orbital route 

Crossrail core scheme

• New route from Maidenhead and
 Heathrow to Shenfield and Abbey
 Wood with 24 trains per hour
 through central London

1 Committed in HL0S control period four
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Proposal 7

The Mayor, through TfL, will seek to 
ensure that Network Rail and the train 
operating companies deliver the committed 
improvements to the rail network and 
services in London as set out by the DfT’s 
High Level Output Specification for the 
period 2009 to 2014 

Further rail investment beyond the  
current programme 

260 Despite the significant investment in the 
National Rail network planned in the TfL 
Business Plan and HLOS, congestion will 
still be a significant issue on some radial rail 
corridors (Figure 32)  Additional schemes 
and interventions, as set out by this strategy, 
will therefore be required to address specific 
capacity and connectivity problems in the 
longer-term  As most of these will need to 

Severely ‘stressed’ corridor:

Severely ‘stressed’
corridor

2006 2017 2031

On average residents in the 
corridor experience severe 
levels of crowding on rail 
public transport on their way 
to central London during AM 
peak for some part or all of 
their journey

On average residents in the corridor experience severe levels of crowding on rail public transport on 
their way to central London during morning peak for some part or all of their journey

Highly ‘stressed’ 
corridor

On average residents in the corridor experience high levels of crowding on rail public transport on 
their way to central London during morning peak for some part or all of their journey

Moderately ‘stressed’ 
corridor

On average residents in the corridor experience moderate levels of crowding on rail public 
transport on their way to central London during morning peak for some part or all of their journey

Note: Corridor letters correspond to corridors in Figure 8

Note: Corridor letters correspond to corridors in Figure 8

Highly ‘stressed’ corridor:

On average residents in the 
corridor experience high 
levels of crowding on rail 
public transport on their way 
to central London during AM 
peak for some part or all of 
their journey

Moderately ‘stressed’ corridor:

On average residents in the 
corridor experience moderate 
levels of crowding on rail 
public transport on their way 
to central London during AM 
peak for some part or all of 
their journey
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Figure 32: National Rail and Tube ‘stress’ on radial corridors into central London
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Chelsea Hackney line
(Crossrail 2)

Great Eastern capacity
enhancements

DLR extensions and 
capacity enhancements

Longer trains on Essex
Thameside lines 

Thameslink capacity enhancement 
(serving Luton airport)   

Crossrail extensions

High Speed Two

Croxley link

Crossrail extensions

Longer trains on 
South Western lines

Chelsea Hackney 
line (Crossrail 2)

Airtrack and other orbital 
links to Heathrow

Northern line Upgrade 
2 and extension to 
Battersea

Enhanced orbital
rail links

Longer trains on South 
Central and Thameslink 
(serving Gatwick airport)

Great Northern capacity 
enhancement

West Anglia 
four-tracking, serving 
Stansted airport

Rail/Tube improved 
capacity and connectivity 
to southeast London, 
including potential 
Bakerloo line extension

Tramlink 
enhancements 
and extensions

West Coast capacity 
enhancement

Figure 33:  Further rail capacity needed in London

Key

Opportunity Area

Rail termini

Route improvements

London-wide improvements

Upgrade of all National Rail 
stations and services to London 
Overground standards and 
integration with Oyster

London terminals capacity 
upgrades and strategic 
interchanges
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be delivered by Network Rail and the train 
operating companies through the franchising 
system, it is essential that TfL works closely 
with the DfT to influence the future HLOS and 
franchising process to deliver the improvements 
that are vital to London’s growth  TfL will 
continue to press Network Rail to develop their 
route utilisation strategies as part of an on-going 
process to develop proposals for enhancing the 
National Rail network  In addition, TfL will work 
closely with Network Rail to inform franchise 
specifications, and inform the HLOS process 

261 Figure 33 illustrates a number of options 
to enhance the capacity provision on radial 
rail routes to central London to address the 
levels of crowding and congestion after the 
measures in the TfL Business Plan and HLOS 
have been implemented  The effectiveness 
of these schemes at reducing rail and Tube 
crowding, when combined with other capacity 
improvements on the Underground network,  
are shown in Figure 34 

262 In order to support Opportunity Areas set out 
in the London Plan, it may be appropriate to 
improve access to rail services by providing 
additional stations  The case for such new stations 
will be identified as part of the sub-regional 
planning and Opportunity Areas Planning 
Framework processes 

Proposal 8

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the DfT, Network Rail, train operating 
companies, London boroughs and other 
transport stakeholders, will seek further 
rail capacity across London’s rail network, 
beyond those schemes already committed 

The highest priorities in the medium term 
are to further increase capacity on London 
Overground; on southwest routes; on 
West Anglia routes, including access to 
Stratford; on Great Northern services; and 
at congested stations 

In the longer term, further capacity solutions 
may be required on a number of rail 
corridors, such as the Brighton Main Line 

Chelsea Hackney line 

263 The Chelsea Hackney line (or Crossrail 2) provides 
significant new rail capacity on the northeast to 
southwest corridor and major congestion relief 
to existing rail and Tube lines  The route of the 
line is safeguarded by Government and it is 
essential that this safeguarding remains in place to 
protect this important new line  Forecast demand 
shows that crowding and congestion remains a 
significant issue in this corridor (Figure 32), even 
with new investments such as Crossrail and 
Thameslink in place  This new line is needed in 
the longer term to reduce crowding on existing 
routes, but also to provide the capacity that is 
required to meet London’s growth and provide 
connections to the National Rail network, 
including dispersal of people across London from 
the main line termini  The introduction of HS2 
will increase this need considerably 
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Figure 35:   National Rail punctuality (London and southeast operators total, including peak services)
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Figure 34:  The potential benefits from implementing measures beyond those in the TfL Business Plan 
and HLOS to reduce crowding on London’s rail and Tube network
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264 It is important that the route of the Chelsea 
Hackney line is reviewed to ensure it is providing 
the maximum benefits and value for money  

Proposal 9

The Mayor will support new rail capacity in 
the broad southwest to northeast corridor, 
for example, new lines or services using the 
Chelsea Hackney line safeguarded alignment  
TfL will undertake a review of the route to 
ensure it is providing the maximum benefits, 
including helping the onward dispersal of 
passengers from central London termini and 
value for money 

National Rail reliability

265 National Rail punctuality has improved 
considerably since 2002/03 as a result of 
the improved maintenance of infrastructure 
by Network Rail, investment in new trains 
and signalling, franchise reorganisation 
to better reflect rail network geography, 
franchise performance incentives and improved 
timetabling  However, despite these substantial 
achievements, there is still room for further 
improvement (see Figure 35)  

Proposal 10

The Mayor, through TfL, will seek to ensure 
that the DfT, Network Rail and the train 
operating companies achieve the HLOS 
‘public performance measure’ for reliability, 
as well as an overall reduction in significant 
lateness and cancellations for London and 
southeast services  

Station capacity enhancements

266 Many National Rail stations are congested, 
especially at peak times and enhancements 
to station capacity are required to improve 
customer service and to enable London’s 
growth in rail demand to be accommodated  
Schemes will be taken forward where they are 
shown to be value for money and affordable 

Proposal 11

The Mayor, through TfL, and working  
with the DfT, Network Rail, train operating 
companies and London boroughs, will seek 
to deliver capacity enhancements at some 
of London’s most congested stations  The 
highest priorities include:

a)  Central London termini station 
congestion relief and onward distribution 
enhancements (the potential of all onward 
modes will be considered)

b)  Clapham Junction station capacity 
enhancement (new improved links 
between platforms, additional entrances 
and more ticketing facilities)

c)  Improved capacity at National Rail stations 
with severe congestion, including Finsbury 
Park, Bromley South, Wimbledon, Vauxhall 
and Barking

d)  Improved capacity at National Rail stations 
with moderate congestion, including 
Willesden Junction, Balham, West Croydon, 
Putney, Norwood Junction and Surbiton
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Improving customer standards across the 
National Rail network in London 

267 Despite improvements in National Rail services 
being delivered by Network Rail, TfL and 
others over the next 10 years, rail passengers 
still do not always benefit from the level of 
service or frequencies that those who travel 
on the Tube enjoy, particularly outside peak 
hours  The Mayor is keen that London benefits 
from a full seven-day railway, supporting the 
Capital’s diverse economy with regular, frequent 
services operating seven-days-a-week, without 
disruptions due to engineering works, except 
where absolutely necessary  The Mayor also 
believes that train operating companies  
should provide sufficient capacity in terms  
of train lengths, to sufficiently meet demand  
at all times  This includes weekends when  
acute crowding can occur due to shorter  
train formations  

268 The Mayor will promote a common service 
standard across the London rail network and 
believes that Overground service standards 
provide an evidenced template to follow  This 
has been adopted almost in full for the recent 
South Central refranchise with more than 40 
stations and extensive patterns of routes   
The specified minimum standards include: 

•	 Staffing over the traffic day 

•	 Oyster acceptance and retailing via ticket 
machines within Travelcard Zones 1 – 6 

•	 Station facilities such as seating  
and shelters 

•	 Multi-modal customer information at 
stations, through posters and electronic 

means, on-system and off, scheduled  
and real time 

•	 Security features such as lighting,  
CCTV and Help points 

•	 Graffiti removal, litter removal  
and cleaning 

•	 Train frequency of at least four trains 
per hour on each route where the 
infrastructure allows, up to 23:00 

•	 First and last trains broadly aligned with 
the Underground’s operating hours

•	 Cycle parking to basic standard and 
monitoring regime at every station  
within two years 

269 This will require the influencing of the franchise 
process, but could be better achieved by the 
Mayor having greater powers over suburban 
passenger services  It will also require a 
reduction in disruption to passenger journeys 
at weekends, acknowledging that sometimes, 
the undertaking of maintenance works at 
these times will remain inevitable  Network Rail 
is already looking at how some engineering 
works could be undertaken through shorter 
overnight ‘possessions’ instead, possibly through 
undertaking more preparatory work off-site  
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Spotlight

Central London rail termini
Increasing population and employment, plus 
the additional capacity on much of London’s 
rail network through the current rail investment 
programme, means rail arrivals into central 
London termini are forecast to increase by  
about 25 per cent by 2031  This will result in 
increased strain on National Rail termini, and 
on the transport networks and services within 
central London  

Limited concourse space means that station 
crowding is a key issue  High levels of 
connectivity and very large volumes of 
interchange passengers add extra complexities 
to this crowding and movement  The main 
termini and interchanges, which are already at, 
or near, capacity during peak periods need to be 
reviewed to ensure they are safe and efficient 
into the future  

Congestion relief schemes such as those at 
King’s Cross St  Pancras and the proposed 
scheme at Victoria can go a long way to 
relieving the problems  However, these 
schemes are expensive and disruptive, take 
time to deliver and ideally need to be linked 
with increases in onward dispersal capacity  
Encouraging more onward trips by walking and 
cycling is a quick and cost-effective way to free-
up capacity on the Underground and buses, 
and ensure that limited space on these services 
is used more effectively  Better streets, better 
information provision and better facilities for 
cyclists, for example, cycle parking will help   
The strategic interchange concept, improving 
and encouraging interchange at stations away 
from the central London termini, would also 
help onward dispersal (see proposal 46) 
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Proposal 12

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
Network Rail, the train operating companies 
and other transport stakeholders, will 
encourage the achievement of a seven-day 
railway by better planning and management 
of necessary engineering and maintenance 
work on the railway 

Proposal 13

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
Network Rail, the train operating companies 
and other transport stakeholders, will 
encourage the provision of rail services 
in London that meet common service 
standards, including improved ambience, 
amenities and wayfinding at all stations, 
and staff availability at each station  It is 
intended these improvements will be rolled-
out as franchises are renewed  However, they 
would be better achieved if the Mayor had 
more control over suburban rail services in 
the London area 

5.2.5 Local and orbital rail links  
and services 

London Overground 

270 Work on London Overground includes 
reinstatement of disused National Rail routes 
to link the East London and North London lines 
at Dalston, modifying existing infrastructure 
to reach West Croydon and Crystal Palace (the 
East London line extension) and delivering 
a rolling stock maintenance and control 

centre at New Cross Gate  The North London 
Railway, also part of London Overground, 
is to be increased in capacity by up to 50 
per cent and will also provide more frequent 
services  A further phase now approved will 
see the completion of the Inner London 
orbital rail network between Surrey Quays 
and Clapham Junction  Completion of the 
London Overground network enhancements 
in 2012 will provide an orbital rail network in 
Inner London that will allow, either directly or 
with a single change of trains, journeys such 
as Clapham Junction to Dalston and Crystal 
Palace to West Hampstead  This network of 
Overground rail services is shown in Figure 36  
The DLR extension to Stratford International 
in summer 2010 will also improve orbital 
frequency and capacity in east London  

271 There are, however, significant further 
opportunities to improve orbital travel, such 
as by providing or improving interchange 
opportunities where radial and orbital lines 
cross  Forecasting shows that rapid demand 
growth can be expected over the next 
few years, which means that parts of the 
Overground could justify investment in longer 
five or six-car trains  TfL will also investigate 
where there may be additional routes that 
warrant extensions to the Overground,  
if found to be feasible 
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Proposal 14

The Mayor, through TfL, working with 
the DfT and Network Rail, will deliver the 
committed investment in the Overground 
network, investigate the feasibility of 
providing further capacity to assist orbital 
movement, and will review potential benefits 
of extensions to the network of services  

5.2.6 Docklands Light Railway 

272 Since opening in 1987, the DLR network has 
grown to become a vital part of London’s 
public transport system supporting growth 
and regeneration in the Thames Gateway (see 
London Docklands case study)  Improvements 
to the DLR include a network extension to 
Stratford International and delivery of 55 new 

South Acton

Step-free access from the platform to the street 

2012 London Overground Service
All train services will be four carriages long by 2012

tph – trains per hour

Watford Junction – Euston (3tph)

Richmond – Stratford (4tph)
Camden Road – Stratford (2tph, peak hours only) 

Stratford – Clapham Junction (2tph)
Willesden Junction – Clapham Junction (2tph) 

Dalston Junction – Clapham Junction (4tph)

Highbury & Islington – Crystal Palace (4tph)
Highbury & Islington – New Cross (4tph)
Dalston Junction – West Croydon (4tph)

Gospel Oak – Barking (4tph)

(existing and planned)

Figure 36: London Overground route map (2012)
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carriages to enable three-car operation on most 
of the system by 2010 (with further station 
and infrastructure enhancements to follow)  
Delivering new rolling stock to maximise the 
benefits of full three-car operation across the 
network, double tracking between Bow Church 
and Stratford, installing a new signalling system 
and renewing and replacing the existing rolling 
stock will all contribute to ensuring that the 
DLR is fully able to support continued growth 
and regeneration in the Thames Gateway area  

273 An extension of the DLR to Dagenham Dock 
has been identified as a key component of the 
current housing plans for Barking Riverside  
There is also further scope to extend the DLR 
network in the longer term to provide better 
links to Stratford, improved orbital links and 
connectivity in the Thames Gateway, and better 
integration with the central London transport 
system, for example, through a westwards 
extension from Bank to Victoria  

Proposal 15

The Mayor, through TfL, will support 
safeguarding the route of the DLR 
Dagenham Dock extension as part of the 
housing proposals for Barking Riverside, 
and will investigate the feasibility of further 
capacity and network expansion of the DLR 
including options south of Lewisham, west 
of Bank and north of Stratford International 

5.2.7 Tramlink

274 Tramlink has been a great success since 
opening in 2000, providing important 
orbital links into Croydon and connections to 
neighbouring Outer London town centres –  
and encouraging a shift from car to public 
transport  Improvements to Tramlink as part of 
a £54m investment in maintenance, renewals, 
upgrades and capacity enhancement, are taking 
place between now and 2015 

275 Beyond these initial improvements, 
consideration will be given to looking at  
further extensions of Tramlink, with a strong 
focus on a potential north-south axis, in 
order to accommodate Croydon’s future 
growth needs, and potentially to improve 
east-west links to neighbouring Outer London 
town centres to support improved orbital 
connectivity  Both short extensions to provide 
better access from key centres to Tramlink, and 
longer extensions opening up completely new 
routes are being considered  

Proposal 16

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the London boroughs and other transport 
stakeholders, will investigate the feasibility 
of providing extra capacity on the Tramlink 
network and will review potential benefits  
of extensions to the system 
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5.3 London Underground 
5.3.1 Introduction

276 Over the last decade, the Underground has 
experienced unprecedented growth in demand, 
with more than a billion passenger journeys 
a year now made by Tube  The Underground 
carries as many passengers as the entire 
National Rail network with up to four million 
journeys made each day, on 11 lines serving 
270 stations  The Underground now provides a 
higher volume of service than ever before while 
achieving a record 79 out of 100 in terms of 
customer satisfaction 

277 The strategy for the Tube is based on 
understanding customer needs by combining 
a reliable train service with the highest 
standards of customer care  This means 
renewing the network’s infrastructure  
(rolling stock, signalling, track, civil  
structures and stations) to allow train  
service capacity to keep up with rising  
levels of demand, and creating a welcoming 
and secure environment, offering personal 
service to customers, providing accurate  
and timely service information, and creating 
ease of access 

278 LU has embarked on its largest investment 
programme for 70 years, focusing on improving 
reliability, delivering faster journey times, along 
with increasing capacity across the network 

5.3.2 Renewal and repair of  
the network

279 The Tube is the oldest metro system in the 
world, with some infrastructure dating back to 
the 1860s  After decades of under-investment, 
the network is now undergoing a major 
transformation programme comprising asset 
renewal, rebuilding and refurbishment  The key 
elements of the programme are:

•	 Rolling stock – replacing the majority of 
train fleets, which if not renewed would 
have an average age of 50 years in 2031, 
15 years beyond their design life  The 
new trains will allow quicker, more reliable 
journeys and have higher capacity   
Where possible, innovative technologies 
and design solutions will be used, for 
example, regenerative braking and  
walk-through carriages

•	 Signalling – existing trackside assets, 
which are more than 40-years-old in many 
cases, will be replaced with computer 
based systems which will reduce delays 
and increase network capacity by allowing 
for a higher frequency of service  New 
service control centres will enable better 
information provision to customers and 
allow staff to manage the train service  
more effectively, delivering improved 
journey time reliability and minimising 
service disruptions

•	 Track – reduce the backlog of investment 
to reduce safety risks, and remove speed 
restrictions brought in to manage safety 
risks to increase capacity
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•	 Civil structures – renew assets such as 
bridges, viaducts, embankments and 
drainage systems to maintain a safe service, 
reduce the risks of flooding, and the service 
effects of speed and weight restrictions

•	 Stations – modernise stations by  
replacing safety and service critical  
systems such as fire, public address,  
CCTV, lifts and escalators

280 Much of this work is brought together in a 
programme of line upgrades which will provide 
some of the capacity required to support the 
Capital’s economy and meet the demands of 
the future  Without the line upgrades it would 
not be possible to maintain the service that is 
currently delivered  Work to upgrade each line is 
therefore the cornerstone of the strategy for the 
Tube  By the end of the current programme, the 
Tube network will provide up to an additional 
30 per cent capacity  New trains and signalling 
systems will allow more trains to run, providing 
quicker and more comfortable journeys  Beyond 
this, the Tube will require investment to ensure 
that its asset condition remains in a state of 
good repair and does not fall to the levels seen 
through earlier decades of under-investment 

281 The network faces the tremendous challenge 
of keeping London moving on a daily basis 
while simultaneously rebuilding the system  
This massive task cannot be achieved without 
some disruption to services  In order to facilitate 
these works and carry out regular essential 
maintenance, some weekend closures are 
necessary  The high profile campaign advising 
customers to ‘check before they travel’ has 
proven highly successful and will continue, 

employing many TfL Travel Tools to help 
customers plan their journeys 

282 By 2012, this programme will deliver an upgrade 
of the Jubilee, Victoria and Northern lines  By 
2020, upgrades will have been completed on 
the Piccadilly line, Sub-Surface Railway and 
the Bakerloo line, with a further upgrade on 
the Northern line  These are described in the 
Spotlights on pages 133, 137 and 138  The 
replacement of the Central line fleet will follow, 
delivered into service from 2020  Considerable 
benefits and efficiencies can be achieved  
by specifying lighter, more energy efficient  
and higher capacity trains for this and the 
Bakerloo line 

Proposal 17

The Mayor, through TfL, will seek to deliver 
upgrades to all Tube lines in a phased 
programme to provide a significant increase 
in network capacity  This will involve a 
combination of new rolling stock and/
or signalling systems and other asset 
replacement  As part of this, continued 
investment to bring the network to a good 
state of repair and maintain it at that level 
will be supported  

5.3.3 Station refurbishments  
and accessibility

283 Between 2003 and 2009, 124 stations 
were refurbished and this programme will 
continue subject to availability of funding  
This programme is delivering key system 
improvements (CCTV, public address, 
communications equipment and fire systems), 
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Spotlight

Transforming the Tube
Over the last decade, the number of journeys 
made on the Tube has risen to record levels 
of more than one billion journeys a year  
To support this growth and correct historic 
under-funding, LU has embarked on its largest 
investment programme for 70 years  

The line upgrades, which will include new 
signalling and control systems, as well as the 
introduction of new trains on some lines, will 
focus on improving reliability  They will deliver 
faster journey times and increase capacity by  
up to 30 per cent across the network  By 2012, 
this programme will deliver an upgrade of 
the Jubilee, Victoria and Northern lines, each 
providing between 20 and 33 per cent more  
capacity into central London  

By 2020, upgrades will have been completed 
on the District, Circle, Hammersmith & City and 
Metropolitan lines (including air-conditioned 
trains) increasing capacity across the sub-surface 
network, while the Piccadilly line upgrade will 
provide a 24 per cent increase in line capacity   
A second upgrade of the Northern line will ensure 
further service enhancements1  The Bakerloo line 
will also be upgraded  

Other enhancements include: major station 
improvements at Victoria, Paddington 
(Hammersmith & City), Tottenham Court  
Road, Bond Street and Bank; cooling the Tube; 
power upgrades to cater for expanded services; 
and accessibility improvements  

1 See Spotlight on Northern line Upgrades 1 and 2 on page 138
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as well as improving customer service features  
These include, passenger Help points, new 
electronic information displays in ticket halls and 
on platforms, improved seating and lighting, as 
well as improvements to accessibility features 
such as tactile strips and colour-contrasted 
handrails for visually impaired people 

284 TfL is committed to improving accessibility 
from street level to platform level on the Tube 
network  Over time, TfL will seek to increase the 
accessibility of the network, building upon the 
foundation of step-free stations already in place 
(see section 5 9) 

Proposal 18

The Mayor, through TfL, will continue to 
deliver an ongoing programme of Tube 
station refurbishments and asset stabilisation 
to ensure stations are operable and deliver 
customer service requirements, and continue 
to improve station accessibility over the life 
of the strategy 

5.3.4 Station congestion relief 

285 To relieve congestion experienced by Tube 
customers at key locations across the network, 
and to enable quicker journeys, some stations 
require more extensive improvements to ensure 
safe and efficient station operations while also 
enhancing passengers’ journey experience  The 
delivery of capacity enhancements to strategic 
Underground stations and interchanges is critical 
to the functioning of the Tube as an integrated 
network to assist existing passenger flow, and 
cater for future increases in demand  

286 Congestion relief is required at the key central 
London interchanges of Victoria, Tottenham 
Court Road, Bond Street, Paddington 
(Hammersmith & City) and Bank  Capacity 
increases at these stations will optimise the 
benefits of investment from the line upgrades, 
Crossrail and other developments  They will also 
greatly improve central London step-free access 

287 Further station improvements at, for example, 
Vauxhall, Finsbury Park and Highbury & 
Islington, will improve strategic access to, or 
interchange across, the network (see section 
5 10 2, Strategic interchanges) 

Proposal 19

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the London boroughs, private developers 
and other transport stakeholders, will 
develop and implement a prioritised 
programme to deliver station capacity and 
accessibility enhancements at London’s most 
congested Underground stations, including:

a)  Congestion relief schemes to complement 
Tube line upgrades and/or integrate 
with Crossrail at the key central London 
interchanges of Victoria, Tottenham 
Court Road, Bond Street, Paddington 
(Hammersmith & City) and Bank 

b)  Schemes at further strategic Tube 
interchanges that are critical to 
London’s transport system (for example, 
Vauxhall, Finsbury Park, Highbury 
& Islington, Holborn, Camden Town, 
Oxford Circus, Edgware Road and 
Northern line City branch, in particular 
Old Street and Moorgate) 
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c)  Major strategic multi-modal/National 
Rail interchanges on to the Underground 
network to disperse onward demand arising 
from National Rail proposals (HLOS2 and 
HS2 proposals), for example, London Bridge, 
Euston, Liverpool Street, Paddington, 
Elephant & Castle and Waterloo

5.3.5 Cooling the Tube

288 High tunnel temperatures during the summer 
months are one of the biggest challenges 
facing the Tube, particularly for the deep 
tunnelled sections of the Underground, 
such as the Victoria line  These are generally 
closed systems where the major proportion 
of the energy that enters (for example, train 
motors) is released as heat, which in turn raises 
temperatures in the tunnels and on the trains  
As a result of increased train service capacity 
(primarily through higher train frequencies)
and reduced journey times (mainly through 
quicker acceleration and faster maximum 
speeds), electricity use on the Underground 
is anticipated to increase by 2020, resulting 
in more heat being released in the tunnels  
This will be exacerbated by increasing 
passenger numbers and possible increases in air 
temperature due to climate change  Therefore 
maintaining safe temperatures on deep 
tunnelled sections of the Tube will present an 
ever increasing challenge in future  Already the 
Tube has implemented a programme to tackle 
heat on the network, and this will continue over 
the duration of the strategy 

Proposal 20

The Mayor, through TfL, will implement the 
following measures to cool the Underground: 

a)  New air-conditioned rolling stock across 
the sub-surface (Metropolitan, Circle, 
Hammersmith & City and District) lines, 
introduced progressively from 2010 

b)  Improved ventilation shafts and 
replacement of out of service fans

5.3.6 Customer care

289 The core renewal programme is essential to 
deliver a safe and reliable service, but TfL 
aspires to the highest standards of customer 
care  Customers most value getting from A 
to B as quickly and reliably as possible, but 
valued almost as much are the different aspects 
of service experienced during the journey  
Customers value personal security, a welcoming 
environment, accurate and timely information, 
and when they need assistance, they want high 
quality personal service from staff 

290 In 2008, for the third year running, the 
Underground carried more customers than ever 
before, in excess of one billion  At the same 
time, customer satisfaction with the service also 
reached a record high of 79 out of 100  Most 
people scored the overall service provided at 
nearly eight out of 10  

291 Customer information and personal service 
from staff will be especially important as the 
renewal programme, which can disrupt service, 
is delivered over the next decade  TfL will 
continue to invest in customer-focused training 
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for Tube staff including disability awareness 
training, and in information systems to deliver 
the right information to customers when they 
want it, when planning or undertaking journeys 
on the network 

292 Customers value the presence of staff especially 
when travelling at night  The Underground 
will continue to staff its stations and invest in 
systems which enhance the management of 
the station, such as CCTV, as well as ensuring 
stations are well-lit and visibly managed, all 
clean and graffiti free 

293 There is a rich heritage of art and design on 
the Tube  High quality, value for money design 
will continue to be a feature of the Investment 
Programme  Art on the Underground, LU’s art 
programme, continues the Tube’s long tradition 
of working with artists  Licensed busking and 
‘Poems on the Underground’ bring music 
and poetry to the wide-ranging audience of 
customers on the network  These initiatives  
can delight customers and improve the 
travelling environment 

Proposal 21

The Mayor, through TfL, will continue to 
develop and implement measures to deliver 
the highest standards of customer care on 
the Underground, including the provision of 
high quality information about engineering 
works that affect regular Tube services, and 
improved information on the accessibility of 
the Tube network highlighting step-free and 
mostly step-free routes 

5.3.7 Further improvements and 
extensions to the network 

294 Beyond the funded investment programme, 
even with the introduction of Crossrail and 
Thameslink, crowding will remain on the Tube 
network  This crowding is shown in Figure 20 
and contributes to the corridor ‘stress’ shown  
in Figure 32 

295 There are opportunities for improvements 
to other aspects of the transport system, 
particularly the (national) rail network to  
relieve crowding on the Tube  Potential new 
lines, such as Chelsea Hackney, would also 
be designed in part to reduce Tube crowding 
where possible  These potential enhancements 
are described in section 5 2 

296 Over the lifetime of this strategy, there are also 
opportunities for further enhancements and 
extensions to the Tube network to improve 
journey times and provide additional capacity 
essential for the continued growth of London  
Any potential schemes will be subject to a 
thorough value for money and feasibility 
analysis, and will be considered in the light of 
any future funding constraints  They will also 
be integrated with enhancements to other 
elements of the transport system, in particular 
the rail network 

297 Further enhancements (beyond the funded 
upgrades) to the Northern line are possible  
With private sector funding, there is the 
potential to extend the line to Battersea to 
support developer-led growth in the Vauxhall/ 
Nine Elms/Battersea Opportunity Area, an area 
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Spotlight

Sub-Surface Railway upgrade
The Sub-Surface Railway lines comprise the 
Circle, District, Hammersmith & City and 
Metropolitan lines, covering more than 300km 
of track and representing around 40 per cent of 
the Tube network  It is the part of the network 
in greatest need of renewal  The upgrade 
will be delivered progressively over the next 
decade and will provide the greatest capacity 
improvements across the entire network, 
helping to reduce congestion and accommodate 
predicted growth  

In July 2009, LU issued an invitation to tender 
for the resignalling of the sub-surface lines   
This contract is the single Tube element of the 
Investment Programme  

From December 2009, a new service pattern 
was introduced on the Circle line, almost 

doubling the frequency of trains on the 
Hammersmith branch  It also improved the 
reliability of the Circle line, with knock-on 
benefits for reliability across the whole of the 
Sub-Surface Railway  The new service pattern 
will be followed by the introduction of a  
new signalling system to allow higher train 
service frequencies  

From 2010, 199 new, larger trains will enter 
service  They will feature energy-saving 
regenerative breaking, walk-through carriages, 
better accessibility, improved customer 
information (audio and visual) and enhanced 
security  The Circle and Hammersmith & City line 
trains will also have an additional carriage  Most 
significantly, the new trains will be the first to 
be air-conditioned on the Tube network  
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Spotlight

Northern line Upgrades 1 and 2
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The Northern line will be upgraded in two 
phases, known as Upgrades 1 and 2  Work has 
commenced on the first upgrade which will 
introduce new computerised signalling and a 
new control centre to reduce journey times in 
the morning peak by 18 per cent and increase 
capacity by around 20 per cent 

However, even with the delivery of Upgrade 1,  
forecast growth in demand will continue to place 
severe pressure on London’s north-south routes, 
particularly through the City, producing crowding 
levels similar to that experienced today  Hence 
there is a need for a further upgrade 

Upgrade 2 will recast and partially separate 
the services on each of the two central London 
branches of the line  This will reduce journey 
times, deliver an additional 33 per cent capacity 
on the City branch, a 17 per cent increase on 
the Charing Cross branch and consequently 
reduce crowding  The upgrade will comprise 
additional rolling stock alongside the existing 
fleet, additional train stabling facilities, power, 
improved signalling and tunnel cooling 

Together, the two upgrades will transform the 
Northern line  On the City branch, during the 
busiest parts of the morning peak, service 
frequencies could rise from the current 20 
trains per hour (tph) to 24tph following the 
first upgrade, eventually reaching a potential 
32tph in the northbound direction following 
partial separation 
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identified as capable of accommodating  
20,000 to 25,000 new jobs and 16,000  
homes by 2031 

298 The Bakerloo line has an important role in 
London’s transport geography, serving the 
strategic northwest-southeast corridor with 
its important regeneration zones including 
Harlesden, Paddington, Elephant & Castle and 
inner southeast London  A Bakerloo southern 
extension would allow the line to serve inner 
and outer southeast London  This would create 
a new southeast to northwest strategic route 
through the Capital, serving areas with poor 
transport accessibility and freeing up National 
Rail capacity at London Bridge for other service 
improvements 

299 The Croxley rail link, providing a new 
connection between Croxley station on the 
Watford branch of the Metropolitan line and 
the now closed Croxley Green branch line 
is a long standing proposal championed by 
Hertfordshire County Council  Although outside 
the GLA boundary, the link is supported 
by the Mayor as it improves the regional 
connectivity of northwest London by linking 
the Tube network to the important National 
Rail interchange at Watford Junction and the 
employment, retail, leisure and healthcare 
opportunities in Watford town centre 

Proposal 22

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the DfT, Network Rail, train operating 
companies, London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, will seek longer-term 
enhancements and extensions to the 
Underground network, including:

a)  A privately funded extension of the 
Northern line to Battersea to support 
regeneration of the Vauxhall/Nine Elms/
Battersea area 

b)  A potential southern extension to the 
Bakerloo line will be reviewed further  This 
would utilise spare line capacity, improve 
connectivity and journey times, while 
providing relief to congested National  
Rail approaches to central London from 
the south/southeast, subject to resources 
and the results of further study 

c)  A link at Croxley to join the Watford 
branch of the Metropolitan line to 
Watford Junction (funding to be secured 
by Hertfordshire County Council in 
conjunction with the DfT)
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5.4 London’s bus network
5.4.1 Introduction

300 The bus has become one of London’s transport 
success stories over the last decade  The 
Capital’s buses now carry 2 2 billion passengers 
each year – the highest level since 1962, with 
service levels also at their highest since 1957  
Figure 37 shows the trend since 1971  

301 Key achievements include: 

•	 All buses are fitted with the iBus real time 
audio and visual Next Stop signs 

•	 A highly accessible network, where more 
than 90 per cent of London residents  
are within 400 metres (approximately a  
five minute walk) of a bus stop and all 
buses (except heritage Routemasters)  
are wheelchair accessible 

•	 Reliability is at the highest level ever 
recorded  This has been achieved through 
additional resources, incentivised contracts, 
improved bus priority, enforcement and 
central London Congestion Charging 

•	 Measures to make the system easier to 
use, including straightforward service 
patterns, better information, improved bus 
stops and stations, simplified ticketing and 
improvements to driver training based on 
compulsory disability awareness training 

•	 Vehicle enhancements such as CCTV 
coverage of the whole fleet, successful trials 
of both diesel-electric hybrid and hydrogen 
fuel cell engine technology 

302 As a result, customer satisfaction levels  
have increased substantially in recent years  
(see Figure 38) 

303 Buses play a key role in providing access to jobs 
and services and are the most widely-used form 
of public transport across London  Buses are the 
predominant mode for public transport within 
the suburbs and Inner London  Outer London,  
in particular, relies on the bus network to provide 
access to, and between town centres  Buses 
also facilitate longer radial trips into London by 
feeding into railway stations and by enabling 
passengers to get to their final destinations in 
central London  An effective bus network also 
helps in reducing traffic volumes and overall 
C02 emissions  

304 These roles will remain essential as London 
develops  The bus network will need to 
respond to changing demands  Improvements 
in the quality of the experience offered to 
passengers will need to be consolidated and 
(where possible) enhanced to meet increasing 
expectations  

5.4.2 Bus network development

305 London’s bus network is subject to a continuous 
development process, enabling it to respond to 
changing travel needs  This is passenger-led, 
based on research and consultation  

306 Compared to other major world cities, 
London’s bus network performs either equally 
well, or better than average, on several key 
performance indicators, including accessibility  
The cost efficiency of the bus network in 
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London is 20 per cent ahead of most major 
international cities  London currently has a 
comprehensive orbital bus network, enabling 
direct orbital journeys between neighbouring 
centres in Outer London, shown in Figure 39 

307 Continued development of the network will be 
necessary so that it can carry on responding 

to change, including new homes, workplaces, 
shopping centres and leisure attractions  

308 Where major change or development is taking 
place in London, TfL will continue to work 
closely with the boroughs and developers to 
ensure the needs and demands on the bus 
network are fully understood, that plans for 

Figure 35 
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any changes to the network are identified, and 
opportunities for funding are fully explored 

309 It is essential that the bus network continues to 
be developed in such a way to cater for the overall 
shape and scale of growth across London  TfL 
will undertake reviews of the strategic priorities 
underlying the process approximately every five 
years to ensure the bus network reflects the 
pace of development in London, responds to 
the challenges and opportunities of growth, and 
aligns with possible revisions of the London Plan 

310 The development of the bus network will need 
to support other transport investment, such 
as Crossrail and other railway improvements  
In addition, there will be ongoing alterations 
to the nature and distribution of services and 
facilities provided by others, such as healthcare 
and education, which the bus network will need 
to reflect 

311 Keeping the bus network as accessible as it 
is today will also be essential as the fleet will 
continue to be the only city-wide accessible public 
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transport mode despite improved accessibility 
of the rail networks  Similarly, buses can operate 
24-hours-a-day, supporting London’s 24-hour 
economy, whereas rail services often cannot due 
to necessary maintenance constraints 

312 Network development will also consider the 
improvement and efficiencies that can be 
achieved at busy interchanges and major 
transport hubs, both existing and emerging 

Proposal 23

The Mayor, through TfL, and working 
with the London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, will keep the development 
of the bus network under regular review, 
including reviews of the strategic priorities 
underlying the process approximately 
every five years, to ensure it caters for 
growth in population and employment, 
while maintaining ease of use, attractive 
frequencies and adequate capacity, 
reliable services, good coverage and good 
interchange with other modes  All proposals 
for change will be appraised to ensure that 
they deliver good value for money and that 
the funds available are being invested in 
optimum service improvements  
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Spotlight

A New Bus for London
The competition to design a New Bus  
for London was launched in July 2008  This 
attracted a large number of entrants, and in 
December 2008, the Mayor announced  
the winners  

The aim of the competition was to harvest  
a range of creative ideas for a bus fit for the  
21st century  These winning designs and 
concepts have been passed on to bus 
manufacturers, for development into final 
design proposals  

The New Bus for London will meet London 
Buses’ requirements for vehicles in public 
service in London, including high standards of 
accessibility, safety and emissions abatement  
In addition, it will be more durable, more fuel 
efficient and better ventilated  The bus will 
incorporate a double-deck and a platform at 
the rear near-side corner, so passengers will be 
able to board and alight easily  

The first prototype of the new bus will be on 
London’s streets by 2011  
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5.4.3 Bus service quality

313 As London’s economy grows, pressures on road 
space will mean a continued requirement to 
ensure that appropriate measures are taken to 
maintain an attractive and reliable service for 
bus users 

314 Bus priority measures such as bus-only roads, 
bus lanes and selective vehicle detection at 
traffic signals are essential tools in ensuring 
that the limited people-carrying capacity 
of the road network is being used most 
effectively  These measures help reduce bus 
journey times, improve bus reliability and 
increase the efficiency of the bus network, 
especially when they are considered as part 
of a whole route approach  Bus priority 
measures are systematically identified, 
appraised and delivered at key locations, 
including town centres and their approaches, 
at new development sites, and links where bus 
passengers represent a significant proportion  
of all road users 

315 Quality incentive contracts have been very 
successful in incentivising operators to  
maintain a high level of reliability, and the iBus 
system improves operators’ ability to control 
services effectively  

316 Bus information has been transformed over 
the last 10 years  Improved ‘spider’ maps and 
timetables are in place throughout the network  
iBus has provided Next Stop announcements 
(audio and video) on all buses, and has 
improved information on Countdown signs at 
bus stops  Further development will include 
delivery of real time information through 
mobile phones and the internet, as well as  
an expanded number of signs at stops  

Proposal 24

The Mayor, through TfL, and working 
with the London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, including developers, will 
improve bus passengers’ journeys by 
measures, including: 

a)  Incentivising bus operating contracts 
and expanding staff training in order to 
consolidate reliability improvements

b)  Introducing measures such as bus priority 
at critical locations

c)  Ensuring that the appropriate enforcement 
of bus priority is carried out

d)  Implementing the Countdown 2 project 
to deliver expanded access to real 
time information and develop further 
integration with digital communications  
to provide real time bus information
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5.4.4 Bus fleet development

317 The bus fleet has been progressively developed 
with incremental enhancements to passenger 
comfort and security, including upgraded  
seat designs, CCTV throughout each bus, air-
cooling systems and outward-opening doors  
to provide more space in the busiest part of  
the vehicle  Emissions standards are ahead  
of legal requirements  Diesel-electric hybrid 
buses are in service on a trial basis, and all  
new buses entering service from 2012 will  
use hybrid technology  

318 TfL is also seeking to develop an iconic bus 
design with its New Bus for London project  

Proposal 25

The Mayor, through TfL, will upgrade its bus 
fleet to meet increased emissions standards 
and will appoint bus manufacturers as part 
of the New Bus for London project  It is 
intended that the first prototype will enter 
service during 2011 

5.5 Taxis, private hire, coaches 
and community transport
5.5.1 Taxis

319 London’s 22,000 licensed taxis and 25,000 
licensed taxi drivers provide about 200,000 
trips a day to London’s visitors, residents 
and businesses, with the majority of activity 
concentrated in central London  In a 2007 
survey for the London Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry, 93 per cent of business leaders 
regarded a good taxi service as being important 
or very important to the London economy  

320 Although licensed taxi drivers can use most of 
London’s bus lanes, they face much the same 
challenges as other road users in terms of the 
impacts of congestion  Measures outlined 
elsewhere in the strategy to smooth traffic 
flow will therefore be of significant benefit to 
taxi drivers and their passengers  The essence 
of an effective taxi service is the point-to-
point service offered, however, it is important 
that measures to smooth traffic flow also take 
account of the need for kerbside activity at  
the start and end of journeys  

321 London’s taxi service is widely recognised as 
the best in the world  The world-renowned 
Knowledge of London that must be 
demonstrated before a taxi driver is licensed to 
ply for hire, means that these drivers have an 
unparalleled understanding of London’s streets 
and points of interest, as well as pride in their 
profession  The Conditions of Fitness licence 
requirement means that only vehicles which are 
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suitable for taxi work – wheelchair accessible 
and highly manoeuvrable – can be used as  
taxis in London  

322 Taxis are also recognised as a safe and quick 
way of making door-to-door journeys, and are 
particularly valuable for disabled people and 
at times when other public transport is scarce  
TfL is working in partnership with the taxi 
associations to reduce taxi vehicle emissions 
and introduce a new low emission taxi   
This will enable them to play a role in  
improving air quality in London and in  
tackling climate change  

Proposal 26

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the London boroughs and other stakeholders 
will support improvements to the taxi service 
through a number of measures, including: 

a)  Continued highway priority for taxi 
services, for example, access to bus lanes

b)  Reduced taxi vehicle emissions and 
development of low emission taxis

c)  Provision of parking and waiting facilities, 
including rest facilities

d)  Provision of ranks and facilities  
at interchanges

e)  Taxi marshalling

f)  Action against touting and illegal cabs

g)  Improved driving behaviour, to be 
encouraged through the licensing 
procedure of taxi drivers

h)  Ensuring regulated taxi fares changes 
allow drivers and owners to continue to 
recover the costs of providing the taxi 
service and provide a sufficient incentive 
for taxi provision to meet demand,  
in particular at night

i)  Continuous process improvements to 
provide a modern and cost effective 
licensing service

5.5.2 Private hire

323 There are about 50,000 PHVs in London, 
operated by about 2,400 businesses, and 
providing employment for about 54,000 people  
PHVs offer a range of valuable services across 
the Capital, making a similar number of trips 
in total to taxis  The PHV trade is very diverse, 
covering all vehicles1 for up to eight passengers 
offered for hire with the driver  As well as the 
familiar minicabs and people-carriers, this 
includes chauffeur and executive cars, some 
patient transport and school support services 
and a wide range of specialised operators  
Private hire also encompasses a number of 
niche limousine and other bespoke services for 
which little or no alternatives exist  PHV services 
are spread more evenly across London than 
taxi activity  Like taxis, PHVs are particularly 
important at night when other public transport 
is limited  For those travelling with mobility 
impairments, heavy luggage or seeking to reach 
a remote location, PHVs are a good quality, 
value for money solution  

1 Except taxis
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324 All PHV trips must be booked through a 
licensed operator before the start of the 
journey  This means that the customer has an 
opportunity to ensure they get an appropriate 
service at a fair price  The licensing standards 
therefore allow a wider range of vehicles than 
can be accepted as taxis, and drivers take a 
less demanding topographical knowledge test  
Like taxis, all vehicles must be safe and suitable 
for passenger carrying, and drivers must be 
healthy, of good character, with an enhanced 
criminal records check  

325 Licensing of private hire in London is relatively 
new, with operators licensed in 2001, drivers 
from 2003 and vehicles from 2004  PHVs 
cannot drive in bus lanes, although like taxis 
they are exempt from the Congestion Charge 
and are allowed to stop to pick up or set down 
passengers on red routes  The successful PHV 
licensing process has seen an improvement in 
standards across the industry, and along with 
the Safer Travel at Night initiative, licensing has 
reduced the levels of taxi touting and illegal 
cab activity  As the licensed industry matures, 
there may be opportunities to review the 
contribution such services play and reappraise 
the restrictions in force  

Proposal 27

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with the 
London boroughs and other stakeholders, will 
support improvements to private hire services 
(especially minicabs) through the following:

a)  Initiatives that deliver further the success 
of the Safer Travel at Night scheme

b)  Provision of facilities to pick up as well as 
drop off passengers where appropriate

c)  Action against plying for hire, touting,  
un-roadworthy vehicles and illegal cabs

d)  Continuous process improvements to 
provide a modern and cost effective 
licensing service

e)  Lower emissions from PHVs

5.5.3 Coaches

326 Coaches play an important part in London’s 
overall transport system, operating broadly five 
types of service: UK short distance services, 
including commuter coaches; UK long-
distance services; European services; private 
hire or charter services; and airport services  
These services provide a range of benefits 
to London, including supporting the central 
London economy through commuter services, 
and charter services to theatres and other 
attractions  The majority of UK scheduled short 
and long distance services, including European 
scheduled coaches, serve Victoria Coach 
Station, which is directly managed by TfL  The 
organisation will work with coach operators to 
maximise the use of the existing facilities to 
increase capacity, given the anticipated growth 
in demand for coach travel  

327 The provision of a conveniently located coach 
terminal in London is important for both 
operators and passengers  In the longer term, 
the Mayor will work with all relevant partners to 
investigate the feasibility of developing a series 
of coach hubs or the potential for alternative 
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locations for coach station facilities to provide 
easier access to the coach network, while 
retaining good access to central London for 
coach operators  

328 Another challenge for coach operators, 
especially those who provide private hire or 
charter services, is the location and availability 
of pick-up and set down areas and, more 
importantly, parking where drivers can take 

their legally required break from driving  
Ensuring that adequate facilities are available 
is a key function of the London Coach Forum, 
which is coordinated by TfL, and provides a 
valuable engagement mechanism with the 
industry  TfL, working with the boroughs, will 
continue to develop facilities for coaches, 
balancing the needs of coaches with the needs 
of other road users  To support this, the Mayor 
will set out specific coach parking standards 
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to ensure parking at major visitor destinations 
such as hotels, stadia and exhibition venues 
is at appropriate levels to suit their individual 
demand, and help reduce congestion and 
improve visitor safety  

329 TfL also issues London Service Permits for  
local services within London that are not part 
of the London bus network  These include 
some local bus services, sight-seeing tours,  
and some commuter services  Such services  
can also provide useful links in Outer London 
with locations beyond the GLA boundary  

Proposal 28

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the London boroughs, coach operators and 
other stakeholders, will seek to maximise 
the use of the existing facilities to increase 
capacity for coaches, given the anticipated 
growth in demand for their use and to 
develop parking standards for coaches  In 
the longer term, the Mayor will work with all 
relevant partners to investigate the feasibility 
of developing a series of coach hubs or the 
potential for alternative locations for coach 
station facilities to provide easier access to 
the coach network, while retaining good 
access to central London for coach operators 

5.5.4 Community transport

330 Community transport refers to a broad range 
of projects that provide an accessible transport 
service, often aimed at particular sectors, such 
as group travel and social car schemes 

331 The Mayor recognises the role that the 
community transport sector plays in London 
and will continue to engage with it through 
the Community Transport Association  TfL will 
continue to look at ways in which the transport 
facilities provided by the community transport 
sector can be closer coordinated with transport 
facilities provided by the organisation, for 
example, in terms of information provision  

Proposal 29

The Mayor, through TfL, and working 
with the London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, will encourage and support the 
community transport sector’s contribution to 
the development and provision of transport 
services in London 
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5.6 Managing the road network
5.6.1 Introduction

332 London’s road network serves a variety of 
purposes  It is, most obviously, the means by 
which people travel from A to B – by foot, cycle, 
motorcycle, taxi, car, bus – and by which the 
vast majority of freight is moved, accounting 
for over 80 per cent of all trips in London  
The Mayor’s focus on smoothing traffic flow 
applies to all of these user groups  But the road 
network also constitutes a very large proportion 
of London’s public realm, where people can 
relax, socialise and enjoy the atmosphere of 
this world city (this role is discussed in detail 
in the 'better streets' section)  There are 
conflicts between and within these two roles, 
and the Mayor, through TfL, and the boroughs 
will continue to seek to resolve these where 
possible, taking into account the specific 
function and circumstances of the part of the 
road network involved  However, the overriding 
objective is to maximise the efficient use of this 
scarce resource, and this section outlines the 
principal ways in which the Mayor proposes to 
achieve this 

333 Responsibility for managing London’s road 
network is shared between the Highways 
Agency, TfL and the London boroughs:

•	 The Highways Agency manages the M25, 
M1, M11 and M4 motorways

•	 TfL is responsible for the Transport for 
London Road Network (TLRN), the busiest 
and most economically important radial and 
orbital arterial routes crossing the Capital, 
accounting for around five per cent of total 

road length, but carrying more than 30 per 
cent of London’s traffic (see Figure 40)  

•	 The London boroughs are highways and 
traffic authorities for the remaining strategic 
and local roads in their individual borough 

334 TfL manages traffic signals and traffic  
control systems on all roads throughout  
London and, under the Traffic Management 
Act, has a Network Management Duty to 
coordinate traffic management and other 
interventions on the highway, and to facilitate 
the overall movement of people and goods 
across the Capital  

5.6.2 Road congestion

335 Road congestion – manifesting itself in delay, 
poor reliability and low network resilience –  
is a major issue for London’s transport system  
Congestion costs an estimated £2bn in lost 
economic productivity, adversely affects 
Londoners’ quality of life, causes frustration  
to road users, contributes to a deterioration of 
air quality and leads to higher CO2 emissions 

336 Levels of delay, reliability and resilience are 
determined principally by the relationship 
between the supply and demand for road 
space  The supply (also known as the ‘effective 
road capacity’) is determined by the amount 
of physical road space available, junction 
capacity, speed limits, the condition of highway 
infrastructure including traffic signals, the 
volume and duration of road maintenance 
works, utilities works and the incidence of 
vehicle collisions and breakdowns  The demand 
placed upon the network capacity comprises 
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moving vehicles, pedestrians, cyclists, parking 
and loading 

337 Generally speaking, on a largely saturated road 
network as in London, for a given capacity of 
road, as traffic volumes rise, speeds will reduce 
and congestion increases, leading to longer 
journey times, less reliable journeys and lower 
levels of customer satisfaction  In 2008, only 
25 per cent of Londoners were satisfied with 
the levels of traffic congestion 

338 As population and economic activity increases, 
so will pressure on the road network, potentially 
leading to significantly more delay, less reliable 
journey times and reduced resilience of the 
network to planned or unplanned interventions  
These congestion effects, in turn, are likely to 
reduce the productivity and competitiveness of 
the Capital as a whole, and particularly those 
areas where local economies depend on reliable 
road transport, for example, Outer London 
town centres 

339 Delay and journey time reliability vary according 
to route, direction and time of travel, seasonal 
factors, roadworks, traffic lights, planned and 
unplanned events, and traffic volume  Figure 41 
shows the causes of ‘unusual’ severe congestion, 
which affect journey time reliability, by duration 
of delay, as recorded by the London Streets 
Traffic Control Centre  The chart shows that 
almost 40 per cent of ‘unusual congestion’ is 
caused by collisions and vehicle breakdowns,  
and over a third is caused by planned and 
unplanned road works 

340 Poor reliability and predictability of journey 
times means those who use the road network 
have to allow significantly longer for their 
journeys to ensure they reach their destination 
on time  Improving the reliability of journey 
times on the road network (even if average 
delays increase due to rising traffic volumes 
or other factors) is of significant benefit to 
motorists, freight operators and other users of 
the road network  It enables them to predict 
better how long a journey may take, allowing 

Figure 41:  Causes of unusual congestion by proportion of duration

Collisions 31%

Vehicle breakdowns 8%

Local authority planned works 15%

Local authority unplanned works 2%

Utility planned works 11%

Utility unplanned works 8%

Special events 4%

Unplanned events 1%

Other (spillages, etc) 20%

Note: Based on data gathered by the London Traffic Control Centre in 2008/09
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for efficient and economic planning of social 
and commercial activities and to reduce the 
total amount of time they would otherwise 
need to allow to make their journey 

5.6.3 Smoothing traffic flow

341 ‘Smoothing traffic flow’ is the term used for 
the Mayor’s broad approach to managing road 
congestion and, in particular, improving traffic 
journey time reliability and predictability  The 
aim of the smoothing traffic flow approach 
to managing the road network is to improve 
conditions for cyclists and pedestrians as well 
as vehicular traffic 

342 Smoothing traffic flow has six components:

•	 Maximising the efficient and reliable 
operation of the existing road network

•	 Minimising the impact of planned 
interventions on the road network that have 
the potential to disrupt traffic flows

•	 Minimising the disruption caused by 
unplanned events (collisions, emergencies, 
etc) as they occur and returning the 
network to its planned steady state 
operation as soon as possible

•	 Maintaining road network assets in a  
good state of repair in the interests of 
safety and efficiency

•	 Where a net benefit under proposal 35 can 
be shown, developing the road network

•	 Achieving targeted modal shift from 
car journeys to more sustainable modes 
(supported by the improvements in public 
transport, walking and cycling conditions 

and smarter travel measures and the 
continued operation of the central London 
Congestion Charging scheme in the original 
area, provided for in chapter five)

343 As outlined in section 5 27, the Mayor 
proposes to remove the Western Extension of 
the Congestion Charging zone  The removal 
of the zone is part of the Mayor’s broader 
transport strategy  This includes the proposals 
to better manage and smooth traffic flow,  
as set out below, to mitigate the potential 
effects of removal on congestion and emissions 
on the road network formerly covered by the 
charging zone  

5.6.4 Maximising the efficient and 
reliable operation of the road network

344 The poor reliability of journey times means 
those who need or wish to use the network 
have to plan for the ‘worst case’ scenario when 
predicting how long their journey may take  
This makes for the inefficient and uneconomic 
use of time and energy in respect of ordinary 
day-to-day activities and can lead to journeys 
being predicted to last for longer than the 
actual average journey time  Increasing the 
reliability of journey times on the road network 
(even if average journey times are increased by 
increased traffic volume) can result in motorists 
having a better prediction of how long a 
journey may take that is closer to the actual 
average journey time  

345 The Mayor and TfL, working closely with the 
boroughs, will therefore manage, as far as is 
reasonably practical, the overall road network 
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and prioritise measures that improve the 
reliability of journey times 

Proposal 30

The Mayor, through TfL, and working 
with the London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, will introduce measures to 
smooth traffic flow to manage congestion 
(delay, reliability and network resilience) for 
all people and freight movements on the 
road network, and maximise the efficiency of 
the network  These measures will include: 

a)  Further investment in intelligent traffic 
control systems (such as the urban 
traffic control system, SCOOT) and the 
infrastructure to support them

b)  Allowing motorcycles and scooters to use 
TLRN bus lanes subject to a trial period 
and evaluating its impact 

c)  Upgrading, rationalising or removing 
traffic management equipment and 
optimising timings at signal controlled 
junctions to keep traffic moving 

d)  Working with the DfT to pilot and 
develop the concept of pedestrian 
countdown at traffic signals to optimise 
the amount of ‘green time’ for both 
pedestrians and road traffic

e)  Planning and implementing a targeted 
programme of improvements to the 
existing road network, including junction 
upgrades to improve traffic flow on the 
most congested sections of the network, 
and to improve conditions for all road users

346 A key component in the future management of 
the road network is to increase the knowledge 
of how the network operates and to employ 
the most effective solutions and technological 
developments to ensure its efficient operation  
To do this, TfL will continue to develop its 
state-of-the-art dynamic traffic control system 
ensuring that the system grows in capability 
as the next generation of technological 
advances allow it to do so cost-effectively  
This will bring together real time operational 
data, historic analysis and predictive modelling 
to more effectively respond to planned and 
unplanned disruption, and to proactively 
manage the available road capacity in real 
time; for example, through increased on-street 
control and by providing real time information 
to drivers in a way that supports their journey 
decisions  This capability will be deployed more 
widely across the Capital, to better manage 
the road traffic effects of expected economic 
and population growth and to support the 
development of Outer London  

347 In the period of the strategy, consideration 
will be given to the increased use of real time 
communications from vehicle to vehicle, and 
between vehicles and on-street infrastructure 
and a central traffic management control 
system  The development of intelligent 
transportation systems (ITS) technology will 
allow the upgrading of London’s traffic signal 
network  The aim is to create a state-of-the-
art traffic signal control system for the 21st 
century capable of maximising the efficient  
use of road capacity in London 
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Proposal 31

The Mayor, through TfL, and working 
with the London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, will utilise advances in 
ITS technology to better manage the 
road network, improve real time traffic 
management capability, lay the foundations 
for communication with in-vehicle systems 
and develop state-of-the-art traffic signal 
control systems  

5.6.5 Minimising the impact of  
planned interventions 

348 Every year there are over half a million 
roadworks on London’s road network that cause 
traffic disruption  Many of these are unplanned 
emergencies  A substantial proportion, however, 
are planned (for example, scheduled utility 
works, highway maintenance activities or special 
events)  Customer surveys show a low level of 
satisfaction with how the works are managed 
and the time taken for their completion  
Minimising disruption caused by these activities 
is a particular priority for the Mayor  

349 Under its Network Management Duty, TfL 
will facilitate cooperation between TfL, the 
boroughs and utility companies to minimise 
disruption to the existing road network for 
all road users in London  The Mayor’s overall 
approach is twofold:

•	 To improve cooperation and communication 
between highways authorities and works 
promoters to improve the coordination  
of roadworks  

•	 To develop incentives for works promoters 
to reduce (or eliminate) the time they spend 
digging up roads and disrupting traffic

350 As a first step towards more effective 
coordination, TfL has developed an information 
system known as ‘LondonWorks’ that shows 
the location of all works on its roads and the 
surrounding network  This will enable action 
to coordinate and effect the management 
by contractors of these roadworks thereby 
reducing their adverse impacts on traffic 
flows and journey times  In addition, the 
Mayor’s Code of Conduct for Roadworks 
has brought together TfL and the main 
companies responsible for utility works on 
London’s major roads, to improve cooperation 
and coordination  The Code of Conduct will 
be extended to other utility companies and 
boroughs with their agreement 

351 A new roadworks permit scheme has been 
introduced that will ensure roadworks are 
planned in an efficient and integrated manner 
where possible, and are carried out quickly  The 
permit sets out when works can take place, 
the length of time allocated, days and times 
on which road space will be made available to 
contractors, as well as specifying penalties for 
not keeping within the agreed restrictions  

352 The Mayor, through TfL, will work towards 
implementing a ‘lane rental’ scheme for 
works promoters wanting to dig up the most 
congested roads in the Capital  The rental 
charge would reflect the cost to the economy 
of taking temporary possession of road 
capacity  It would aim to incentivise works 
promoters to reduce the number and duration 
of roadworks, and quicken the development of 
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techniques to minimise disruption  The scheme 
would identify key junctions, times of the day 
and network links, where roadworks can cause 
significant traffic congestion  The lane rental 
scheme, together with penalties for delay, 
would help to ensure that any organisation 
wanting to dig up the city's roads would  
make every effort to cause as little disruption 
as possible 

Proposal 32

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the London boroughs and utility companies, 
will seek to minimise the adverse impact of 
planned interventions on the road network 
on the movement of people and goods, by:

a)  Strengthening the Mayor’s Code of 
Conduct for Roadworks to further improve 
coordination between different highway 
authorities and utilities across London

b)  Utilising ‘LondonWorks’ to improve 
roadworks planning, coordination and 
information availability

c)  Encouraging collaboration between utility 
companies and the use of innovative road 
engineering techniques such as minimum 
dig technology and temporary plating over 
roadworks

d)  Implementing the concept of ‘lane rental’ 
charges for utilities to reflect the value 
of their temporary possession of road 
capacity (in terms of cost of delay to the 
road user) and to incentivise reductions  
in the duration of roadworks

5.6.6 Minimising disruption from 
unplanned events

353 There will always be unplanned events and 
situations affecting the operation of the 
road network which cannot be planned for in 
advance, for example, emergencies, vehicle 
collisions, breakdowns and burst water mains  

354 The adverse impacts of these events can be 
minimised by highway authorities and other 
agencies involved in the management of the 
road network, by: 

•	 Developing physical capabilities and services 
to respond to events 

•	 Reducing and mitigating the impacts through 
effective real time traffic management 

•	 Taking appropriate remedial actions on  
the ground 

•	 Providing effective real time information 

•	 Developing pre-arranged plans to deal with 
events which can cause high risks to the 
safety of the public when they occur 

355 How these unplanned interventions that 
adversely affect the normal operation of the 
road network are managed has a direct impact 
on the resulting levels of traffic disruption  
Highway and traffic authorities, the police and 
utilities therefore have an important role in 
identifying the potential causes of unplanned 
events, minimising response and clear-up times, 
and effectively managing traffic around such 
incidents to minimise disruption 
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356 Improving the accessibility and availability of 
customer information about when and how to 
travel, and how to avoid as far as practicable 
the impact of incidents and interventions on the 
network, can improve Londoners’ ability to move 
around the city reliably  This can include better 
information about incidents before journeys 
begin (for example, through media available in 
homes, offices and shopping centres), once they 
are underway (for example, through improved 
radio announcements), and in the immediate 
vicinity of the event (for example, through the 
use of variable message signs) 

Proposal 33

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the London boroughs and other stakeholders, 
will improve the real time management of 
unplanned interventions and incidents on the 
road network, and improve communications to 
minimise the disruption and raise levels of public 
satisfaction with road network management 

5.6.7 Maintaining road network assets 
for safety and efficiency

357 London’s roads, pavements, bridges, tunnels 
and traffic control systems represent billions 
of pounds worth of public assets  Maintaining 
them in a state of good repair is vital for the 
safe and efficient operation of the network and 
to achieve a good quality of life and economic 
productivity 

358 Customer satisfaction with the physical condition 
of roads and pavements in London is generally 
higher than that for the management of traffic 

and roadworks, and has remained stable at 50 
per cent in recent years  However, roads are  
vital public spaces which all of us use every 
day  The condition of roads and pavements is 
therefore fundamental to the quality of the 
urban environment  

Proposal 34

The Mayor, through TfL, and working 
with the London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, will work in collaboration to 
maintain cost-effectively London’s road 
network assets in a good state of repair in 
order to maximise their operational safety 
and effectiveness, and to promote road user 
satisfaction  This will include:

a)  Conducting programmes for the 
maintenance of roads, pavements, 
bridges, tunnels and traffic systems so 
that the TLRN and borough road network 
is serviceable

b)  Ensuring highway structures are 
inspected regularly

c)  Developing a Tunnels Safety Enhancement 
Programme taking account of, among 
other matters, fire risks, lighting, 
communications and surveillance 

5.6.8 Developing the road network

359 Due to limited space, the approach taken in 
London is generally ‘to get more’ from the 
existing road network rather than conducting 
a comprehensive road building or widening 
programme  However, the strategy recognises 
the potential need for local road capacity 
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enhancements in certain circumstances, such 
as river crossings (see section 5 8), where there 
can be demonstrated an overall net benefit 
against the criteria set out proposal 35, below  
This approach is consistent with London Plan 
policy 6 12 

Proposal 35

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the London boroughs and other stakeholders 
will give consideration to new road schemes 
where there is an overall net benefit when 
judged against the following criteria: 

a)  The contribution to London’s sustainable 
development/regeneration including 
improved connectivity

b)  The extent to which congestion (average 
vehicle delay, unreliable journey times and 
poor levels of network resilience) is reduced

c)  How net benefit to London’s environment 
can be provided

d)  How conditions for pedestrians, cyclists, 
public transport users, freight transport 
and local residents can be improved

e)  How safety for all is improved

All proposals will demonstrate how any 
disbenefits will be mitigated 

5.6.9 Outcomes

360 The measures to smooth traffic flow described 
previously will directly tackle the causes of 
growth-induced congestion on London’s road 
network  They are supported by measures 
elsewhere in the strategy to improve and 

promote mode shift towards public transport, 
walking and cycling 

361 However, the precise effectiveness of this 
complete package of measures over the 20 year 
period of the strategy is uncertain  The level and 
distribution of any such growth-induced delay 
and deterioration of journey time reliability by 
2031 will be dependent upon future investment 
and travel patterns, neither of which are 
precisely known  In addition, during this period 
there is expected to be continuing technical 
and social change that will affect the pattern of 
demand for road space and the way in which the 
road network can be managed  

362 Furthermore, people’s behavioural responses 
and increased use of sustainable modes in the 
future may differ from their responses today  
For example, as a result of reduced rate and/or 
free public transport fares, today’s children and 
teenagers in London make greater use of public 
transport than their predecessors – and could 
continue this higher level of use into adulthood, 
inspired further by the behavioural legacy of the 
2012 Games  As a result rates of car ownership 
and use may be lower than today’s levels  

363 Because of these uncertainties, the effectiveness of 
the proposals in the strategy may be greater than 
can be quantified using conventional techniques 

364 Figure 42 illustrates the potential effectiveness 
of the transport strategy on reducing average 
vehicle delays on the road network, showing 
both the estimated level (in dark blue) 
and possible greater levels of effectiveness 
that might be achieved  Although a better 
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Figure 42:  Mitigation of increased road congestion (average vehicle delay)

understanding of journey time reliability is 
being gained rapidly through TfL’s traffic 
monitoring processes, still too little is known 
to usefully forecast levels of future reliability  
Improvements to journey time reliability, while 
expected, are therefore not shown  If the 

measures in the strategy achieve their maximum 
effectiveness then further interventions would 
not be required, however, with lower levels of 
effectiveness there would be a need for further 
interventions in the longer term 

The policy measures shown in this figure will also improve journey time reliability which is a priority for Londoners and is the strategic outcome 
measure for ‘smoothing traffic flow’. The relative effectiveness of these interventions will also vary spatially, for example between the CAZ, Inner and 
Outer London  
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Spotlight

Managing roadworks
It is estimated there are around 500,000 
holes dug in London’s roads each year  Until 
recently there was limited ability to control the 
roadworks taking place in London  This imposed 
unacceptable costs in terms of congestion and 
damage to the road surface 

The London Permit Scheme began in January 
2010, with the immediate support of TfL and 18 
London boroughs, and expressions of interest 
from other boroughs have followed  The scheme 
aims to ensure that roadworks are undertaken 
in the least disruptive manner, are completed as 
quickly as possible, and are coordinated so all 
works required at a single location take place at 
the same time, wherever practical  In its first three 
months of operation, TfL approved around 12,000 
applications to undertake works on the TLRN; 
1,800 were refused  This alone will have reduced 
the overall number of roadworks occurring and 

level of disruption being experienced on London’s 
busiest main roads  

The Mayor wishes to introduce a targeted lane 
rental scheme  This scheme would apply charges to 
those undertaking roadworks at the busiest time 
of the day and on the most congested parts of the 
network  These charges could be avoided by works 
promoters if, for example, they undertook works at 
non traffic sensitive times or employed innovative 
working practices to allow the carriageway to 
return to traffic use at peak times  

The objective of the scheme would be to focus 
on the most congested roads in London and 
the most important pinch points on the TLRN 
and aim to reduce the volume and duration of 
roadworks  The scheme would incentivise works 
promoters by using charges that reflect the value 
of their temporary possession of road capacity  
(in terms of cost of delay to the road user) 
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5.7 The Blue Ribbon Network
5.7.1 Introduction

365 The Blue Ribbon Network encompasses the 
Thames, the canals, tributary rivers, streams, 
docks, reservoirs and lakes within London (as 
shown in Figure 43), a considerable proportion 
of which is navigable by passenger and freight 
vessels  Building on the policies in the London 
Plan, the strategy aims to maximise the 
network’s potential for passenger and freight 
services, thereby relieving other congested  
and crowded modes 

5.7.2 Making better use of the Thames 
for passenger services 

366 The Thames has been a strategic asset for 
London throughout its history, providing a vital 
link for people and goods  Currently, London’s 
river traffic comprises a variety of freight and 
passenger services for commuters and tourists  
At present, services operate from 22 piers 
between Putney and Woolwich, nine of which 
are under TfL management  

367 ‘Riverbus’ services provide a comfortable, 
accessible and occasionally faster alternative 
to other modes for those within the catchment 
zone of piers  In 2008/09 nearly 900,000 
journeys were made by peak-time commuters 
on the river  Demand has increased by over 
600,000 journeys since 2003/04, driven by 
riverside property development and commercial 
developments in the Docklands, as well as 
improvements to services part-funded by 
TfL, boroughs and developers  In comparison 

with land-based public transport, scheduled 
commuter services may not be as cost-
effective to provide, and can produce higher 
carbon emissions per passenger  However, if 
loadings increase, the per capita economic 
and environmental costs will fall  As further 
residential, commercial and leisure facilities 
develop in the Thames Gateway as well as 
west London, river services may become more 
popular, making better use of new and existing 
capacity  Including leisure trips, a total of five 
million passenger journeys are estimated to 
have been made on the Thames in London  
in 2009/10  

368 In order to maximise the potential of the 
river in the build-up to the 2012 Games and 
beyond, the Mayor has led the development of 
a ‘River Concordat’ between the Port of London 
Authority (PLA), British Waterways, ODA, boat 
operators, pier owners, riparian boroughs, 
TfL, the LDA and other organisations with an 
interest in improving passenger services on 
the Thames  The River Concordat Action Plan 
identifies six core workstreams: 

•	 Providing an integrated and enhanced 
service for the 2012 Olympic Games 

•	 Increasing pier provision 

•	 Improving service quality

•	 Integrating ticketing with land transport 

•	 Improving pier signage 

•	 Improving passenger information 
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Figure 43: The London Blue Ribbon Network
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River Thames

1. Grand Union Canal
2. River Brent
3. Silk Stream
4. Pymmes Brook
5. Moselle Brook
6. Regents Canal
7. River Lee Navigation
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10. River Rom
11. Ingrebourne River
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13. Hogsmill River
14. Beverley Brook

15. River Wandle
16. Ravensbourne River
17. River Cray

Note: Not all tributaries 
are shown

369 The following supporting areas are also being 
given consideration:

•	 Boat yard provision

•	 Skills 

•	 More reliable management information

•	 Reducing the environmental impact of 
services

370 Early outcomes of the concordat include a 
new direct service between Canary Wharf and 
London Bridge and the extension of Oyster 
pay as you go ticketing on Thames Clippers’ 

services  Work is ongoing to further integrate 
ticketing and passenger information with 
other modes of transport  Lack of customer 
awareness of services on the river has been 
cited as one of the key barriers to greater use  
Better signage at public transport interchanges 
and inclusion within the Legible London 
wayfinding system may encourage more people 
to use river services  Improved branding will 
help customers choose the most appropriate 
service for their needs 

371 Feasibility work undertaken by TfL has 
identified scope for additional passenger 
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services in east London, to complement 
public transport networks  Potential exists 
to connect new developments on either side 
of the river with each other, the Docklands 
and central London  These would improve 
cross-river connectivity, capacity and boost 
the local economy  In the short-term, this 
could include new services between North 
Greenwich (The O2) and East India pier, as 
well as enhancements to the Woolwich Ferry  
There may also be demand for a new vehicle 
ferry service serving Gallions Reach  Further 
consideration to river crossings in east London 
is given in section 5 8 

372 Options for increasing passenger use of the river 
will be explored over the period of this strategy 
through the sub-regional planning process, 
development planning, as well as through the  
on-going work of the concordat  Proposals  
for new services from developers, operators,  
local and central Government and other agencies, 
will be welcomed by the Mayor  Sustained 
commitment will be required from these partners 
to ensure services remain viable over the course  
of the MTS 

Proposal 36

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the Port of London Authority, ODA, boat 
operators, pier owners, riparian boroughs 
and other interested parties, will continue  
by means of the River Concordat to work  
to enable the development of London’s river 
services to reach their full potential and to 
better integrate river services into the land-
based public transport network 

373 Additionally, there may be scope for a new 
passenger cruise terminal on the Thames  
where there is capacity to accommodate large 
vessels, which is supported by London Plan 
policy 7 26  A new terminal could also support 
London’s tourism and aid local regeneration 
schemes, although the location would have  
to be considered in light of other proposals, 
such as new river crossings 

5.7.3 Pier capacity and supporting 
infrastructure

374 A Pier Plan, commissioned by the LDA, has 
reviewed the current status of piers from 
Putney to the Thames Gateway region and 
made recommendations for where additional 
pier capacity should be located  

375 The most pressing need for more pier capacity 
is in central London where demand is highest, 
and competition for space between leisure 
and commuter services is the greatest  TfL 
will extend Tower Millennium Pier and the 
concordat’s pier capacity workstream is 
developing low-cost solutions to enable the 
expansion of other central London piers 

376 Outside central London, TfL will undertake 
feasibility work to identify if there is a need to 
build new piers at North Greenwich and Canary 
Wharf to relieve existing facilities  Further 
opportunities for new piers will be explored by 
the pier capacity workstream in line with the 
Pier Plan and in conjunction with developers, 
pier owners and other stakeholders; funding 
will be sought from a range of sources  
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377 The concordat’s pier capacity workstream is 
also developing pier amenity standards to help 
ensure more consistent levels of service across 
the network 

378 New river traffic management facilities may  
also help optimise pier use and reduce conflicts 
between different passenger services  However, 
this may entail alterations to the current 
regulatory framework and would require the full 
participation of partners in the River Concordat 
and Government 

379 The Mayor also recognises the need for 
sufficient supporting infrastructure for 
waterborne transport – both passenger and 
freight  In particular the need for boat yards 
to inspect, service and repair vessels  A report 
conducted by the GLA in 2007 identified 
the lack of suitable facilities in London and 
recommended that at least one additional 
facility be developed to cater for the larger 
vessels operating on the Thames 

Proposal 37

The Mayor, through TfL, and working 
with the London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, will encourage the provision 
of more pier capacity, particularly in central 
London and will seek financial support for 
new piers when considering development 
proposals in the vicinity of the Thames  The 
Mayor, through TfL, will also work with the 
Port of London Authority, boroughs and 
operators to identify and promote suitable 
boat yard facilities in London 

5.7.4 Making better use of other rivers 
and canals for passenger services 

380 Current infrastructure investment in the 
waterways surrounding the Olympic Park 
site, together with increased marketing and 
promotion is intended to leave a legacy of 
increased recreational use  Opportunities to 
provide leisure cruises around the park following 
the 2012 Games are currently being explored 

381 Concordat partners including British Waterways, 
the ODA and boroughs can help identify 
opportunities to increase use of other waterways 
in London such as the River Lee Navigation and 
Grand Union Canal  Where passenger services 
on these waterways are viable they will likely be 
for leisure use, as journey times are generally 
slow  New or expanded service provision will 
be dependent on potential demand and local 
environmental impacts 

382 There are also opportunities to improve 
pedestrian and cycle access to the Blue Ribbon 
Network and improve the quality of towpaths  
for a range of leisure and non-leisure trips 

5.7.5 Making better use of rivers and 
canals for waterborne freight 

383 The Mayor recognises that transporting freight 
(including waste) by water is a less damaging 
option environmentally and can help ease the 
impacts of congestion on the road network  
The shift from road freight to waterborne 
freight and increasing goods transported (by 
tonnage) from the current 1 84m tonnes 
per year is an important element in reducing 
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Case study

Improving passenger services  
on the Thames
The Thames is a great highway through 
central London but has been under-utilised 
for regular passenger travel for a number of 
decades  The Mayor has instigated, through 
’By the river‘1, a concerted effort by TfL, the 
boroughs,  operators and encourages third 
party investment to change this by: increasing 
the number of piers and improving them, 
operating new services at higher frequencies, 
introducing new, faster boats and providing 
better information  The two main operators, 
Thames Clippers and TEC, now run a number  
of regular services, from Woolwich in the east 
to Putney in the west  

As a result, more and more people are 
discovering the river as a viable, attractive 
alternative to often congested Tube services, 
buses and roads for travelling to work and for 

leisure opportunities in central London, the Isle 
of Dogs and North Greenwich  Since 2003/04, 
river commuting has tripled from under 
300,000 trips to nearly 900,000 in 2008/09 

Through participation in the River Concordat, 
Thames Clippers accepted Oyster pay as 
you go on its services in November 2009, 
allowing further integration with other public 
transport modes in London  The operator has 
recently launched new direct services to the 
Docklands from London Bridge pier and service 
patterns are designed around the needs of rail 
passengers interchanging from the mainline 
station  Therefore fast ferry services now provide 
a feasible alternative to the Jubilee line for 
Docklands workers, operating high frequency 
departures every 10 minutes in the peak 

1  ‘By the river’, launched by the Mayor in 2009, introduces the River Concordat and other riparian initiatives 
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vehicle emissions and improving the quality of 
life in London  The Port of London within the 
Greater London boundary remains a significant 
port facility, handling a range of goods 

384 Water transport is particularly suited to bulk 
movements of relatively low value cargoes for 
which speed is less critical, aggregates and 
waste/recyclates are prime examples  Within 
London there are also other cargos such as 
sugar, vehicle parts, metals, timber, foodstuffs, 
fuel, oil and other bulk liquids  Water 
transport is also well-suited to construction 
and demolition activities connected with 
building development  In the Olympic Park at 
Stratford, waterways have been upgraded so 
construction material can be transported by 
water rather than road  The new Three Mills 
Lock in Bromley by Bow can accommodate 
barges weighing up to 350 tonnes (equivalent 
to 17 average HGV loads)  

385 Future potential for such movements include 
major construction projects such as Crossrail 
and the Thames Tideway Sewers  A range of 
Government grants are available to operators 
to offset both capital and operational costs  

386 Increasing waterborne freight will also depend 
on the availability of wharf facilities to transfer 
cargo between land and water  The Mayor has 
safeguarded 50 such wharves on the Thames 
and tidal tributaries and London Plan policy 
will ensure that these sites are maintained  
and used for waterborne freight (including 
waste) transport  

387 This strategy supports the retention of these 
wharves  Furthermore, the Mayor believes 
that there is potential for additional transfer 
from road to water, particularly for deliveries to 
central and west London  This will necessitate 
the reactivation of some of the safeguarded 
wharves that are not currently in use, and 
may require the addition of further wharves 
in appropriate locations to serve this demand  
Road access will also be a consideration at 
these sites  

388 TfL has researched the opportunities for 
freight transport on London’s canal network 
and, along with British Waterways will promote 
these opportunities further  This will involve 
the consideration of whether to safeguard a 
number of wharves on the canal network 

Proposal 38

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the Port of London Authority, London 
boroughs and operators, will seek to ensure 
that existing safeguarded wharves are fully 
utilised for waterborne freight (including 
waste), and will examine the potential to 
increase the use of the Thames and  
London’s canal network for waterborne 
freight transport  
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5.8 River crossings
389 Historically, there have been fewer river crossings 

in east London than in the west, due to the width 
of the river, the types of existing land use and the 
extent of shipping activity east of Tower Bridge  
This has resulted in limited interaction between 
the residential population and businesses on 
either side of the river, and is one of the factors 
contributing to lower land values 

390 As the economy of east London has changed, 
developments such as Canary Wharf, ExCel and 
The O2 have increased the demand for travel 
across the river significantly  Many of the large 
new economic drivers for London are located 
in east London, with the majority of these lying 
north of the river, such as the Olympic Park and 
adjacent Stratford City development, Canary 
Wharf, ExCel and City airport  Access to these 
growing destinations from southeast London  
can be difficult due to the barrier effect of  
the Thames  

391 Over the last 20 years progress has been made 
on rail and passenger ferry crossings  The DLR 
extensions to Lewisham and Woolwich Arsenal 
and the Jubilee line extension have created new 
river crossings and proved very successful in 
improving cross-river connectivity  These will be 
followed by the upgraded East London line in 
2010 and Crossrail in 2017  

392 The Mayor supports improving the opportunities 
for pedestrians and cyclists to cross the Thames in 
east London, currently limited to the Greenwich 
and Woolwich foot tunnels and the Woolwich 
Ferry  In the shorter term, there is the potential 

to make greater use of existing passenger ferries, 
but the potential for new fixed links will be 
explored whether for pedestrians and cycles only, 
or in conjunction with other modes  Schemes 
could include provision of new and enhanced 
passenger/cycle ferries, new fixed links, or 
innovative solutions such as cable cars, where 
these could be appropriate  These crossings would 
provide alternatives for local journeys on existing 
crossings and free-up capacity for longer distance 
travel on the Tube and DLR routes  

393 In addition, the Mayor is committed to ensuring 
that where new or improved cross-river 
pedestrian, cycle and public transport links exist, 
car drivers, who could switch their journeys 
to more sustainable modes, are encouraged 
to do so to reduce the number of car trips at 
congested crossings  Freight journeys can be 
timed to avoid peak hours through improved 
journey planning and supply chain interventions 
such as DSPs  Other measures, such as 
consolidation centres and modal shift to rail 
and water, proposed elsewhere in this strategy 
(see sections 5 2, 5 7 and 5 24) will also reduce 
freight traffic in peak hours 

394 However, there will continue to be a need for 
some journeys to be undertaken by vehicle, in 
particular commercial traffic and the movement 
of goods and the provision of services to support 
a growing economy in east London  Drivers are 
heavily dependent on the congested Blackwall 
and Rotherhithe tunnels, each of which have 
restrictions on the size of vehicle which can use 
them, and the Woolwich Ferry  Beyond London, 
the Dartford crossing, forming part of the M25 
orbital motorway, also regularly operates at, or 
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close to, capacity  There is little resilience in the 
event of an incident at one of these crossings, 
and local businesses, particularly in southeast 
London, suffer from this unreliability  The 
projected increases in jobs and population in the 
Thames Gateway will increase the problem of 
highway congestion and road network resilience 
at river crossings further  The Mayor is therefore 
supportive of additional road-based river 
crossings in east London as part of a package  
of transport improvements  

395 The Woolwich Ferry has a lower capacity than 
a fixed road crossing, but nevertheless provides 
an essential cross-river link for some road 
users, particularly HGVs and commercial traffic 
crossing the river due to vehicle restrictions at 
the Blackwall and Rotherhithe tunnels and at 
Tower Bridge  The vessels and landing stages are 
coming towards the end of their life, and there is 
an opportunity to replace the existing equipment 
with more efficient modern vessels  

396 The recent TfL review of potential river 
crossing sites and options indentified several 
areas where more investigation and work is 
warranted  The package of river crossings will 
have regard to the needs of all potential users, 
including vehicles, freight, public transport, 
walking and cycling  The package of new river 
crossings in east London is shown in Figure 44  

397 A range of funding options are available for 
crossings  For example, tolling on highway 
crossings (section 5 27, see proposal 130 and 
chapter eight) could both help to finance the 
construction of schemes, as well as providing  
a means of managing traffic demand 

Proposal 39

The Mayor, through TfL, and working 
with the London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, will take forward a package of 
river crossings in east London, including:

a)  A new fixed link at Silvertown to provide 
congestion relief to the Blackwall Tunnel 
and provide local links for vehicle traffic

b)   An upgraded Woolwich Ferry and 
consideration of a new vehicle ferry at 
Gallions Reach to improve connectivity

c)  Local links to improve connections for 
pedestrians and cyclists

d)   Consideration of a longer-term fixed link at 
Gallions Reach to improve connectivity for 
local traffic, buses, cyclists and to support 
economic development in this area 

e)  The encouragement of modal shift from 
private cars to public transport, using 
new rail links including High Speed One 
domestic services, Crossrail and the  
DLR extension to Woolwich, reducing 
road demand, and so road congestion  
at river crossings, where possible

f)  Support for Government proposals to 
reduce congestion at the Dartford crossing
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New vehicle ferry  
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Potential lower 
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or downstream of, 
Dartford (study  
being led by the DfT)

Support for maximising the 
impact of new rail crossings

Long-term fixed link 
at Gallions Reach

Crossrail

Local links to improve  
pedestrian and cycle access

Figure 44: Options for new river crossings in east London
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5.9 A more accessible 
transport system 
5.9.1 Enhancing the physical 
accessibility of the transport system

398 This section, together with section 7 2 
(Accessibility Implementation Plan),  
constitutes the Mayor’s proposals for the 
provision of transport which is accessible to 
persons with mobility problems as required  
by the GLA Act 1999  

399 London’s transport system is one of the 
oldest in the world  The legacy is a large, 
comprehensive system, but also, in places, 
notably the Tube and rail networks, one which 
does not fully meet the accessibility needs of 
Londoners, particularly mobility or sensory 
impaired people  

400 Much is being done to address this issue (see 
spotlight on transport accessibility)  TfL’s 
Business Plan sets out transport projects that 
are committed to be delivered before 2020, 
many of which will improve the physical 
accessibility of London’s transport system  
In particular, Crossrail will revolutionise the 
accessibility of central London with step-free 
interchanges at key stations such as Bond 
Street and Tottenham Court Road  In addition, 
accessibility improvements will be delivered 
as part of the Tube upgrades (for example, 
addressing platform-train interface and 
installing platform humps at key locations) as 
well as step-free access at key 2012 Games 
Underground stations and through major 
interchange schemes for example, Bank and 

Victoria – all building on the foundation of 
step-free stations already in place  Major 
redevelopment proposals such as Elephant 
& Castle and Brent Cross/Cricklewood will 
also provide an opportunity for further 
improvements in station accessibility  

401 The DfT’s Access for All programme, 
augmented by Crossrail and other committed 
investment, will increase coverage of step-
free access (from street to platform) to 46 per 
cent of rail stations in London by 2017  This 
equates to 160 step-free stations in 2017, 
compared to 101 (31 per cent) in 2010  The 
process allows for TfL to influence the DfT’s 
draft suggestions, which has successfully 
been done for each ‘tranche’ announced to 
date  The East London line extension and 
North London line enhancements will provide 
a number of new and upgraded step-free 
stations on the London Overground network  

402 As the Tube network is renewed, it will be 
made more accessible  New trains to be 
introduced on most Underground lines 
will comply with Rail Vehicle Accessibility 
Regulations (RVAR), and Underground  
station refurbishments will provide or include, 
for example:

•	 Audible and visual information on all 
platforms and in all ticket halls 

•	 Improved handrails to ensure appropriate 
heights and designs and provide a visual 
contrast with the wall 

•	 Improved steps and stairs to provide a visual 
contrast at the leading edge of each riser 
and tread 
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Spotlight

Transport accessibility for all
Progress has been achieved in recent years in 
terms of the accessibility of transport services  
Currently, all buses in London are low-floor,  
about 20 per cent of Tube stations and a third 
of National Rail/London Overground stations 
are step-free from street to platform, and all 
DLR and Tramlink stations and vehicles are  
fully accessible  

The DfT’s Access for All programme, alongside 
Crossrail and enhancements to the London 
Overground network, will provide step-free 
access coverage at 46 per cent of rail stations  
in London, by 2017  

As the Tube network is renewed, it will be 
made more accessible: new trains will comply 
with RVAR and capacity enhancements at the 
busiest stations on the network will provide 
accessibility improvements  All Tube stations will 
be refurbished with tactile markings and colour-
contrasted handrails  

However, there is even more to do to make 
London’s transport system fully accessible for all  
The strategy will deliver further improvements, to: 

•		Journey	planning	and	information	(for	example,	
real time bus information via mobile phone or 
the internet) 

•		Streets	and	town	centre	areas	 
(for example, balanced streets) 

•		Better	bus	stop	accessibility	(for	example,	
removal of street clutter around bus stops) 

•		Public	transport	staff	and	passenger	helpfulness,	
behaviour and attitude (for example, wider 
availability of staff to assist passengers) 

•		Further	station	and	train	accessibility	
improvement (for example, new trains, Crossrail) 

•		Door-to-door	services	(for	example,	 
new vehicles for Dial-a-Ride)
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•	 Removing, modifying or highlighting 
obstructions 

•	 Providing a visual contrast between  
Help and Information points and the 
surrounding walls 

•	 Installing induction loops at every Help  
and Information point and providing 
'listening points' for hearing aid users at 
some bigger stations 

•	 Improving lighting and public address systems 

•	 Improving signs and wayfinding to help 
people navigate around stations and trains, 
including expanding use of pictograms 

•	 Installing tactile warning surfaces on every 
platform and on all staircases 

•	 Increasing the amount of seating in ticket 
halls, on platforms and in long corridors  
and walkways 

•	 Providing more priority seating on trains, at 
stations, in ticket halls and on platforms 

•	 Further improving the safety and security 
of stations by increasing the coverage and 
quality of CCTV, providing safer waiting 
areas at specific stations with Help and 
Information points in every ticket hall and 
corridor and on every platform 

•	 Providing accessible unisex toilets at all 
step-free stations where toilets already exist 

403 In addition, trials of platform humps have been 
successfully completed, and are being rolled-
out across the Tube system as new rolling 
stock is introduced, as well as using other 
infrastructure changes to provide level access 
on to trains  

404 Improvements to the accessibility of the street 
environment are important to complement 
station access enhancements and are crucial 
to the whole journey approach  With limited 
resources available, a joined-up approach will 
be required  

405 The increasing numbers of mobility scooters 
used by mobility impaired people for trips 
in London should continue to be supported 
through an accessible street environment and 
targeted enhancements with regard to the 
safety of all road and pavement users  

Proposal 40

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with the 
DfT, Network Rail, the London boroughs and 
others will improve the physical accessibility 
of the transport system by prioritising 
step-free access at strategic interchanges, 
improving street accessibility in town centres 
and around accessible stations and maximising 
the accessibility benefits of new transport 
schemes, such as Crossrail  In doing so, the 
Mayor will seek to maximise the benefits of 
investment by ensuring that resources are 
focused on improving accessibility for the 
maximum number of people, while ensuring 
an equitable balance across London 

406 In particular, it will be important to maximise 
the benefits of the accessible bus fleet as this 
is a relatively quick and cost effective way of 
enhancing physical accessibility to the transport 
system throughout London  

407 The Mayor recognises that the Blue Badge 
parking scheme has contributed significantly 
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to expanding travel opportunities for those 
with severe mobility difficulties  He supports 
the provision of priority parking places for 
Blue Badge holders, particularly in town centre 
locations, at public services and stations, and 
a 100 per cent discount from the Congestion 
Charge scheme 

408 Further details of the approach to improving the 
physical accessibility of London’s transport network 
will be provided in TfL’s Disability Equality Scheme 
(DES)  This is a statutory document, updated every 
three years, which sets out in further detail what 
TfL is going to do to ensure that the services it 
offers are accessible to disabled people 

5.9.2 Enhancing information provision 

409 Information is a critical enabler to making 
the right choice about travel options and 
needs to be timely and accessible  Disabled 
people identify improvements in this area 
as being a key factor in their ability to travel 
independently and with a feeling of confidence 
and personal safety  Enhancing pre-trip and 
in-trip journey information and improving the 
legibility of interchanges and facilities, will 
bring benefits to all Londoners, and will go 
some way to removing barriers to travel  

Proposal 41

The Mayor, through TfL, and working 
with the London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, will improve the availability, 
quality, quantity and timeliness of 
information about the transport system to 
remove barriers to travel 

5.9.3 Improving staff service and the 
attitudes of customers 

410 It is recognised that the approach of some 
staff and the attitude of some customers 
needs to reflect a more considerate approach 
to the needs of all users of public transport  
This can be achieved through raising customer 
service standards, improved customer 
relations programmes and disability awareness 
campaigns, so that those passengers who  
require additional assistance receive it as a  
matter of course 

Proposal 42

The Mayor, through TfL, and working 
with the London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, will improve attitudes of 
transport staff and travellers towards each 
other to ensure excellence in customer 
service and a courteous, safe and friendly 
travelling environment that does not present 
a barrier to travel 

411 Some people with mobility difficulties may 
need to build up confidence before using the 
public transport system independently  The 
Mayor will support travel-mentoring initiatives 
that help mobility impaired people to become 
accustomed to using the accessibility features 
on London’s public transport system  

412 Staff that are available throughout service 
hours to provide assistance, information and 
reassurance to all customers are particularly 
valued by disabled people  All bus stations, 
Tube and London Overground stations will 
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continue to be staffed from first to last service  
However, there remains the need for greater 
consistency in availability and the training of 
staff across the transport network  

Proposal 43

The Mayor, through TfL, will work to ensure 
a greater staff availability to provide direct 
assistance to customers and continue to 
improve customer experience, by enhancing 
staff training to ensure that the access needs 
of disabled passengers are understood by all 
frontline staff 

5.9.4 Door-to-door transport

413 Door-to-door transport takes people all the 
way from the origin of their trip to their 
final destination  Unlike mainstream public 
transport, where people generally have to 
access the system at predetermined stops, 
door-to-door transport can, in most cases, pick 
up and drop off passengers anywhere  The 
general aim of schemes such as Dial-a-Ride, 
Capital Call and Taxicard is to provide transport 
options for people for whom the mainstream 
transport network remains inaccessible 

414 Dial-a-Ride is a free door-to-door transport 
service for disabled people who can’t use buses, 
trains or the Tube  It can be used for many 
types of journeys, making it easier for disabled 
people or people with lower levels of mobility 
to go shopping and visit friends  Eligibility for 
Dial-a-Ride membership includes those people 
who have a permanent or long-term disability 
which means they are unable, or virtually 

unable, to use mainstream public transport 
services some or all of the time  

415 Dial-a-Ride is a very successful and popular 
service, currently catering for around 1 3 
million trips a year  Customer satisfaction rating 
is also running at more than 90 per cent 

416 Funding of door-to-door services has 
significantly increased over the past few 
years, delivering a number of enhancements  
Improvements to Dial-a-Ride have included 
extending eligibility, scrapping fares and making 
improvements to the call centre and booking 
system  TfL continues to jointly fund Taxicard 
with the London boroughs and fully fund Capital 
Call, both of which provide subsidised transport 
to people who have mobility impairment and 
difficulty using public transport  Demand 
continues to outstrip the supply for door-to-
door services and discussions between TfL and 
London Councils are ongoing to explore the best 
use of resources in maintaining and improving 
these services 

Proposal 44

The Mayor, through TfL, will support door-to-
door services for people with mobility problems 
who require this form of transport service 

5.9.5 Accessibility Implementation Plan

417 An accessibility implementation plan, as 
required by the GLA Act, is set out in section 
7 2 of this strategy 
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Figure 45: Strategic interchange concepts

Strategic interchanges will help to relieve passenger dispersal pressures at central London rail termini 
through two primary means:

1) Enable interchange to orbital public 
transport services to avoid the need 
to enter central London

2) Enable interchange between National Rail and 
Underground/bus services at a point prior to 
the rail termini, thereby reducing pressure at 
overcrowded rail termini interchanges

Rail termini Strategic interchange National Rail Underground/bus

Enhanced orbital trip opportunity Central area

Origin

Origin

Destination
Destination

5.10 Integrating London’s 
transport system and services
5.10.1 Improving interchange

418 Interchanges, whether local or major transport 
hubs, vastly expand the level of accessibility to 
opportunities and services offered by London’s 
transport system by enabling multi-modal 
journeys, and those involving more than one 
public transport service  The convenience, 
comfort, information provision, safety and 
reliability experienced at interchanges are 

important determining factors in Londoners' 
perceptions of the quality and attractiveness 
of the transport system  Interchanges have a 
crucial role to play in improving the efficiency 
of London’s transport system, as well as the 
relative attractiveness of public transport to  
the car and tackling car dependency 

419 Interchanges not only enable travel choices, 
but also provide opportunities to create better 
places to live and work as well as support 
population and employment growth in highly 
accessible and sustainable locations  Improved 
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Figure 46: Examples of strategic interchange locations outside central London
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Docklands Light Railway 
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London Overground orbital routes

Other lines

Strategic interchange concept

interchanges can support the alleviation of 
crowding and congestion, maximise access 
to business and employment markets (on a 
London-wide, national and international scale), 
improve connectivity, improve passenger 

journey experiences, and help address key 
environmental and quality of life concerns,  
such as air quality, health and noise pollution  
In collaboration with partners and stakeholders, 
TfL has published Interchange Best Practice 
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Guidelines that provide advice and guidance 
to those involved in planning, improving and 
operating high quality effective interchanges  

Proposal 45

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
Network Rail, the train operating companies, 
London boroughs and other stakeholders, 
will improve the customer experience and 
physical accessibility at interchanges across 
London through the application of the 
principles set out by the TfL Interchange 
Best Practice Guidelines of ‘efficiency’, 
‘useability’, ‘understanding’ and ‘quality’  
to all interchange schemes in London   
Such measures include:

a)  Provision of consistent and enhanced 
travel information

b)  Improved walking and cycling facilities at, 
and on routes to, public transport stations 
and stops

c)  Improved integration of public transport 
services in London, both in terms of 
service planning and physical location

d)  Improved efficiency, effectiveness  
and quality of interchanges across  
London to further integrate London’s 
transport system

e)  Provision of consistent customer service 
delivery standards

f)  Assurance that interchange facilities have 
sufficient capacity to meet travel demand

5.10.2 Strategic interchanges

420 Strategic interchanges are primarily radial 
to orbital rail interchanges  They have the 
potential to reduce travel times and relieve 
crowding in central London, including 
interchange capacity pressures at London’s 
rail termini  Connectivity and central London 
crowding relief benefits are offered by new 
and enhanced orbital public transport services, 
see Figure 45  Some also offer significant 
development potential, due to their enhanced 
public transport accessibility and connectivity  
Figure 46 shows potential key strategic 
interchanges outside central London 

Proposal 46

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
Network Rail, the train operating companies, 
London boroughs and other stakeholders, 
will prioritise improvements to strategic 
interchanges, that will:

a)  Provide opportunities for orbital public 
transport services

b)  Provide interchange opportunities before 
arriving in central London, in order to 
reduce interchange capacity pressure at 
London’s rail termini

c)  Provide opportunities to accommodate 
population and employment growth, 
with developer contributions towards 
the interchange improvements sought in 
appropriate circumstances
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Spotlight

Woolwich Arsenal strategic interchange
The new DLR station at Woolwich Arsenal in 
Greenwich has created a strategic interchange 
in Outer London  The interchange enables 
passengers travelling on radial National Rail 
services into central London to interchange 
at Woolwich and make orbital journeys 
north, across the Thames, towards important 
destinations such as Stratford – home of the 
Olympic Park – London City airport and  
Canary Wharf  

The interchange is heavily used by passengers 
changing from orbital bus services travelling into 
Woolwich from areas such as Plumstead  More 
than 50 per cent of arrivals for DLR services 
from Woolwich have interchanged from bus or 
National Rail services  Cycle parking outside the 
station is also heavily used  

The Woolwich Arsenal strategic interchange will 
be further enhanced when the planned Crossrail 
station opens in 2017 
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5.11 London 2012 Olympic 
and Paralympic Games
5.11.1 The 2012 Games legacy

421  As highlighted in chapter four, the Games 
provides London with a unique opportunity to 
change people’s behaviour and encourage a 
lower carbon, healthier life style by increasing 
the awareness and use of walking, cycling and 
public transport  This is particularly important 
in Stratford, where the Olympic Park will be 
fully accessible by public transport, as well 
as walking and cycling routes  The level of 
accessibility can be seen in Figure 47 

422 Transport can support the wider legacy benefits 
of the 2012 Games in two key ways:

•	 Firstly, new transport infrastructure being 
delivered for the Games will improve 
accessibility to jobs and services for local 
people and offer a wider choice of travel 
modes, for example, walking and cycling 
routes and access to new DLR stations  
This will also contribute towards reducing 
car dependency and road congestion, and 
reduce carbon and other emissions

•	 Secondly, promotion of more active modes 
of travel following the Games, building on 
the inspiration of the athletic performances 
through targeted awareness programmes  
These include smarter travel to support 
improvements in health and the local 
environment

423 The London 2012 ‘Active Travel Programme’ 
will use the Games as a catalyst to encourage 
spectators and the public to walk and cycle 
more before, during and after the Games  The 
programme will help to raise awareness about 
the benefits of walking and cycling as a mode 
of transport nationwide, and help increase  
the number of such journeys across London  
and the UK 

424 To promote healthy and environmentally 
sustainable lifestyles beyond the Games, 
initiatives are being developed to encourage 
walking and cycling in the five Olympic boroughs 
of Tower Hamlets, Hackney, Greenwich, Newham 
and Waltham Forrest; and within the area of the 
Olympic Park 

425 TfL is also providing extra funding for boroughs 
in advance of the 2012 Games for public 
realm improvement schemes at sites that will 
attract significant visitor numbers during the 
Games  These will transform the quality of 
the environment and urban realm in line with 
the principles of ‘better streets’ and provide 
a lasting legacy in the local area  Further 
interventions may be appropriate 

426 Additional complementary transport 
infrastructure investments may also be required 
to realise the local benefits of the Olympic Park 
that will be transformed through the Olympic  
Legacy Masterplan 
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Subject to potential review by the Olympic Legacy Transport Plan process
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427 The 2012 Paralympic Games will also provide 
specific legacy benefits for Londoners that will 
need to be embedded with further initiatives 
after the Games  New infrastructure for the 
Games, such as the DLR extension to Stratford 
International, the upgrade of Stratford station 
and step-free access at key Underground 
stations such as Green Park, all contribute 
towards more accessible public transport 
services  The Paralympic Games will also do 
much to promote the awareness of  
disability among transport operators and  
the general public  

428 In order to better understand the additional 
interventions that may be required to ensure 
maximum synergy with other intervention 
programmes, to maximise benefits of transport 
investment and ensure transport fully supports 
the principle of convergence outlined in chapter 
four, the Mayor proposes to develop a Transport 
Legacy Action Plan with key partners  The plan 
will be embedded in the sub-regional transport 
plan process and delivered through the TfL 
Business Plan and the boroughs’ LIPs 

Proposal 47

The Mayor in partnership with the London 
boroughs, TfL and Olympic Park Legacy 
Company, will develop a Transport Legacy 
Action Plan and monitoring programme 
to ensure the benefits of the legacy of 
the 2012 Games are maximised and that 
transport interventions support convergence 
as set out in the five Olympic Boroughs 
Strategic Regeneration Framework  The 
plan will be monitored for 10 years after the 
Games, and will define:

•		Partners	and	their	responsibilities

•		The	monitoring	area	within	the	five	 
Olympic boroughs

•		Key	indicators	and	targets	within	the	
monitoring area and London-wide

•		Actions	and	interventions	required	to	 
meet the targets

•		Annual	review	of	targets
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5.12 London’s airports
429 This section focuses on airport capacity 

and surface access to airports  The Mayor’s 
approach to broader aviation issues is outlined 
in section 4 2 2 1 ‘Supporting and developing 
London’s international, national and inter-
regional transport connectivity’ and in draft 
replacement London Plan policy 6 6  Measures 
to improve the carbon efficiency of air transport 
are set out in section 5 22 ’Reducing carbon 
dioxide emissions’ of this strategy, including 
proposal 101 

5.12.1 Airport capacity

430 Demand for air travel will continue to pose a 
major challenge for London  The number of 
passengers travelling through London area 
airports amounted to almost 140 million in 
2008, making this area the busiest in the world  
Unconstrained, demand is expected to rise to 
290 million passengers each year by 2031  
Current airport capacity in the South East will, 
however, limit trips to 180 million passengers 
a year  This could have the effect of limiting 
London’s economic growth and putting its 
competitive position at risk 

431 Committed capacity enhancements, principally 
Crossrail and the Piccadilly line upgrade, are 
designed to accommodate demand based on 
projected growth to existing permitted levels  
of airport use 

432 A third runway at Heathrow would increase 
capacity ultimately to 702,000 air traffic 
movements per year  This would significantly 

increase passenger demand for surface rail and 
road access on already congested networks  
However, the DfT has stated that a detailed 
surface access strategy is not a ‘prerequisite 
for a policy decision’ regarding a third runway  
Current forecasts suggest that by 2030, with a 
third runway, non-transfer passenger numbers 
could more than double, to 91 million per 
year  This would reduce resilience and increase 
crowding, congestion and delays elsewhere 
along rail and road corridors serving Heathrow 
and across west London as a whole  Public 
transport would become less attractive for users, 
especially at peak times  Airport expansion 
would further threaten to reduce the quality  
of life of many London residents 

433 Noise pollution currently affects a large number 
of residents underneath the Heathrow flight 
paths  DfT modelling estimated that in 2008 
over 250,000 people were within the Leq (used 
as the national airport noise exposure index) 
noise contour of 57 decibels or above  Measures 
to reduce noise pollution from aircraft are 
outlined in proposal 89 

434 Air quality is also a serious issue at Heathrow  
The airport is at risk of failing to meet EU  
NO2 maximum limit values in 2015  Surface 
access trips further compromise air quality:  
an extra three million car trips per year are 
forecast between 2010 and 2015  Measures  
to improve air quality are outlined in section 
5 21 and policy 3 of the draft Mayor's Air 
Quality Strategy 

435 Nevertheless, the Mayor recognises that 
adequate airport capacity is critical to the 
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continued competitiveness of London’s 
economy  For this reason, the Mayor will 
consider whether optimum use is being made 
of existing airport infrastructure (though mixed 
mode operation is not favoured at Heathrow) 

436 Stansted, Gatwick and Luton airports have 
important roles serving London as well as the 
South East  The Mayor will continue to work 
with partners in neighbouring regions through 
the Advisory Forum on Regional Planning for 
London, the South East and East of England to 
ensure that existing aviation infrastructure is 
used to its fullest extent before other options 
are considered for providing further airport 
capacity (this is set out in the aviation section, 
chapter six, London Plan) 

437 Solutions are, however, not limited to additional 
airport capacity  There is potential to increase 
transfer from short-haul domestic and European 
flights to rail journeys through existing and 
possible future high-speed rail services, thus 
freeing up take-off and landing ‘slots’ for long-
haul capacity 

Proposal 48

The Mayor recognises that the provision of 
adequate airport capacity serving the South 
East is critical to the competitive position of 
London in a global economy, but will oppose 
any further increases in runway capacity  
at Heathrow 

5.12.2 Surface access to airports 

438 London’s four main airports will continue to 
be the gateway to the city for the majority 
of overseas visitors, so high quality, efficient 
surface access is vital to promote London and 
the UK as a place to visit and do business  
Completion of Crossrail and the Thameslink 
upgrade will improve the public transport 
capacity and connectivity of Heathrow and 
Gatwick  The West Anglia National Rail 
upgrades (including the four-tracking project 
mentioned elsewhere in this section) will 
also enhance the capacity of rail services to 
Stansted  However, further improvements are 
required, in particular to access Heathrow  

439 The Mayor supports the principle of Airtrack 
(being promoted by BAA/Heathrow Airport 
Limited), subject to clarification of its impact 
on existing services to Waterloo, its impact 
on level crossings, and the scheme having a 
robust business case  If implemented, Airtrack 
would deliver a new rail link connecting the 
existing rail line from Waterloo to Reading 
with Heathrow Terminal 5  This project would 
cost around £650 – £700m, and could be 
delivered by 2014  Airtrack has the potential to 
significantly improve connectivity to Heathrow 
by enhancing public transport access from 
southwest London, and support its role as  
a major transport and employment hub  

440 Government has approved expansion at 
Stansted, which will increase the airport’s 
capacity from 25 to 35 million passengers 
per year  A package of measures has been 
developed to support this expansion  This 
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includes widening the M11 between junctions  
6 and 8 (between the M25 and Stansted)  
and the provision of further rail capacity 
(including a new fleet of Stansted Express trains 
ordered in 2009)  

441 BAA has submitted proposals to provide an 
additional runway at Stansted, which could see 
the number of passengers using the airport 
rise from 35 million to 68 million by 2030  
The Mayor has concerns about the impact 
this expansion will have on public transport 
services into London and believes that essential 
improvements to Tottenham Hale Underground 
station and along the West Anglia main line 
need to be funded before planning permission 
is granted 

Proposal 49

The Mayor believes the aviation industry 
should meet its full environmental and 
external costs and supports the position of 
‘The Future of Air Transport’ White Paper 
published in 2003  This states that airport 
operators should be responsible for paying 
the costs of upgrading or enhancing road, 
rail or other transport networks or services 
where these are needed to accommodate 
additional passengers travelling to, and from, 
expanded or growing airports 

442 London City airport was granted planning 
permission in 2009 to accommodate 120,000 
flights per year  The opening of the DLR 
extension to the airport means that, at more 
than 50 per cent, it currently has the highest 
public transport surface access mode share of 

any airport serving London  DLR infrastructure 
to support this growth is in place, though 
further rail vehicles are required to provide the 
required service capacity  

443 TfL has worked with airport operators through 
their airport transport forums to help improve 
surface access to airports  Continued close 
engagement with airport operators and 
local boroughs will be essential to serve the 
increasing numbers of air passengers and 
encourage a shift from private car to reduce 
congestion and improve surrounding air quality  

Proposal 50

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the London boroughs, DfT, airport operators, 
Network Rail, train operating companies 
and other stakeholders, will seek to improve 
access to London’s airports for passengers 
and staff by public transport, particularly 
from those parts of London which do not 
currently have good access by rail or bus; and 
for goods through better management of the 
road network, development of consolidation/
break-bulk centres and encouragement of 
access by rail and waterway 
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Proposals to encourage more 
cycling and walking

5.13 The cycling revolution
5.13.1 Introduction

444 Encouraging more people to cycle is a key 
Mayoral priority  There will be unprecedented 
levels of investment in cycling over the next 
10 years to improve cycle infrastructure and 
information  This will help secure the health, 
environmental and congestion benefits of a 
cycle revolution  The strategy will support this 
revolution by providing better information and 
training to promote behavioural change  It also 
supports improvements to infrastructure to 
make it easier and safer to travel by bike, and 
‘mainstreaming’ cycling as a transport mode 
making it more attractive to a wider range of 
people  The aim is to achieve a five per cent 
modal share for cycling (currently two per cent) 
by 2026, which equates to an approximate 
400 per cent increase compared to 2000  The 
Mayor also aims to increase the number of 
cycle parking spaces by 66,000 by 2012 

5.13.2 Understanding London’s  
cycling potential

445 There is significant potential to increase rates 
of cycling across the whole of London to 

meet the Mayor’s aim of a five per cent mode 
share for cycling by 2026  Cycling potential 
varies by region and reflects the diversity of 
London’s neighbourhoods and communities, 
its topography and density  Consequently, a 
tailored approach will be required to maximise 
the cycling potential in all areas of the Capital  
The current cycling situation, future potential 
and policy recommendations for central, Inner 
and Outer London are outlined below  

Central London

446 Rates of cycling in central London are currently 
higher than in other parts of the city  This 
reflects the greater centralisation of employment 
and services in the centre, density (making 
short journeys by bike a more viable transport 
choice) and significant investment by TfL and 
the boroughs to increase the attractiveness of 
cycling options  

447 High demand for limited road space, meanwhile, 
makes car use increasingly unattractive and 
encourages the use of alternative transport modes  
Measures such as Congestion Charging have 
reinforced this effect  For many trips in central 
London, cycling offers the fastest journey times 
and the most pleasant journey experience, and is 
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1 Biking Boroughs are those that prioritise cycling in their local transport strategies and LIPs (see glossary)

likely to remain an attractive choice in the future  
That is why the Mayor is delivering major new 
schemes including the central London Cycle Hire 
scheme, which is expected to generate around 
40,000 additional cycle trips each day, some of 
which will have transferred from other modes  
The scheme will provide a greater number of 
people with the opportunity to cycle in central 
London  In addition, TfL has identified potential 
to increase the proportion of people who use a 
bicycle between a railway station, for example, 
a central London termini and their intended 
journey destination  

Inner London

448 Like central London, Inner London benefits 
from high density residential, employment and 
shopping regions; nevertheless, rates of cycling 
vary across the area  Currently, the highest rates 
of cycling are found where public transport 
is more limited (for example, in Hackney or 
Lambeth where there is comparatively less 
Tube provision), and where local boroughs have 
been most committed to promoting cycling by 
introducing local road layout improvements, 
providing training and raising awareness  Going 
forward, proximity to central London creates a 
major opportunity to increase rates of cycling, 
particularly for commuter travel, and measures 
such as the Cycle Superhighways should cater for 
this  Given the higher proportion of apartment-
style residences in Inner London, the provision 
of secure cycle parking is a priority if the region’s 
full potential is to be realised  Furthermore, an 
expansion of the Cycle Hire scheme in Inner 
London could also increase cycling trips  

Outer London

449 With a few exceptions, rates of cycling in Outer 
London are currently lower than central and 
Inner London  Lower development densities – 
resulting in longer travel distances – combined 
with less congestion and higher traffic speeds, 
makes the car an attractive travel choice  
However, TfL analysis suggests that around 
two-thirds of the potential for increased levels 
of cycling in the Capital is in Outer London  
About half of all car trips here are less than two 
kilometres and public transport provision is not 
as comprehensive as in central or Inner London 

450 TfL’s existing smarter travel initiatives 
demonstrate that it is possible to increase  
rates of sustainable travel in Outer London  
by providing tailored advice and working  
with employers, schools and other partners   
The Smarter Travel Sutton initiative delivered  
a 75 per cent increase in cycling by the end of 
its three-year programme 

451 However, behavioural change is only part of the 
picture  There also needs to be improvements 
in cycling infrastructure, such as road layout 
and traffic management, bike priority measures, 
parking facilities and signage  Given Outer 
London’s size and variability, larger-scale 
infrastructure measures may not be viable 
everywhere  Nevertheless, they may play an 
important role in certain locations with high 
potential, such as Croydon or Stratford  There 
are opportunities for Biking Borough1 initiatives 
to improve access to town centres for cyclists 
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5.13.3 Bringing about the  
cycling revolution

452 Improving cycling in London will require a 
broad package of measures responsive to local 
conditions  Some of these will be physical 
measures; but many will be supportive measures 
involving the provision of better information, 
incentives and the promotion of cultural 
change  Those initiatives already underway 
which have delivered significant improvements 
in the cycling experience over the past 10 years 
will be continued  

453 Further measures, outlined below, will also 
be required  These do not always need to be 
expensive: numerous improvements can be 
achieved inexpensively simply by being aware 
of cyclists’ needs and integrating appropriate 
measures into existing projects, such as 
urban realm improvements  Where dedicated 
investment is required, these projects often 
represent excellent value for money  

Working in partnership

454 Delivering the cycling revolution requires a 
change in mindset  It is not enough for TfL 
and the boroughs to promote cycling and 
provide infrastructure and support  This must 
be a collective endeavour involving employers, 
property developers, schools, community 
groups and key partner organisations such as 
police services, housing associations, Primary 
Care Trusts and NHS London  

Proposal 51

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with  
the London boroughs and other stakeholders, 
will provide support, including sharing 
best practice, to enable and empower 
employers, schools, community groups, other 
organisations and individuals to deliver the 
improvements necessary to create a cycling 
revolution in London 

Supporting the London boroughs

455 Boroughs have a central role to play in improving 
the cycling experience and increasing rates of 
cycling  The Mayor is committed to supporting 
boroughs in this work, with additional support 
and advice aimed at boroughs seeking to take the 
lead as a Biking Borough  Biking Boroughs will 
help to create a local culture of cycling, focusing 
on town centre locations or key trip destinations 
within a borough known as 'cycle hubs', where 
potential for mode shift to cycling will be greatest  

Proposal 52

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the London boroughs that are keen to  
pilot the Biking Borough approach, will 
develop the Biking Borough scheme 
including measures such as cycle hubs and 
marketing initiatives to promote cycling 

456 There is also much that boroughs can do by 
working to prioritise cycling in their LIPs and 
to aspire to become Biking Boroughs where 
possible, with investment focused on the 
development of cycle hubs where appropriate 
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457 While boroughs are the key delivery agent for 
the cycling revolution, many cycle trips cross 
borough boundaries  Therefore, it is imperative 
that, while providing space for creativity 
to respond to local circumstances, there is 
consistent guidance and set standards for 
cycling in London (for example, wayfinding)  
Given the pattern of potential for increased 
rates of cycling, the sub-regional approach 
offers one way in which boroughs and TfL 
can effectively work together to deliver wider 
cycling change 

5.13.4 Raising awareness and 
'mainstreaming' cycling 

458 ‘Mainstreaming’ cycling is vital if a broader 
cross-section of Londoners are to be persuaded 
to start and continue cycling  TfL’s customer 
research suggests many people are put off 
because they consider it a ‘sporty’ activity 
requiring special equipment  Smarter travel 
initiatives, including school and workplace 
travel planning, campaigns, information 
provision and public events, all play a valuable 
role in raising the profile of cycling as an 
effective and practical means of transport  
In particular, these initiatives can encourage 
greater numbers of people in under-represented 
groups (such as women, children, those with 
disabilities) to start cycling for leisure, health, 
convenience or environmental concern  

Proposal 53

The Mayor, through TfL, will work with the 
DfT, London boroughs and stakeholders to 
raise the profile of cycling, using information 
and behavioural change measures, including 
smarter travel initiatives and major events 

5.13.5 Improving cycle infrastructure, 
cycle training and safety  

459 As noted above, rates of cycling in central 
London are currently higher than in other parts 
of the Capital  The Cycle Hire scheme and Cycle 
Superhighways will encourage further bike use 
here and the Mayor is keen for these benefits 
to be spread throughout the city  

460 In addition to targeted initiatives in high 
potential locations, a network of Cycle 
Superhighways running from Outer and 
Inner London to central London will be 
implemented to encourage more cycling and 
commuting by bike  Furthermore, specific 
measures will be introduced to complement 
each route, such as: bespoke signage and 
road markings, advance stop lines, traffic 
calming, cycle maintenance, tailored safety 
measures, workplace improvements, additional 
cycle parking throughout the route, urban 
realm improvements and cycle training  The 
attractiveness of Cycle Superhighways will be 
further enhanced by London-wide measures  
For example, the Mayor is already committed 
to delivering an additional 66,000 public cycle 
parking spaces by 2012 
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461 Fears about personal safety and security are 
a significant barrier to starting or continuing 
cycling  The Mayor’s Cycle Safety Action 
Plan, published in March 2010, sets out 
priorities and initiatives to improve cyclist 
safety in London  Attention to junctions and 
implementing site specific measures at high 
risk locations would help reduce these fears, 
as will ongoing work with the freight industry 
to address HGVs and cycling safety  Where 
possible, car access should be restricted in 
residential neighbourhoods to reduce speeds 
and create pleasant and safe spaces for cyclists   
TfL in partnership with the police intends to 
publish a draft Cycle Security Action Plan to 
reduce the risk of cycle theft and the criminal 
damage of bicycles 

462 Bikeability and the National Standards for Cycle 
Training ensure a comprehensive cycle training 
programme for school children, young people 
and adults, which will help address safety 
concerns and embed the right behaviours 
from a young age  For new cyclists of all 
ages, London’s streets can be an intimidating 
place  Alongside the provision of training 
and infrastructure to provide reassurance and 
support, the Mayor will introduce measures to 
encourage novice cyclists to make the most 
of London’s wealth of parks, open spaces, the 
river and canal network  This will include a 
network of Greenways and activity to promote 
cycling and walking for leisure purposes as a 
‘first step’ for many  The Mayor will encourage 
park managers to facilitate cycling and welcome 
cyclists to their green spaces 

Proposal 54

The Mayor, through TfL, and working 
with the London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, will deliver improvements to 
cycling infrastructure and training to support 
the cycling revolution, including:

a)  The launch of the central London Cycle 
Hire scheme in 2010

b)  Twelve Cycle Superhighways will be 
developed for commuters and others to 
cycle to central London, improving the 
capacity of the radial network

c)  Enhanced cycle links to the Olympic Park 
by 2012, and the development of a wider 
network of Greenways across London

d)  Further phases of the Cycle Hire  
scheme introduced in Inner and Outer 
London subject to sufficient demand  
and feasibility

e)  Increased provision of secure bicycle 
parking facilities, particularly at stations, 
workplaces, schools, retail and leisure sites 

f)  Improving permeability for cycling by 
further integrating the road network and 
open spaces

g)  Delivering road enhancements to make 
cycling easier and safer, including managing 
car access to residential areas, through 
physical or design measures, to create 
pleasant and safer cycling environments 

h)  Offering cycle training for people  
of all ages
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Spotlight

Central London Cycle Hire scheme
A cycle hire scheme is coming to the Capital in 
summer 2010, offering public bicycle sharing for 
short journeys in, and around, central London  
Users will be able to pick up a cycle for a small 
fee, use it, then drop it off ready for the next 
person  The cycles will be available 24 hours 
a day, all year round  The scheme will be self-
service, and designed to be ‘turn up and go’ 

TfL is working with the boroughs of Camden, 
City of London, Westminster, Hackney, 
Islington, Lambeth, Kensington & Chelsea, 
Southwark, Tower Hamlets and the Royal 
Parks and private landowners to host the cycle 
docking stations  

There will be 400 docking stations located 
approximately every 300 metres, and with more 
spaces than cycles, making it easy to drop off 
your bike at any chosen docking station   

The Cycle Hire scheme will: 

•		Offer	a	sustainable	and	low	emission	 
form of transport 

•		Be	convenient	for	local	residents,	business	
travellers, leisure users and visitors to London 

•		Encourage	local	trips	within	central	London	–	
many short journeys are faster by bicycle 

•		Be	easy	to	use	and	available	24	hours	a	day,	
365-days-a-year 

•		Alleviate	congestion	on	the	Tube	and	buses	

•		Provide	an	innovative	addition	to	London’s	
transport network 

•		Encourage	a	shift	from	car	to	cycling	

•		Mainstream	cycling
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5.13.6 Creating a considerate  
cycling culture 

463 Cyclists are vulnerable road users and often 
find that vehicles block their cycle lanes and 
advanced stop lines, squeezing their available 
space  Pedestrians are also vulnerable road 
users and can feel intimidated by poor cyclist 
behaviour, particularly cycling on pavements or 
jumping red lights  Disregard for the Highway 
Code makes the road a more dangerous place 
for everyone  TfL is working with the police and 
cyclists to deter such behaviour 

464 It is important to create a culture of mutual 
respect, where all road users show consideration 
for each other  Through FORS and working with 
other partners, cyclist awareness is incorporated 
as part of driver training while considerate cyclist 
behaviour is a fundamental part of cycle training 
promoted by TfL  These initiatives should be 
complemented by changes to the Highway Code 
to improve conditions for cyclists  Furthermore, 
changes to traffic sign regulations have the 
potential to provide more convenient and better 
integrated cycling routes 

Proposal 55

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the police, London boroughs and DfT, 
will encourage changes to be made to the 
Highway Code and road traffic regulations, 
where necessary, to make cycling more 
convenient and to encourage a culture of 
mutual respect between all road users  

5.13.7 Using bicycles for  
commercial purposes 

465 Bicycles and bicycle-based vehicles are 
increasingly used for commercial purposes to 
carry goods and passengers  Many businesses in 
central London use cycle couriers  TfL is working 
with courier companies and is supporting the use 
of bikes for local freight deliveries  

466 Pedicabs are a popular mode of transport for 
tourists in some parts of the West End  However, 
pedicabs can cause congestion, reduce the 
effectiveness of bus lanes, and raise safety 
concerns over the road-worthiness of the vehicle, 
putting both passengers and drivers at risk  
Regulation has been unable to keep pace with 
the rapid growth of this market  Pedicabs cannot 
be licensed like PHVs under current legislation, 
although the police can enforce vehicle 
regulations on pedicabs with electrical motors 
weighing more than 60 kilograms  A revision of 
the rules concerning pedicabs is clearly needed  

Proposal 56

The Mayor, through TfL, and working 
with the London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, will press for specific primary 
legislation to establish an effective legal 
framework for pedicabs, including specific 
licensing powers for the boroughs 

5.13.8 Integrating cycle provision  
with development

467 Land use planning can be used to promote 
cycling in two principal ways  At a practical 
level, it can require that cycling is considered 
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in all developments, ensuring that the right 
facilities (parking, showers, storage, docking 
stations, etc) are available  Similar steps can 
be taken to retrofit existing developments, 
including public buildings (for example, 
hospitals) and major trip attractors, such as 
entertainment venues  These changes can 
help ‘normalise’ the use of the bicycle as a 
transport mode in all situations and at any 
time, from commuting for work to a night out  
They will provide reassurance to cyclists that 
if they arrive at a venue, suitable facilities will 
be available and this will reduce the need to 
plan cycle journeys carefully  Cycle parking 
standards are given in the London Plan (Table 
6 2), covering quantity and design of parking, 
and complementary facilities such as lockers  

468 Longer term, the planning system can support 
a realignment of land use within London to 
make active transport options more viable  For 
example, by reducing the distance between 
residential areas, employment opportunities 
and other significant trip attractors such as 
shopping centres and schools  

Proposal 57

The Mayor will seek to use his planning 
powers and work with the London boroughs 
to encourage cycling by supporting 
development that:

a)  Provides cycle parking to an  
appropriate standard

b)  Integrates the needs of cyclists into  
the design

c)  Promotes the co-location of key trip 
attractors to make cycling a more viable 
and attractive travel option

d)  Provides cycle hire docking stations 
dependent on sufficient demand and 
feasibility studies

5.13.9 Cycle parking at stations

469 Cycle parking at stations is necessary to support 
cycling as part of a longer trip  It expands the 
catchment areas of stations by encouraging 
combined cycle and rail trips 

470 There is evidence to show that provision 
at stations is often inadequate, in terms of 
quantity, location and security  TfL is working 
with Network Rail, the train operating 
companies and boroughs to increase cycle 
parking and improve facilities at, and adjacent 
to, existing London rail, Tube and bus stations 

Proposal 58

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
Network Rail, the train operating companies 
and London boroughs, will review cycle 
parking standards and aim to implement 
‘best-practice’ levels of cycle parking 
provision at any new station or as part of 
any comprehensive station redevelopment 
works  Additional cycle parking provision will 
also be provided at other stations to meet 
demand, wherever possible  
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Case study

Cycle parking on the DLR
In 2007, the DLR implemented a cycling strategy 
which aimed to encourage more passengers to 
cycle to its stations and continue their journey  
via the railway  

Shadwell station, in Tower Hamlets, was chosen 
as the first station to benefit from improved 
cycle parking in July 2008  

Shadwell fully incorporates TfL's five criteria  
for effective cycle parking at DLR stations,  
as follows: 

•		Demarcation	of	the	cycle	parking	area	

•		A	clearly	visible,	durable	and	transparent	
shelter to reduce fear of crime

•		Consistent	signage	and	information	for	cyclists	

•		Robust,	secure	and	convenient	bicycle	stands	
that enable both the front and back wheels 
and frames to be locked to them 

•		A	location	near	the	station	entrance	 
(about 10 metres from the entrance and 
about 50 metres from a busy cycle lane  
that links the City and Canary Wharf),  
covered by CCTV, well-lit with good  
natural surveillance 

Since the award-winning shelter has been 
installed, the practice of leaving bikes on railings 
has ceased and cycle use at the station has 
increased by more than 50 per cent 

Building on the success of Shadwell, eight 
further cycle shelters will be rolled out across 
the DLR network during 2010 
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Spotlight

Cycle Superhighways
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Cycle Superhighways will be safe, fast, direct 
routes from Outer London into the centre, 
linking residential areas across the Capital   
TfL has engaged extensively with boroughs 
and businesses, and the first two routes open 
in summer 2010 from Merton to the City, and 
Barking to Tower Gateway  The remaining 10 
proposed routes will be delivered as part of a 
rolling programme by 2015 

The routes will improve conditions for existing 
cycle commuters, attract those who do not 
currently cycle to work, and encourage others  
to start cycling  

The new routes will be clearly marked and easy 
to follow  There will be bespoke signs and road 
markings, as well as information about journey 
times and links to other cycle routes  The bold 
markings will increase awareness among other 
road users, and indicate that the route is used 
by a large number of cyclists 

TfL aims to provide comfortable road surfaces 
and measures to help cyclists feel confident 
when crossing junctions  Cycle Superhighways 
are a key part of London's cycling revolution, 
which also includes cycle parking, training, 
workplace improvements and Improving safety 

*Red routes indicate first tranche, blue routes indicate later tranches

Cycle Superhighways Indicative routes subject to consultation*
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5.14 Making walking count
5.14.1 Introduction

471 Almost a quarter of all trips in London are made 
entirely on foot  Walking is a free, functional 
and reliable method for moving around the 
city  In addition, it is widely enjoyed as a leisure 
activity and can, in both instances, offer a 
positive impact towards people’s health 

472 Walking can help reduce congestion on local 
road, bus, Tube and rail routes and contributes 
to creating a vibrant Capital with improved 
perceptions of safety  The Mayor is therefore 
keen to coordinate the activities of TfL, the 
boroughs and others to deliver significant 
investment to improve walking conditions 
across London, and achieve increased levels 
above the current 24 per cent mode share 

Proposal 59

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the London boroughs, employers, schools, 
community groups, other organisations and 
individuals, will bring about a step change in 
the walking experience in London to make 
walking count 

5.14.2 Providing a safe, comfortable 
and attractive street environment 

473 Sustaining increases in the number of people 
walking will require targeted programmes of 
urban realm improvements to ensure a safe and 
enjoyable experience  The strategy proposes 
initiatives to enhance conditions for pedestrians 
further, in particular in central London and 

town centres  These initiatives are developed 
in conjunction with the founding principles of 
‘better streets’ (section 5 18) 

474 Land use planning policies can be used to 
support walking journeys by encouraging 
developments that ensure an improved and 
convenient urban realm for pedestrians  
Fundamental principles to encourage a high 
quality, connected pedestrian environment 
are set out in the London Plan (policy 6 10)  
In addition, improving conditions for walking 
supports the ‘lifetime neighbourhoods’ 
approach of the London Plan (policy 7 1) 
which, in the context of a forecast increase 
in the number of both younger and older 
Londoners, aims to ensure that the needs  
of families with small children, older people  
and disabled people are better reflected in  
the design and development of public,  
open and green spaces 

Proposal 60

The Mayor, through TfL, and working 
with the London boroughs and other 
stakeholders, will improve the walking 
experience by enhancing the urban realm 
and taking focused action to ensure 
safe, comfortable and attractive walking 
conditions, including:

a)  Development of the ‘key walking route’ 
approach, to encourage walking and 
improve corridors between local destinations 
where people want to travel, encapsulating 
squares and open spaces where appropriate 
(for example, London parks)
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b)  Providing direct, convenient pedestrian 
access (for example, with surface 
crossings) where appropriate

c)  Street audits to identify pedestrian needs and 
guidance (such as pedestrian comfort levels)

d)  Delivery of the seven Strategic Walk 
Network routes, separate from, but 
alongside the development of, Greenways

e)  Training for those involved in the design 
and delivery of schemes that impact 
walking conditions

f)  Enhancing pavement space for pedestrians 
and removing guardrails and other obstacles

g)  Seeking to manage car access to 
residential areas, through physical or 
design measures, to create pleasant and 
safer walking environments

h)  Tackling the fear of crime and feeling 
unsafe on the streets

i)  Supporting major projects such as 
high street revitalisation through good 
quality public realm designed to support 
regeneration of small businesses and 
encourage local shopping and activity

j)  Improving access, safety and security 
between the station and surrounding areas 
for pedestrians (and cyclists) to encourage 
active and smarter travel

k)  Encouraging the extension of a network 
of linked green spaces (namely, the All 
London Green Grid)

l)  Supporting developments that emphasise 
the quality and permeability of the 
pedestrian environment (section 5 18 
Better streets)

5.14.3 Making it easier to plan  
journeys by foot 

475 Londoners need to know which journeys might 
be easier, quicker and more pleasant to walk (for 
example, across a square or park)  The Tube map 
distorts the perception of distances between 
stations, resulting in many people taking the 
Tube for short distances  Improved signage, such 
as that provided by the Legible London initiative 
and new technologies can help people plan and 
undertake journeys on foot  The Legible London 
system piloted in both central and Outer London 
uses street maps of the immediate area to 
encourage short walking trips 

Proposal 61

The Mayor, through TfL, and working with 
the London boroughs, developers and other 
stakeholders, will improve the quality and 
provision of information and resources for 
walking, especially at stations, interchanges 
and in town centres by measures, including:

a)  Extending Legible London to other areas

b)  Creating an online one-stop walking 
resource to facilitate walking, linked 
to an enhanced Journey Planner with 
advanced walking options 

c)  Developing consistent wayfinding 
formats and making use of new 
wayfinding technologies
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5.14.4 Promoting the health and 
environmental benefits of walking

476 Walking is healthy  It can stimulate the 
cardiovascular system (heart, lungs and 
circulation), boost muscle endurance, help 
reduce obesity and contribute to mental health 
improvements  In addition, there are other 
recognisable benefits such as a decrease in CO2 
emissions as a result of people shifting modes 
to walking  An increase in town centre walking 
can also support the economy and have a 
positive impact for local businesses 

477 Walking in London can be a highly enjoyable 
experience, particularly when taking into 
account the wealth of green spaces and nature 
reserves  The completion of the Strategic Walk 
Network and improvements to the Blue Ribbon 
Network, among other incentives, will provide 
the stimulus to explore London’s riversides, 
parks, woodlands and heaths at a leisurely pace 

478 Encouraging walking requires changes in the 
way people think about physically active travel 
and the transport choices they make  A key 
step is to provide better information about the 
benefits of walking  Travel planning and smarter 
travel initiatives can be used to promote the 
range of benefits, particularly in schools, 
workplaces and in deprived areas where the cost 
of public transport may be a barrier to travel 

Proposal 62

The Mayor, through TfL, working with the 
London boroughs, developers and other 
stakeholders, will promote walking and its 
benefits through information campaigns, 
events to raise the profile of walking, and 
smarter travel initiatives such as school and 
workplace travel plans 
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